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1 Introduction
This paper is a continuation of [12]. There we introduced a new concept
of smoothness in infinite dimensional spaces extending the familiar finite-
dimensional smoothness concept. This allowed us to introduce the concept of
a splicing leading to new local models for smooth spaces. These local models
can be of finite or infinite dimension and it is an interesting feature that the
local dimensions need not to be constant. In [12] we defined smooth maps
between these local models and constructed a tangent functor. Applying
classical constructions from differential geometry to these new objects we
constructed a generalized differential geometry, the so-called splicing based
differential geometry. The generalization of an orbifold to the splicing
world leads to the notion of a polyfold and the generalization of a manifold
to the notion of a M-polyfold. Not surprisingly the generality of the new
theory allows constructions which do not parallel any classical construction.
Benefits of this new differential geometric world include new types of spaces
needed for an abstract and efficient treatment of theories like Floer-Theory,
Gromov-Witten or Symplectic Field Theory from a common point of view.
From our point of view the afore-mentioned theories are built on a suitable
counting of zeros of a smooth Fredholm section of a strong polyfold bundle.
The fact that the Fredholm sections on different connected components are
related in subtle ways leads to interesting algebraic structures which can
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be captured on an abstract level, see [17]. An abstract Sard-Smale-type
perturbation theory takes care of the usual intrinsic transversality difficulties
well-known in al these theories.
The implicit function theorem and Sard-type transversality theorems are
crucial analytical tools in differential geometry and nonlinear analysis (where
one usually refers to a nonlinear Fredholm theory and a Sard-Smale-type
transversality theory). In the present paper we develop the analogous ‘splic-
ing based’ theory. We carry out the analysis needed for a generalized Fred-
holm theory for sections of strong M-polyfold bundles. The analytical results
are a crucial technical tool in the theory of Fredholm functors and polyfolds
presented in the forthcoming part III in [13] which is needed for symplectic
field theory treated in [16].
Before we describe the contents of the present paper we should briefly
mention the prerequisites, namely the material introduced in part I of this
series in [12]. For the convenience of the reader a glossary about the new
concepts is added in section 7. In there we recall, in particular, the notion of
sc-smoothness, the notions of an M-polyfold and of a strong bundle splicing.
Moreover, the definitions of an sc+-section of a strong M-polyfold bundle and
of a linearized section are recalled. A more comprehensive treatment can be
found in [10].
The main technical results concern the very special sc-smooth maps called
contraction germs (Definition 2.1). They arise in the normal forms for Fred-
holm sections introduced in Definition 3.6. Contraction germs allow an ’in-
finitesimal smooth implicit function theorem’ (this extremely local version of
an implicit function theorem is a special feature of the sc-world). The diffi-
cult part is the regularity of the solution, while the existence of a continuous
solution germ is an immediate consequence of the contraction principle in
complete spaces (see Theorems 2.3 and 2.6). Armed with the notion of a
Fredholm section and the infinitesimal implicit function theorem we derive
more familiar versions of the implicit function theorem. Of particular inter-
est are the Theorems 4.6 and 4.18 which describe the local structure of the
solution set of Fredholm sections. Based on these results we then develop
in section 5 the global Fredholm theory. It consists of a transversality and
perturbation theory. Two results of particular interest are the Theorems
5.21 and 5.22. These results look like those familiar from classical Fredholm
theory. The reader should, however, keep in mind that the ambient spaces
are M-polyfolds which are much more general spaces than Banach manifolds
and that the notion of a Fredholm section is much more general as well. Here
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is, as a sample, a version of Theorem 5.22.
Theorem. Let p : Y → X be a fillable strong M-polyfold bundle and f a
proper Fredholm section. Then given an open neighborhood U of f−1(0) there
exist arbitrarily small sc+-sections s supported in U having the property that
the Fredholm section f + s is in general position to the boundary ∂X (as
defined in Definition 5.17) so that the solution set (f + s)−1(0) is a smooth
compact manifold with boundary with corners contained in U .
If s0 and s1 we are two such sc
+-sections which are sufficiently small
(Theorem 5.22 formulates this quantitatively) and Mi = (f + si)
−1(0)) are
associated solutions sets, then we can find a smooth arc st for t ∈ [0, 1] of
sc+-sections connecting s0 with s1 so that
(t, x) 7→ f(x) + st(x)
has a regular compact solution set M = {(t, x) | f(x) + st(x) = 0} which
lies in general position to the boundary of [0, 1] × X . In particular, M is
a manifold with boundary with corners and moreover the subsets of points
(t, x) in M with t = 0 or t = 1 are the solution sets Mi for i = 0, 1.
Under the assumptions of our theorem, we conclude in the case ∂X = ∅
that the (un-oriented) cobordism class of the solution set is an invariant. If
we are dealing with oriented Fredholm sections we arrive at invariants in the
oriented cobordism category.
In order to describe another sample result we make use of the notion of
an auxiliary norm which will be explained in chapter 5. It allows to measure
the size of perturbations. We shall also introduce later on in section 5.5 our
version of the de Rham cohomology H∗dR(X,R) in the sc-smooth setting.
Theorem (Invariants). Let p : Y → X be a fillable strong M-polyfold bun-
dle, where the M-polyfold X has no boundary. We assume that f is a proper
oriented Fredholm section. We suppose further that N is an auxiliary norm
and U an open neighborhood of the solution set f−1(0), so that (N,U) controls
compactness. Then there is a well-defined map
Φf : H
∗
dR(X,R)→ R
satisfying
Φf ([ω]) =
∫
Mf+s
ω
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for every generic solution setMf+s = (f+s)−1(0), where s is an sc+-section
having support in U and satisfying N(s) < 1. Moreover, if t→ ft is a proper
homotopy of oriented Fredholm sections then
Φf0 = Φf1 .
There are also results for M-polyfolds with boundaries ∂X involving the
relative de Rham cohomology H∗dR(X, ∂X). We have proved such general-
izations for Fredholm sections of strong polyfold bundles in [13] and will not
address this topic here.
As already mentioned, the traditional concept of nonlinear Fredholm
maps is not sufficient for our purposes. In order to motivate our new defi-
nition of a Fredholm section of sc-vector bundles we first recall from [1] the
classical local analysis of a smooth map f : E → F between Banach spaces
defined near the origin in E and satisfying f(0) = 0. We assume that the
derivative Df(0) ∈ L(E, F ) is a Fredholm operator. Consequently, there are
the topological splittings
E = K ⊕X and F = C ⊕ Y
where K = kerDf(0) and Y = imDf(0) and dimK < ∞, dimC < ∞. In
particular,
Df(0) : X → Y
is a linear isomorphism of Banach spaces. It allows to introduce the linear
isomorphism σ : K ⊕ X → K ⊕ Y defined by σ(k, x) = (k,Df(0)x). In
the new coordinates of the domain, the map f becomes the composition
h = f ◦ σ−1 : K ⊕ Y → C ⊕ Y, satisfying h(0) = 0 and
Dh(0)[k, y] = [0, y].
If we write h = (h1, h2) according to the splitting of the target space and
denote by P : C ⊕ Y → Y the canonical projection, then the mapping
h2(k, y) = P ◦ f ◦ σ
−1(k, y) has the following normal form
h2(k, y) = y +B(k, y),
where B(0) = 0 and DB(0) = 0. Hence the maps
y 7→ B(k, y)
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are contractions near the origin in Y having arbitrary small contraction con-
stants 0 < ε < 1 if k and y are sufficiently close to 0 depending on the
contraction constant. In other words, taking a suitable coordinate represen-
tation of f and a suitable projection onto a subspace of finite codimension
in the target space, the non linear Fredholm map looks locally near 0 like a
parametrized contraction perturbation of of the identity mapping.
In the setting of splicing based differential geometry one cannot rely any-
more on the classical implicit function theorem. This classical theorem gives
an insight into the behavior near a point at which only the linearization is
known. In our approach to Fredholm sections we shall instead start from
the contraction normal form and shall call a section Fredholm, if in ap-
propriate coordinates it has a contraction normal form of the type above.
Consequently, we begin the analysis with an implicit function theorem for
contraction germs.
Acknowledgement: We would like to thank P. Albers, B. Bramham, J.
Fish, U. Hrynievicz, J. Johns, R. Lipshitz and C. Manolescu, A. Momin, S.
Pinnamaneni and K. Wehrheim for useful discussions and valuable sugges-
tions. We thank the referees for improvements.
2 Analysis of Contraction Germs
In this section we study the existence and the regularity of solution germs of
special equations called contraction germs. The results form the analytical
back bone for our implicit function theorems and Fredholm theory.
2.1 Contraction Germs
In [12] we have introduced an sc-structure on a Banach space E. It consists
of a nested sequence
E = E0 ⊃ E1 ⊃ E1 ⊃ · · · ⊃
⋂
m≥0
Em =: E∞
of Banach spaces Em having the properties that the inclusions En → Em
are compact operators if m < n and the vector space E∞ is dense in Em for
every m ≥ 0. Points and sets contained in E∞ are called smooth points
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and smooth sets. A Banach space equipped with an sc-structure is called
an sc-Banach space. We write Em to emphasize that we are dealing with the
Banach space Em equipped with the sc-structure (E
m)k := Em+k for k ≥ 0.
A partial quadrant C in the sc-Banach space E is a closed subset
which under a suitable sc-isomorphism T : E → Rn ⊕W is mapped onto
[0,∞)n ⊕W .
We denote by O(C, 0) an sc-germ of C-relative open neighborhoods of 0
consisting of a decreasing sequence
U0 ⊃ U1 ⊃ U2 ⊃ · · · ⊃ Um ⊃ · · ·
of open neighborhoods Um of 0 in Cm = C ∩ Em. The associated tangent
germ TO(C, 0) of O(C, 0) consists of the decreasing sequence
U1 ⊕E0 ⊃ U2 ⊕E1 ⊃ · · · ⊃ Um+1 ⊕Em ⊃ · · · .
Assume that F is a second Banach space equipped with the sc-structure
(Fm). Then an sc
0-germ
f : O(C, 0)→ (F, 0)
is a continuous map f : U0 → F0 satisfying f(0) = 0 and f(Um) ⊂ Fm such
that
f : Um → Fm
is continuous for every m ≥ 0. We extend the idea of an sc1-map as defined
in Definition 2.13 in [12] to the germ level as follows. An sc1-germ f :
O(C, 0) → (F, 0) is an sc0-germ which is also of class sc1 in the following
sense. For every x ∈ U1 there exists the linearisation Df(x) ∈ L(E0, F0)
such that for all h ∈ E1 with x+ h ∈ U1,
1
‖h‖1
‖f(x+ h)− f(x)−Df(x)h‖0 → 0 as ‖h‖1 → 0.
Moreover, the tangent map Tf : U1 ⊕ E0 → TF , defined by
Tf(x, h) = (f(x), Df(x)h)
for (x, h) ∈ U1 ⊕ E0, satisfies Tf(Um+1 ⊕ Em) ⊂ Fm+1 ⊕ Fm and Tf :
TO(C, 0)→ (TF, 0) is an sc0-germ.
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Definition 2.1. Let E be an sc-Banach space and let V be a partial quadrant
in a finite-dimensional vector space F . Then an sc0-germ f : O(V ⊕E, 0)→
(E, 0) is called an sc0-contraction germ if it has the form
f(v, u) = u− B(v, u) (1)
so that the following holds. For every level m and every 0 < ε < 1 we have
the estimate
‖B(v, u)−B(v, u′)‖m ≤ ε · ‖u− u
′‖m
for all (v, u) and (v, u′) close to (0, 0) in V ⊕ Em. Here the notion of close
depends on the level m and the contraction constant ε.
The following existence theorem is an immediate consequence of a pa-
rameter dependent version of Banach’s fixed point theorem.
Theorem 2.2. Let f : O(V ⊕ E, 0) → (E, 0) be an sc0-contraction germ.
Then there exists a uniquely determined sc0-germ δ : O(V, 0) → (E, 0) so
that the associated graph germ gr(δ) : V → V ⊕E, defined by v 7→ (v, δ(v)),
satisfies
f ◦ gr(δ) = 0.
2.2 Regularity of Solution Germs
Our main concern now is the regularity of the unique solution δ of the equa-
tion f(v, δ(v)) = 0 in Theorem 2.2. We shall prove that the solution germ
δ is of class sck if the given germ f is of class sck. We first study the case
k = 1 and abbreviate
V = [0,∞)l × Rn−l ⊂ Rn.
Theorem 2.3. If the sc0-contraction germ f : O(V ⊕ E, 0) → (E, 0) is of
class sc1, then the solution germ δ : O(V, 0)→ (E, 0) in Theorem 2.2 is also
of class sc1.
We are going to prove Theorem 2.3 under the following weaker assump-
tions on the sc0-germ f : O(V ⊕ E, 0) → (E, 0) having the above form
f(u, v) = u − B(v, u). We merely assume that for every level m ≥ 0 there
exists a constant 0 < ρm < 1 such that
‖B(v, u)− B(v, u′)‖m ≤ ρm‖u− u
′‖m
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for (v, u) and (v, u′) close to (0, 0) in V ⊕Em where the notion of close depends
on the level m. However, we should point out that the stronger contraction
assumption (for every contraction constant 0 < ε < 1) is crucial later on for
the stability of sc0-contraction germs under perturbations.
Proof of Theorem 2.3. We fix m ≥ 0 and first show that the set
1
|b|
‖δ(v + b)− δ(v)‖m (2)
is bounded for v and b 6= 0 belonging to a small ball around zero in V
whose radius depends on m. Since the map B is of class sc1, there exists
at (v, u) ∈ Um+1 a bounded linear map DB(u, v) ∈ L(R
n ⊕ Em, Fm). We
introduce the following notation for the partial derivatives,
DB(v, u)(v̂, û) = DB(v, u)(v̂, 0) +DB(v, u)(0, û)
= D1B(v, u)v̂ +D2B(v, u)û.
Since v 7→ δ(v) is a continuous map into Em+1 and since the map B is of
class C1 as a map from an open neighborhood of 0 in V ⊕Em+1 into Em, we
have the identity
B(v + b, δ(v + b))− B(v, δ(v + b)) =
(∫ 1
0
D1B(v + sb, δ(v + b))ds
)
· b.
As a consequence,
1
|b|
‖B(v + b, δ(v + b))− B(v, δ(v + b))‖m
≤
∫ 1
0
‖D1B(v + sb, δ(v + b))‖mds ≤ Cm.
(3)
Recalling δ(v) = B(v, δ(v)) and δ(v + b) = B(v + b, δ(v + b)), we have the
identity
δ(v + b)− δ(v)− (B(v, δ(v + b))− B(v, δ(v)))
= B(v + b, δ(v + b))− B(v, δ(v + b)).
(4)
From the contraction property of B in the second variable one concludes
‖B(v, δ(v + b))−B(v, δ(v))‖m ≤ ρm · ‖δ(v + b)− δ(v)‖m. (5)
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Now, using 0 < ρm < 1, one derives from (4) using (3) and (5) the estimate
1
|b|
‖δ(v + b)− δ(v)‖m
≤
1
1− ρm
·
1
|b|
‖B(v + b, δ(v + b))− B(v, δ(v + b))‖m
≤
1
1− ρm
· Cm
as claimed in (2). Since B is of class C1 from V ⊕ Em+1 into Em and since
‖δ(v + b)− δ(v)‖m+1 ≤ C
′
m+1 · |b| by (2), the estimate
δ(v + b)− δ(v)−DB(v, δ(v)) · (b, δ(v + b)− δ(v)) = om(b) (6)
holds true, where om(b) ∈ Em is a function satisfying
1
|b|
om(b) → 0 in Em as
b→ 0 in V . We next prove
‖D2B(v, δ(v))h‖m ≤ ρm · ‖h‖m (7)
for all h ∈ Em+1. Fixing h ∈ Em+1, we can estimate
‖D2B(v, δ(v))h‖m
≤
1
|t|
· ‖B(v, δ(v) + th)− B(v, δ(v))−D2B(v, δ(v))[th]‖m
+
1
|t|
· ‖B(v, δ(v) + th)− B(v, δ(v))‖m.
In view of the postulated contraction property of B, the second term is
bounded by ρm · ‖h‖m, while the first term tends to 0 as t→ 0 because B is
of class C1. Hence the claim (7) follows. Using (7) and the fact that Em+1
is dense in Em, we derive for the continuous linear operator D2B(v, δ(v)) :
Em → Em the bound
‖D2B(v, δ(v))h‖m ≤ ρm · ‖h‖m (8)
for all h ∈ Em. Thus, since ρm < 1, the continuous linear map
L(v) : Em → Em
L(v) := 1−D2B(v, δ(v))
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is an isomorphism. Applying the inverse L(v)−1 to both sides of (6) we obtain
the estimate
δ(v + b)− δ(v)− L(v)−1D1B(v, δ(v))b = om(b)
in Em. Therefore, the map v 7→ δ(v) from V into Em is differentiable and its
derivative δ′(v) ∈ L(Rn, Em) is given by the formula
δ′(v) = L(v)−1D1B(v, δ(v)). (9)
It remains to show that v 7→ δ′(v) ∈ L(Rn, Em) is continuous. To see this
we define the map F : (V ⊕ Rn)⊕ Em → Em by setting
F (v, b, h) = D1B(v, δ(v))b+D2B(v, δ(v))h.
The map F is continuous and, in view of (8), it is a contraction in h. Applying
a parameter dependent version of Banach’s fixed point theorem to F we find
a continuous function (v, b) 7→ h(v, b) from a small neighborhood of 0 in
V ⊕ Rn into Em satisfying F (v, b, h(v, b)) = h(v, b). Since we also have
F (v, b, δ′(v)b) = δ′(v)b, it follows from the uniqueness that h(v, b) = δ′(v)b
and so the map (v, b) 7→ δ′(v)b is continuous. Now using the fact that V
is contained in a finite dimensional space, we conclude that v 7→ δ′(v) ∈
L(Rn, Em) is a continuous map. The proof of Theorem 2.3 is complete. 
2.3 Higher Regularity
Theorem 2.3 shows that the sc0-contraction germ f which is also of class sc1
has a solution germ δ satisfying f(v, δ(v)) = 0 which is also of class sc1. Our
next aim is to show that if f is of class sck, then δ is also of class sck. To do
so we begin with a construction.
Lemma 2.4. Assume that f : O(V ⊕ E, 0) → (E, 0) is an sc0-contraction
germ and of class sck with k ≥ 1. Denote by δ the solution germ and assume
it is of class scj. (By Theorem 2.3, δ is at least of class sc1.) Define the
germ f (1) by
f (1) : O(TV ⊕ TE, 0)→ TE
f (1)(v, b, u, w) = (u−B(v, u), w −DB(v, δ(v)) (b, w))
= (u, w)−B(1)(v, b, u, w),
(10)
where the last line defines the map B(1). Then f (1) is an sc0-contraction germ
and of class scmin{k−1,j}.
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Proof. For v small, the map B(1) has the contraction property with respect
to (u, w). Indeed, on the m-level of (TE)m = Em+1 ⊕ Em, i.e., for (u, w) ∈
Em+1 ⊕ Em and for v small we can estimate, using (7),
‖B(1)(v, b, u′, w′)− B(1)(v, b, u, w)‖m
= ‖B(v, u′)− B(v, u)‖m+1
+ ‖DB(v, δ(v))(b, w′)−DB(v, δ(v))(b, w)‖m
≤ ρm+1‖u
′ − u‖m+1 + ‖D2B(v, δ(v))[w
′ − w]‖m
≤ max{ρm+1, ρm} ·
(
‖u′ − u‖m+1 + ‖w
′ − w‖m
)
= max{ρm+1, ρm} · ‖(u
′, w′)− (u, w)‖m.
Consequently, the germ f (1) is an sc0-contraction germ. If now f is of class
sck and δ of class scj , then the germ f (1) is of class scmin{k−1,j}, as one verifies
by comparing the tangent map Tf with the map f (1) and using the fact that
the solution δ is of class scj . By Theorem 2.2, the solution germ δ(1) of f (1)
is at least of class sc0. It solves the equation
f (1)(v, b, δ(1)(v, b)) = 0. (11)
But also the tangent germ Tδ defined by Tδ(v, b) = (δ(v), Dδ(v)b) is a solu-
tion of (11). From the uniqueness we conclude δ(1) = Tδ. 
For our higher regularity theorem we need the following lemma.
Lemma 2.5. Assume we are given an sc0-contraction germ f of class sck
and a solution germ δ of class scj with j ≤ k. Then there exists an sc0-
contraction germ f (j) of class scmin{k−j,1} having δ(j) := T jδ as the solution
germ.
Proof. We prove the lemma by induction with respect to j. If j = 0 and f is
an sc0-contraction germ of class sck, k ≥ 0, then we set f (0) = f and δ(0) = δ.
Hence the result holds true if j = 0. Assuming the result has been proved
for j, we show it is true for j + 1. Since j + 1 ≥ 1 and k ≥ j + 1, the map
f (1) defined by (10) is of class scmin{k−1,j+1} in view of Lemma 2.4. Moreover,
the solution germ δ(1) = Tδ satisfies
f (1) ◦ gr(δ(1)) = 0,
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and is of class scj. Since min{k − 1, j + 1} ≥ j, by the induction hypothesis
there exists a map (f (1))
(j)
=: f (j+1) of regularity class min{min{k − 1, j +
1} − j, 1} = min{k − (j + 1), 1} so that
f (j+1) ◦ gr((δ(1))
(j)
) = 0.
Setting δ(j+1) = (δ(1))
(j)
= T j(Tδ) = T j+1δ the result follows. 
Now comes the main result of this section.
Theorem 2.6 (Germ-Implicit Function Theorem). If f : O(V⊕E, 0)→
(E, 0) is an sc0-contraction germ which is, in addition, of class sck, then the
solution germ
δ : O(V, 0)→ (E, 0)
satisfying
f(v, δ(v)) = 0
is also of class sck.
In case the germ f is sc-smooth at 0, it follows that for every m and k
there is an open neighborhood Vm,k of 0 in V on which the map v 7→ δ(v) goes
into the m-level and belongs to Ck. In particular, the solution δ is sc-smooth
at the smooth point 0. The above theorem will be one of the key building
blocks for all future versions of implicit function theorems as well as for the
transversality theory.
Proof. Arguing by contradiction assume that the solution germ δ is of class
scj but not of class scj+1 with j < k. In view of Lemma 2.5, there exists an
sc0-contraction germ f (j) of class scmin{k−j,1} so that δ(j) = T jδ satisfies
f (j) ◦ gr(δ(j)) = 0.
Since also k− j ≥ 1, it follows that f (j) is at least of class sc1. Consequently,
the solution germ δ(j) is at least of class sc1. Since δ(j) = T jδ, we conclude
that δ is at least of class scj+1 contradicting our assumption. The proof of
the theorem is complete. 
The same discussion remains valid for germs f defined on V ⊕ E, where
V is any finite-dimensional partial quadrant.
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Theorem 2.7. Let V be a finite-dimensional partial quadrant. If f : O(V ⊕
E, 0)→ (E, 0) is an sc0-contraction germ which is, in addition, of class sck,
then the solution germ
δ : O(V, 0)→ (E, 0)
satisfying
f(v, δ(v)) = 0
is also of class sck.
3 Fredholm Sections
In this section we introduce the notion of a Fredholm section and develop its
local theory.
3.1 Regularizing Sections
Let p : Y → X be a strong M-polyfold bundle as defined in Definition 4.9 in
[12]. By Γ(p) we denote the vector space of sc-smooth sections of the bundle
p and by Γ+(p) the linear subspace of sc+-sections. The following definition
can be viewed as a formalization of “elliptic bootstrapping”.
Definition 3.1. A section f ∈ Γ(p) is said to be regularizing provided
f(q) ∈ Ym,m+1 for a point q ∈ X implies that q ∈ Xm+1. We denote by
Γreg(p) the subset of Γ(p) consisting of regularizing sections.
We observe that if f ∈ Γreg(p) and s ∈ Γ
+(p), then the sum f + s
belongs to Γreg(p). Indeed, if (f + s)(q) = y ∈ Ym,m+1, then q ∈ Xm. Hence
f(q) = y−s(q) ∈ Ym,m+1 implies q ∈ Xm+1 since f is regularizing. Therefore,
we have the map
Γreg(p)× Γ
+(p)→ Γreg(p)
defined by (f, s) → f + s. Note however that the sum of two regularizing
sections is, in general, not regularizing.
3.2 Fillers and Filled Versions
The filler is a very convenient technical devise in the local investigation of the
solution set of a section of a strong M-polyfold bundle. Namely, it turns the
local study of the section, which perhaps is defined on a complicated space
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having varying dimensions into the equivalent local study of a filled section
which is defined on a fixed open set of a partial quadrant in an sc-Banach
space and which has its image in a fixed sc-Banach space. In the following
we summarize the discussion about fillers from [12]. We consider the fillable
strong M-polyfold bundle p : Y → X as defined in Definition 4.10 in [12].
Then, given the section f of the bundle p and a smooth point q ∈ X , there
exists locally a filled version of f which is an sc-smooth map
f¯ : Ô → F
between an open set Ô of a partial cone in an sc-Banach space and an sc-
Banach space F . This filled version is obtained as follows.
We choose a strong bundle chart (as in Definition 4.8 in [12])
Φ : Y |U → KR|O
covering the sc-diffeomorphism ϕ : U → O between an open neighborhood
U ⊂ X of the point q and the open subset O of the splicing core KS =
{(v, e) ∈ V ⊕ E| πv(e) = e} associated with the splicing S = (π, E, V ). Here
V is an open subset of a partial quadrant in an sc-Banach space W and E is
an sc-Banach space. We assume that ϕ(q) = 0.
The bundle KR|O is defined by KR|O := {(w, u) ∈ O ⊕ F | ρw(u) = u}
where we have abbreviated w = (v, e). The bundle is the splicing core of the
strong bundle splicing R = (ρ, F, (O,S)) in which F is an sc-Banach space.
In the notation of [12] which is recalled in the glossary
KR = KR
0
= KR(0).
Having the splicing S = (π, E, V ), we introduce the complementary splicing
Sc = (1−π, E,O) whose associated splicing core is given by KS
c
= {(v, ε) ∈
V ⊕E| πv(ε) = 0}. According to the decomposition E = πv(E)⊕ (1−πv)(E)
every element of E has the unique representation
e = e′ + ε, πv(e
′) = e′, πv(ε) = 0.
Using the natural projections O → V and KS
c
→ V we can form the
Whitney-sum O ⊕V K
Sc ⊂ KS ⊕V K
Sc which can be identified with the
open subset of Ô ⊂ V ⊕E defined by
Ô = {(v, e) ∈ V ⊕ E| (v, πv(e)) ∈ O}
= {(v, e′ + ε) ∈ V ⊕ E| πv(e
′) = e′, πv(ε) = 0, and (v, e
′) ∈ O}.
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We define the projection r : Ô → O by r(v, e) = (v, πv(e)).Then the preimage
of a point (v, πv(e)),
r−1(v, πv(e)) = {(v, πv(e))} × ker πv ⊂ {(v, πv(e))} × E,
has the structure of a Banach space so that we may view r : Ô → O set-
theoretically as a bundle over O.
Associated with the strong bundle splicing R = (ρ, F, (O,S)) there is the
complementary strong bundle splicing Rc = (1− ρ, F, (O,S)) whose splicing
core is given by
KR
c
= {(w, u) ∈ O ⊕ F | ρw(u) = 0}
where we have abbreviated w = (v, e) ∈ O.
By definition, a filler for R is an sc-smooth map
f c : Ô → KR
c
covering the identity O → O so that f c is fiber-wise a linear isomorphism.
More in detail, for every (v, e′) ∈ O, the map
ker πv → ker ρ(v,e′)
ε 7→ f c(v, e′ + ε)
is a linear isomorphism.
If f is a given section of KR → O, we introduce the composition
f ◦ r : Ô → KR
and define the filled section f of the bundle Ô ⊳ F → Ô by the formula
f(v, e) = ((v, e), f(v, e))
= f ◦ r(v, e) + f c(v, e)
for all (v, e) ∈ Ô. The principal part f : Ô → F of the filled section f is an
sc-smooth map which splits into a sum of two sc-smooth maps
f(v, e) = f(v, e) + f c(v, e) ∈ ker(1− ρ(v,πv(e)))⊕ ker ρ(v,πv(e)) = F
where f is the principal part of the given section f ◦ r : Ô → KR and f c is
the principal part of the filler f c : Ô → KR
c
.
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Now we assume that (v, e) ∈ Ô is a zero of the filled section,
f(v, u) = 0.
Then f(v, e) = 0 and f c(v, e) = 0. We set e = e′ + ε with πv(e
′) = e′ and
πv(ε) = 0. By assumptions of the filler f
c, the map ε 7→ f c(v, e′ + ε) is a
linear isomorphism. We conclude that ε = 0 and so r(v, e) = (v, πv(e)) =
(v, e) ∈ O. Therefore,
0 = f(v, e),
implying that (v, e) is a zero of the given section f of the bundle KR → O.
Having the above construction in mind we recall from [12] that a strong M-
polyfold bundle p : Y → X is called fillable if around every point q ∈ X there
exists a compatible strong M-polyfold bundle chart (U,Φ, (KR,R)) whose
strong bundle splicing R admits a filler as introduced above. In principle
there can be many different bundle charts admitting different fillers.
The representation of a given section g of the M-polyfold bundle p : Y →
X in the above strong bundle chart Φ : Y |O→ KR|O is the push-forward
f := Φ∗g = Φ ◦ g ◦ ϕ
−1
which is an sc-smooth section of the above strong bundle chart KR → O.
Following the above construction we consider the filled section f of the local
bundle Ô ⊳ F → Ô given by
f(v, e) = f ◦ r(v, e) + f c(v, e).
Then f(v, e) = 0 if and only if r(v, e) = (v, e), i.e., (v, e) ∈ O, so that
x = ϕ−1(v, e) solves g(x) = 0.
Now we assume that the smooth point q ∈ X corresponds to ϕ(q) =
(0, 0) ∈ O ⊂ Ô and assume also that
f(0, 0) = 0.
Then the linearization of the local section f at the solution (0, 0),
f ′(0, 0) : T(0,0)O → ker(1− ρ(0,0)),
is equal to Df |T(0,0)O where the tangent space is given by
T(0,0)O = {(δw, δe) ∈ W ⊕E| π0(δe) = δe}.
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In [12] we have verified the following relation between f ′(0, 0) and the lin-
earization
Df¯(0, 0) : W ⊕E → F
of the filled section f¯ . Abbreviating the splittings E = ker (1−π0)⊕ker π0 =
E+⊕E− and F = ker (1−ρ(0,0))⊕ker ρ(0,0) = F
+⊕F−, we use the notation
δe = (δa, δb) ∈ E+ ⊕ E−. Then
Df¯(0, 0) : (W ⊕E+)⊕ E− → F+ ⊕ F−
has the following matrix form[
δw ⊕ δa
δb
]
7→
[
f ′(0, 0) 0
0 C
] [
δw ⊕ δa
δb
]
.
where
C = f c(0, ·) : E− → F−
is an sc-isomorphism by the definition of a filler.
We conclude that the linearization f ′(0, 0) of the section f = Φ∗g is sur-
jective if and only if the linearizationDf¯(0, 0) of the filled section is surjective.
Moreover, the kernel ker f ′(0, 0) is equal to the kernel of Df¯(0, 0) in the sense
that
ker f ′(0, 0)⊕ {0} = kerDf c(0, 0)
where the splitting on the left side refers to the (W ⊕ E+) ⊕ E−. One also
reads off from the matrix form that f ′(0, 0) is an sc-Fredholm operator if and
only if Df¯(0, 0) is an sc-Fredholm operator and in this case their Fredholm
indices agree.
Summarizing, the properties of a section germ [g, q] of a fillable strong
M-polyfold bundle p : Y → X are fully reflected in the properties of the filled
section germ [f¯ , (0, 0)] of the local bundle Ô ⊳ F → Ô.
Let us finally point out once more that the fillers are not unique. A
section germ [f, q] of a fillable M-polyfold bundle has, in general, many filled
versions. They all have the same properties.
3.3 Basic sc-Germs and Fredholm Sections
The aim of this section is the introduction of the crucial concept of a Fred-
holm section of a fillable strong M-polyfold bundle. We start with local
considerations and consider sc-smooth germs
f : O(C, 0)→ F,
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where C ⊂ E is a partial quadrant in the sc-Banach space E and where F
is another sc-Banach space. We do not require that f(0) = 0 but we observe
that f(0) is also a smooth point, since 0 is a smooth point and f is an sc-
smooth map. We view these germs as sc-smooth section germs of the local
strong bundle C ⊳ F → C. The definition of a special local strong bundle
from [12] is recalled in the glossary.
The product C ⊳F is the product C⊕F equipped with the two filtrations
(C ⊳ F )m,m = Cm ⊕ Fm and (C ⊳ F )m,m+1 = Cm ⊕ Fm+1
for all m ≥ 0. A map Φ : C ⊳ F → C ′ ⊳ F ′ which is of the form
Φ(x, h) = (a(x), b(x, h))
and linear in h is called a strong bundle isomorphism if Φ is a bijection and
Φ and its inverse are of class sc∞⊳ . The notion of an sc
∞
⊳ -map introduced in
[12] is recalled in the glossary.
Definition 3.2. Two sc-smooth germs f : O(C, 0)→ F and g : O(C ′, 0)→
F ′ are called strongly equivalent, denoted by f ∼ g, if there exists a germ
of strong bundle isomorphism Φ : C ⊳ F → C ′ ⊳ F ′ near 0 covering the sc-
diffeomorphism germ ϕ : (C, 0) → (C ′, 0) so that g equals the push-forward
Φ∗f = Φ ◦ f ◦ ϕ
−1.
We recall from Section 4.4 in [12] that an sc-smooth germ [f, 0] is called
linearized Fredholm at the smooth point 0, if the linearization
f ′[s](0) := D(f − s)(0) : E → F
is an sc-Fredholm operator, where [s, 0] is any sc+-germ satisfying s(0) =
f(0). The integer
Ind(f, 0) := i(f ′[s](0)),
where i on the right hand side denotes the Fredholm index, is independent
of the sc+-germ [s, 0] as is demonstrated in [12]. Using the chain rule for
sc-smooth maps, the following proposition follows immediately from the def-
initions.
We denote by C the class of all section germs.
Proposition 3.3. If [f, 0] and [g, 0] are strongly equivalent elements in C
and one of them is linearized Fredholm at 0, then so is the other and in this
case their Fredholm indices agree,
Ind(f, 0) = Ind(g, 0).
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Among all elements of the section germs in C there is a distinguished
class of special elements called basic class, denoted by Cbasic and defined as
follows.
Definition 3.4. The basic class Cbasic consists of all sc-smooth germs [g, 0]
in C of the form
g : O(([0,∞)k ⊕ Rn−k)⊕W, 0)→ RN ⊕W,
whereW is an sc-Banach space, so that with the projection P : RN⊕W →W ,
the germ
P ◦ (g − g(0, 0)) : O(([0,∞)k ⊕ Rn−k)⊕W, 0)→W
is an sc0-contraction germ in the sense of Definition 2.1.
The basic elements have special properties as the following proposition
demonstrates.
Proposition 3.5. A germ g : O(([0,∞)k ⊕ Rn−k) ⊕W, 0) → RN ⊕W in
Cbasic is linearized Fredholm at 0 and its Fredholm index is equal to
Ind(g, 0) = n−N.
Proof. Abbreviate the partial quadrant [0,∞)k⊕Rn−k in Rn by C. Denoting
by (r, w) the elements in C ⊕W , we take the sc-germ
s : O(C ⊕W, 0)→ RN ⊕W
defined as the constant section s(r, w) = g(0, 0). Since g(0, 0) is a smooth
point, the section s is an sc+-section. The germ f = g − s = g − g(0, 0)
satisfies f(0) = 0. By assumption, the map
P ◦
(
g(r, w)− g(0, 0)
)
= w −B(r, w)
is an sc0-contraction germ in the sense of Definition 2.1. Hence the lineariza-
tion
Df(0, 0) : Rn ⊕W → RN ⊕W
of the section f at the point (0, 0) ∈ C ⊕W is given by the formula
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Df(0, 0)(δr, δw)
= δw −D2B(0, 0)δw
−D1B(0, 0)δr + (I − P )Dg(0, 0)(δr, δw).
As in the proof of Theorem 2.3 one verifies that the linear map δw 7→
D2B(0, 0)δw from Wm to Wm is a contraction for every m ≥ 0, so that
I −D2B(0, 0) :W →W
is an sc-isomorphism. Therefore, the sc-operator
R
n ⊕W → RN ⊕W
(δr, δw) 7→ (0, δw −D2B(0, 0)δw)
(12)
is an sc-Fredholm operator whose kernel is equal to Rn ⊕ {0} and whose
cokernel is equal to RN ⊕{0}, so that the Fredholm index is equal to n−N .
We shall show that the linearized sc-operator is an sc+-perturbation of the
operator (12). Indeed, since r 7→ Pg(r, 0) is an sc+-section, its linearization
δr 7→ D1B(0, 0)δr is an sc
+-operator. Moreover, because I − P has its
image in a finite-dimensional smooth subspace, the operator (δr, δw)→ (I−
P )Dg(0, 0)(δr, δw) is also an sc+-operator. By Proposition 2.11 in [12], the
perturbation of an sc-Fredholm operator by an sc+-operator is again an sc-
Fredholm operator. Therefore, we conclude that the operator Df(0, 0) :
R
n ⊕W → RN ⊕W is an sc-Fredholm operator. Because an sc+-operator
is compact if considered on the same level, the Fredholm index is unchanged
and Ind(g, 0) = n−N as claimed. 
Finally, we are in the position to introduce the crucial concept of a poly-
fold Fredholm section.
Definition 3.6. Let p : Y → X be a fillable strong M-polyfold bundle. An sc-
smooth section f of the bundle p is called a (polyfold) Fredholm section
if it possesses the following two properties
• (Regularization property) The section f is regularizing according
to Definition 3.1.
• (Basic germ property) For every smooth q ∈ X, there exists a
filled version f¯ : Ô → F whose germ [f¯ , 0] is strongly equivalent to an
element in Cbasic.
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In order to keep the notation short, we shall skip the word “polyfold” and
refer to these sections simply as to Fredholm sections.
As we shall prove next, a linearization f ′[s](q) : TqX → Yq of a Fredholm
section at a smooth point q ∈ X , is an sc-Fredholm operator.
Definition 3.7. If q ∈ X is a smooth point, we call a section germ [f, q] of
a fillable strong M-polyfold bundle a Fredholm germ, if f is regularizing
locally near q and a filled version [f¯ , 0] is strongly equivalent to an element
in Cbasic.
Proposition 3.8. Let [f, q] be a Fredholm germ of the fillable strong M-
polyfold bundle p : Y → X at the smooth point q. Assume a filled version
f¯ : O(Ô, 0)→ F
is equivalent to the basic element g in Cbasic given by
g : O(([0,∞)k ⊕ Rn−k)⊕W, 0)→ RN ⊕W.
Then any linearization f ′[s](q) : TqX → Yq is an sc-Fredholm operator and
the Fredholm index Ind(f, q) := i(f ′[s](q)) satisfies
Ind(f, q) = n−N.
Proof. From Proposition 4.16 in [12] we know that a linearization f ′[s](q) is an
sc-Fredholm operator if and only if the linearization f¯ ′[t](0) of a filled version
is an sc-Fredholm operator. The equivalence relation ∼ in Definition 3.2
respects the Fredholm property as well as the Fredholm index. Hence the
result follows from Proposition 3.5. 
3.4 Stability of Fredholm sections
Let us assume that p : Y → X is a fillable strong M-polyfold bundle. Then
p1 : Y 1 → X1 is also a fillable strong M-polyfold bundle. The filtrations
are defined by (X1)m = Xm+1 and (Y
1)m,k = Ym+1,k+1 for m ≥ 0 and
0 ≤ k ≤ m+ 1 . We denote by F(p) the collections of all Fredholm sections
of the bundle p and by Γ+(p) the vector space of all sc+-sections. The
main result in this subsection is the following stability theorem for Fredholm
sections.
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Theorem 3.9. Let p : Y → X be a fillable strong M-polyfold bundle. If
f ∈ F(p) is a Fredholm section of p and s ∈ Γ+(p) an sc+-section, then f +s
is a Fredholm section of the bundle p1 : Y 1 → X1, i.e., f + s ∈ F(p1), and
the Fredholm indices satisfy
Ind(f, q) = Ind(f + s, q)
for every smooth point q ∈ X. Further, if s1, ..., sk ∈ Γ
+(p), then the map
F : Rk ⊕X → Y, F (λ, x) = f(x) +
k∑
j=1
λjsj(x)
is a Fredholm section of the bundle (r∗Y )1 → (Rk ⊕ X)1, where the map
r : Rk ⊕X → X is the projection and r∗Y the pull-back bundle. Moreover,
Ind(F, (0, q)) = Ind(f, q) + k.
Proof. In view of s ∈ Γ+(p), with f also the section f + s has the regular-
izing property. Since under the push-forwards of strong bundle maps the
sc+-sections stay sc+-sections, it is sufficient to prove the result in a very
special situation. Namely, we may assume that f is already filled and has
the contraction normal form. More precisely, we assume that the section f
is of the form
f : O ⊂ ([0,∞)k ⊕ Rn−k)⊕W → RN ⊕W,
where O is a relatively open neighborhood of (0, 0) which corresponds to q.
With the projection P : RN ⊕W → W , the expression
P [f(v, w)− f(0, 0)] = w −B(v, w)
has the contraction germ property near (0, 0).
The linearization of the section s with respect to the variable w ∈ W at
the point 0 is denoted by D2s(0). Since s is an sc
+-section and since the
spaces Wm+1 ⊂ Wm are compactly embedded, the linear operator D2s(0) :
Wm → R
N ⊕Wm is a compact operator for every level m ≥ 0. Therefore,
introducing A := PD2s(0) : W → W and using Proposition 2.11 in [12],
the operator 1 + A : W → W is an sc- Fredholm operator (as defined in
Definition 2.8 in [12]) of index 0. The associated sc-decompositions of W are
as follows,
1 + A : W = C ⊕X →W = R⊕ Z,
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where C = ker(1 + A) and R = range (1 + A) and dim C = dim Z < ∞.
Because the section s is of class C1 on every level m ≥ 1, one deduces the
representation
P [s(a, w)− s(0, 0)] = Aw + S(a, w)
where D2S(0, 0) = 0. Hence S is a contraction (with arbitrarily small con-
traction constant) with respect to the second variable on every level m ≥ 1 if
a and w are sufficiently small depending on the level m and the contraction
constant. We can write
P [(f + s)(a, w)− (f + s)(0, 0)] = w − B(a, w) + Aw + S(a, w)
= (1 + A)w − [B(a, w)− S(a, w)]
= (1 + A)w − B(a, w),
where we have abbreviated
B(a, w) = B(a, w)− S(a, w).
By assumption, the map B belongs to the sc0-contraction germ and hence
the map B is a contraction in the second variable on every level m ≥ 1
with arbitrary small contraction constant ε > 0 if a and w are sufficiently
small depending on the level m and the contraction constant ε. Denoting
the canonical projections by
P1 : W = C ⊕X → X
P2 : W = R⊕ Z → R,
we abbreviate the map
ϕ(a, w) := P2 ◦ P ◦ [(f + s)(a, w)− (f + s)(0, 0)]
= P2[(1 + A)w − B(a, w)]
= P2[(1 + A)P1w − B(a, w)].
We have used the relation (1+A)(1−P1) = 0. The operator L := (1+A)|X :
X → R is an sc-isomorphism. In view of L−1 ◦ P2 ◦ (1 + A)P1w = P1w, we
obtain the formula
L−1 ◦ ϕ(a, w) = P1w − L
−1 ◦ P2 ◦B(a, w).
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Writing w = (1 − P1)w ⊕ P1w, we shall consider (a, (1 − P1)w) as our new
parameter and correspondingly define the map B̂ by
B̂((a, (1− P1)w), P1w) = L
−1 ◦ P2 ◦B(a, (1− P1)w + P1w).
Since B(a, w) is a contraction in the second variable on every level m ≥ 1
with arbitrary small contraction constant if a and w are sufficiently small
depending on the level m and the contraction constant, the right hand side
of
L−1 ◦ ϕ(a, (1− P1)w + P1w) = P1w − B̂(a, (1− P1)w, P1w)
possesses the required contraction normal form with respect to the variable
P1w on all levels m ≥ 1, again if a and w are small enough depending on m
and the contraction constant.
It remains to prove that the above normal form is the result of an ad-
missible coordinate transformation of the perturbed section f + s. Choose
a linear isomorphism τ : Z → C and define the fiber transformation Ψ :
R
N ⊕W → RN ⊕X ⊕ C by
Ψ(δa⊕ δw) := δa⊕ L−1 ◦ P2 · δw ⊕ τ ◦ (1− P2) · δw.
We shall view Ψ as a strong bundle map covering the sc-diffeomorphism
ψ : V ⊕W → V ⊕ C ⊕ X defined by ψ(a, w) = (a, (1 − P1)w, P1w) where
V = [0,∞)k ⊕ Rn−k. With the canonical projection
P : (RN ⊕ C)⊕X → X
P (a⊕ (1− P1)w ⊕ P1w) = P1w,
and the relation P ◦Ψ ◦ (1− P ) = 0, we obtain the desired formula
P ◦Ψ[(f + s) ◦ ψ−1(a, (1− P1)w, P1w)− (f + s) ◦ ψ
−1(0, 0, 0)]
= P1w − B̂(a, (1− P1)w, P1w).
We have proved that [f + s, q] is a strong polyfold Fredholm germ of the
bundle [b1, q]. Since at 0 the linearisations of f and f + s only differ by an
sc+-operator the Fredholm indices are the same.
The second part of the theorem follows along the same lines and is left
to the reader. The proof of Theorem 3.9 is complete. 
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In summary, starting with a fillable strong M-polyfold bundle p : Y → X
and a Fredholm section f of p we can consider the set of perturbations
{f +s | s ∈ Γ+(p)}. These are all Fredholm sections, not of the bundle p but
of the bundle of p1 : Y 1 → X1. As we shall see later, most of these sections
f + s are transversal to the zero section in the sense that at a zero q, which
by the regularizing property has to be smooth, the linearization
(f + s)′(q) : TqX
1 → Y 1q
is a surjective sc-Fredholm operator. We shall also see that the solution
set near q admits the structure of a smooth finite-dimensional manifold in
a natural way. If the underlying M-polyfold X has a boundary, a generic
sc+-perturbation s will not only make the section f + s transversal to the
zero-section but it will also put the solution set of f + s = 0 into a general
position to the boundary ∂X so that the solution set is a smooth manifold
with boundary with corners.
4 Local Solutions of Fredholm Sections
In this section we shall show that a Fredholm section f of a fillable strong
M-polyfold bundle p : Y → X near a solution q of f(q) = 0 has a smooth
solution manifold provided the linearization f ′(q) : TqX → Yq is surjective.
We first consider the case in which the solution q of f(q) = 0 does not belong
to the boundary ∂X of the M-polyfold X . The boundary case will be studied
in section 4.3. The boundary ∂X of the M-polyfold X is defined by means
of the degeneracy index d : X → N introduced in Section 3.4 of [12].
For the convenience of the reader we therefore recall first the definition
of the degeneracy index and the definition of a face of the M-polyfold X .
Around a point x ∈ X we take a M-polyfold chart ϕ : U → KS where KS
is the splicing core associated with the splicing S = (π, E, V ). Here V is an
open subset of a partial quadrant C contained in the sc-Banach space W .
By definition there exists a linear isomorphism from W to Rn ⊕Q mapping
C onto [0,∞)n ⊕ Q. Identifying the partial quadrant C with [0,∞)n ⊕ Q
we shall use the notation ϕ = (ϕ1, ϕ2) ∈ [0,∞)
n ⊕ (Q⊕E) according to the
splitting of the target space of ϕ. We associate with the point x ∈ U the
integer d(x) defined by
d(x) = ♯{coordinates of ϕ1(x) which are equal to 0}.
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By Theorem 3.11 in [12], the integer d does not depend on the choice of
the M-polyfold chart used. A point x ∈ X satisfying d(x) = 0 is called an
interior point of X . The set ∂X of the boundary points of X is defined as
∂X = {x ∈ X| d(x) > 0}.
A point x ∈ X satisfying d(x) = 1 is called a good boundary point. A
point satisfying d(x) ≥ 2 is called a corner and d(x) is the order of this
corner.
Definition 4.1. The closure of a connected component of the set X(1) =
{x ∈ X| d(x) = 1} is called a face of the M-polyfold X.
Around every point x0 ∈ X there exists an open neighborhood U = U(x0)
so that every x ∈ U belongs to precisely d(x) many faces of U . This is easily
verified. Globally it is always true that x ∈ X belongs to at most d(x) many
faces and the strict inequality is possible.
4.1 Good Parameterizations
We assume that R = (ρ, F, (O,S)) is a fillable strong bundle splicing. The
splicing S is the triple S = (π, E, V ). We begin with the case in which V is
an open subset of the sc-Banach space G. This is equivalent to requiring
that the open set O in the splicing core KS ⊂ G⊕ E has no boundary, i.e.,
that the degeneracy index vanishes. Associated with the splicing R is the
splicing core K = KR = {((v, e), u) ∈ O ⊕ F | ρ(v,e)(u) = u} and the local
strong M-polyfold bundle
b : K → O.
Now we study the linearized Fredholm section f of the bundle b. Given a
smooth point q ∈ O satisfying f(q) = 0, we can linearize the section f at
this point and obtain the linear sc-Fredholm operator
f ′(q) : TqO → Kq := b
−1(q).
Its kernel N = ker f ′(q) is finite dimensional and consists of smooth points
in view of Proposition 2.9 in [12]. Hence according to Proposition 2.7 in [12],
the kernel N possesses an sc-complement. Any sc-complement of N in G⊕E
will be denoted by N⊥, so that
N ⊕N⊥ = G⊕ E.
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The following definition of a good parametrization will be useful in the de-
scription of the zero set {f = 0} of a Fredholm section f of a fillable M-
polyfold bundle b : K → O near a zero q at which the linearization f ′(q) is
surjective.
In view of the traditional approach to Fredholm theory, the definition
might look at first sight like what ought to be the consequences of the as-
sumption that the regularizing section has at every zero q a linearization
f ′(q) which is a surjective Fredholm operator. However, as we shall see later
on (Proposition 4.6) the existence of a good parametrization requires much
stronger hypotheses than simply linearized Fredholm and f ′(q) surjective,
because in our setting of M-polyfolds we do not have the familiar implicit
function theorem available in order to deduce the behavior of f near a point q
from the properties of its linearization f ′(q) at the point q. This is the reason
for the introduction of the new concept of a Fredholm section in Definition
3.6.
Definition 4.2. Consider a local strong bundle b : K → O where O has no
boundary. Assume that the section f of the bundle b is regularizing and at
every solution p ∈ O of f(p) = 0 the section f is linearized Fredholm and
its linearization f ′(p) : TpO → Kp is surjective. If q ∈ O is a solution of
f(q) = 0, the section f is said to have a good parametrization of its
solution set near q, if there exist an open neighborhood Q ⊂ N of 0 in the
kernel N of f ′(q), an open neighborhood U(q) in O, and an sc-smooth map
A : Q→ N⊥
into a complement N⊥ such that the following holds true.
(1) A(0) = 0 and DA(0) = 0.
(2) The map
Γ : Q→ G⊕E, n 7→ q + n+ A(n)
has its image in U(q) and parameterizes all solutions p in U(q) of the
equation f(p) = 0.
(3) If p = Γ(n0) ∈ U(q) is a solution of f(p) = 0, then the map
ker f ′(q)→ ker f ′(p)
δn 7→ δn +DA(n0)δn
is a linear isomorphism.
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The map Γ is called a good parametrization of the zero set near q.
Q q
U(q)
n
N
N⊥
n+ A(n)
{p ∈ U(q)| f(p) = 0} = Γ(Q).
Every solution q of the above equation f(q) = 0 is smooth since f is
assumed to be regularizing. The kernel N = ker f ′(q) at the solution is finite
dimensional since f is linearized Fredholm on the solution set and can be
identified with the tangent space of the solution set at the point q.
The following propositions describe the “calculus of good parameteriza-
tions”. We shall assume in the following that b : K → O is a local strong
bundle and f an sc-smooth section which is regularizing and linearized sc-
Fredholm at all solutions of f = 0.
Proposition 4.3. If q ∈ O is a zero of the section f and if there exists a good
parametrization Γ : Q→ G⊕ E around q, where Q is an open neighborhood
of the origin in the kernel N of f ′(q), then given any zero q0 = Γ(n0) of f in
U(q), there exists a good parametrization around q0.
Proof. By assumption, f(q) = 0 and there is a good parametrization
Γ : Q→ G⊕ E, n 7→ q + n + A(n).
In particular, we have an open neighborhood U(q) in O so that every solution
p ∈ U(q) of f(p) = 0 lies in the image of Γ and at every solution p ∈ U(q) the
linearization f ′(p) : TpO → Kp is a surjective sc-Fredholm operator. Now
pick n0 ∈ Q and let q0 = Γ(n0). Then f(q0) = 0. We shall construct a good
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parametrization for the solutions set of f around q0. Denote the projection
from G⊕ E = N ⊕N⊥ onto N by P . The kernel M of f ′(q0) is given by
M = {δn+DA(n0)δn | δn ∈ N}.
If n = n0 + h, then
Γ(n0 + h) = q + (n0 + h) + A(n0 + h)
= q + (n0 + h) + A(n0) +DA(n0)h
+ [A(n0 + h)− A(n0)−DA(n0)h]
=: q0 + (h +DA(n0)h) + ∆(h),
where q0 = Γ(n0) and where ∆(0) = 0 and D∆(0) = 0. Observing that
δn 7→ δn+DA(n0)δn is a linear isomorphism between N and M we take its
inverse σ and define for k ∈M near 0 the map B :M → N⊥ by
B(k) := ∆ ◦ σ(k).
Then
Γ ◦ (n0 + σ(k)) = q0 + k +B(k)
and M ⊕N⊥ = N ⊕N⊥. Hence the reparametrization k → Γ(n0 + σ(k)) of
all the solutions near q0 has the desired form
k → q0 + k +B(k),
where all the data are sc-smooth by construction. Now take an open neigh-
borhood U(q0) in U(q) and an open neighborhood Q
′ of 0 ∈ M so that the
map k → q0+k+B(k) as a map from Q
′ into U(q0) parametrizes all solutions
in U(q0). The proof of Proposition 4.3 is finished. 
Next we study coordinate changes.
Proposition 4.4. Assume that U(q) is a small open neighborhood of our zero
q and Φ : K|U(q) → K ′|U ′(q′) is a strong bundle isomorphism covering the
diffeomorphism ϕ and denote by g = Φ∗(f) the push-forward of the section
f . If the section f has a good parametrization Γ0 near q, then there is a good
parametrization Γ for the section g near q′ = ϕ(q) constructed from the good
parametrization Γ0 and the transformation Φ.
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Proof. Since f(q) = 0, we obtain for the linearized sections
g′(q′) ◦ Tϕ(q) = Φ(q) ◦ f ′(q).
Hence the kernel N ′ of g′(q′) is the image under Tϕ(q) of the kernel N of
f ′(q). Consider the following composition defined on a sufficiently small open
neighborhood Q′ of 0 in N ′
Γ : Q′ → G′ ⊕ E ′, n′ 7→ ϕ(q + σ(n′) + A(σ(n′))),
where σ : N ′ → N is the linear isomorphism obtained from the restriction of
the inverse Tϕ(q)−1. This map is well-defined since q + n+A(n) belongs to
U(q) for n near 0 in N . Clearly, Γ parameterizes all solution of g = 0 near
q′ = Γ(0). Using that DA(0) = 0, the linearisation of Γ at 0 is given by
DΓ(0) · δn′ = Tϕ(q) ◦ σ(δn′) = δn′.
Hence DΓ(0) = 1. Take a complement (N ′)⊥ and consider the associated
projection P : G′ ⊕ E ′ = N ′ ⊕ (N ′)⊥ → N ′. Then the map τ : Q′ → N ′,
defined by
τ(n′) := P (Γ(n′)− q′),
is a local isomorphism near 0 preserving 0 whose linearization at 0 is the
identity. Define on a perhaps smaller open neighborhood Q′′ of 0 ∈ N ′ the
mapping
A′ : Q′′ → (N ′)
⊥
, n′ 7→ (I − P )(Γ ◦ τ−1(n′)− q′).
Then
Γ ◦ τ−1(n′) = q′ + P (Γ ◦ τ−1(n′)− q′) + (1− P )(Γ ◦ τ−1(n′)− q′)
= q′ + n′ + A′(n′).
In other words, using the good parametrization n 7→ q + n + A(n) of the
zero set of the section f near q, we can build a good parametrization n′ 7→
q′+n′+A′(n′) of the zero set of the push-forward section Φ∗f near q
′ by only
using the parametrization for f and data coming from the transformation
Φ. 
Next we study the smooth compatibility of good parameterizations. It is
useful to recal from [12] that an sc-smooth map between open sets of smooth
inite dimensional spaces is a C∞-map in the familiar sense of calculus.
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Proposition 4.5. Let q1 and q2 be zeros of the section f and let N1 and N2
denote the kernels of the linearizations f ′(q1) and f
′(q2). Assume that
Γi : Qi → N
⊥
i , n 7→ qi + n+ Ai(n)
are good parameterizations of the zero set of the section f near qi for i = 1, 2.
If q ∈ U(q1) ∩ U(q2) and Γ1(n1) = Γ2(n2) = q, then the local transition map
Γ−11 ◦Γ2 between open sets of smooth finite dimensional vector spaces defined
near the point n2 is of class C
∞.
Proof. By the properties of good parametrizations, solutions of f(x) = 0
near q are parametrized by the maps Γ1 and Γ2. Hence for every n close to
n2 in N2 there exists a unique σ(n) close to n1 in N1 satisfying
q1 + σ(n) + A1(σ(n)) = q2 + n+ A2(n).
Applying the projection P : Q⊕ E = N1 ⊕N
⊥
1 → N1, we find
σ(n) = P (q2 − q1 + n+ A2(n)).
The map n 7→ σ(n) defined for n close to n2 in N2 into N1 is sc-smooth as
the composition of sc-smooth maps. Hence it is of class C∞ since N1 and N2
are smooth finite dimensional vector spaces. 
4.2 Local Solutions Sets in the Interior Case
Our next aim is the proof of the existence of good parametrizations for the
zero set of Fredholm sections as introduced in Definition 3.6. We recall from
Proposition 3.8 that the linearization of a Fredholm section is an sc-Fredholm
operator. But, as already pointed out, the mere requirement of the section
to be linearized Fredholm with surjective linearization is not sufficient for the
existence of good parametrizations.
Theorem 4.6. Assume that f is a Fredholm section of the fillable strong
M-polyfold bundle b : K → O. Assume that the set O has no boundary. If
the smooth point q ∈ O is a solution of f(q) = 0 and if the linearization at
this point,
f ′(q) : TqO → Kq
is surjective, then there exists a good parametrization of the solution set {f =
0} near q.
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In the proof of this theorem we shall make repeated use of the following
result applied to various filled versions of the germ section.
Proposition 4.7. Let O be an open neighborhood of 0 in some sc-Banach
space Rn ⊕ W and let f : O → RN ⊕ W be an sc-smooth map satisfying
f(0) = 0. We assume that the following holds.
• The map f is regularizing and its linearization Df(0) at the smooth
point q = 0 ∈ O is an sc-Fredholm operator.
• The linearization Df(0) : Rn ⊕W → RN ⊕W is surjective.
• With the projection P : RN ⊕W →W and writing an element in O as
(v, w), the sc-smooth map
O → W, (v, w) 7→ Pf(v, w)
is an sc0-contraction germ in the sense of Definition 2.1. In particular,
Pf(v, w) = w −B(v, w)
where B is a contraction in w on every level for the points (v, w) suf-
ficiently close to (0, 0) (the notion of close depending on the level m).
Let N be the kernel of Df(0) and let N⊥ be an sc-complement of N so that
N ⊕ N⊥ = Rn ⊕W . Then there exists an open neighborhood Q of 0 in N ,
an open neighborhood U of 0 in O and a C1-map
A : Q→ N⊥, n 7→ A(n)
so that, with Γ(n) = n + A(n), the following statements hold.
(1) A(0) = 0 and DA(0) = 0 and for every n ∈ Q the point Γ(n) is smooth
and solves the equation f(Γ(n)) = 0.
(2) Every solution of f(p) = 0 with p ∈ U has the form p = n + A(n) for
a unique n ∈ Q.
(3) For every given pair j,m ∈ N, there exists an open neighborhood Qj,m ⊂
Q of 0 in N so that
Γ : Qm,j → Rn ⊕Wm
is of class Cj.
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(4) At every q = Γ(n) with n ∈ Q, the linearization Df(q) is surjec-
tive. Moreover, the projection N ⊕ N⊥ → N induces an isomorphism
ker Df(q)→ ker Df(0) between the kernels of the linearizations.
It is useful to recall from [12] that if an sc0-map f : U ⊂ E → F on
the open subset U of the sc-Banach space E to the sc-Banach space F is of
class sck, then f : Um+k := U ∩ Em → Fm is of class C
k for every m ≥ 0.
On the other hand, if for the sc0-map f : U ⊂ E → F the induced maps
f : Um+k → Fm are of class C
k+1 for every m, k ≥ 0, then f is sc-smooth.
Note that the proposition guarantees the sc-smoothness of the map n 7→
A(n) at the distinguished point 0 only and not at other points in Q.
Proof of Proposition 4.7 First, by our results about contraction germs, there
exists an open neighborhood V of 0 in Rn and a continuous map δ : V →W
satisfying δ(0) = 0 and
Pf(v, δ(v)) = 0.
By the regularizing property of the section f we conclude that δ(v) is a
smooth point since f(v, δ(v)) = (1 − P )f(v, δ(v)) ∈ RN is a smooth point.
Hence
δ : V →W∞.
Since f is sc-smooth, the regularity results in the germ-implicit function
theorem (Theorem 2.6) guarantee that there is a nested sequence of open
neighborhoods of 0 in Rn, say
V = V0 ⊃ V1 ⊃ · · · ⊃ Vj ⊃ · · ·
so that the restrictions δ : Vj → Wj are of class C
j for every j ≥ 0. Now
define G : V → RN by
G(v) := (1− P )f(v, δ(v)).
The map G restricted to Vj is of class C
j . Indeed, the map Vj → R
n ⊕Wj ,
v → (v, δ(v)) is Cj and f as a map from level j to level 0 is of class Cj. We
need the following fact.
Lemma 4.8. The map DG(0) ∈ L(Rn,RN) is surjective.
Proof. The linearization of G at the point 0 is equal to
DG(0)(b) = (1− P )Df(0) · (b, δ′(0)b) (13)
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for b ∈ Rn. Given (r, 0) ∈ RN ⊕W we can solve the equation
(r, 0) = Df(0)(b, h)
for (b, h) ∈ Rn⊕W , in view of the surjectivity of Df(0). Equivalently, there
exists (b, h) ∈ Rn ⊕W solving the two equations
r = (1− P )Df(0)(b, h)
0 = PDf(0)(b, h).
Explicitly, the second equation is the following equation
0 = −D1B(0) · b+ (1−D2B(0)) · h (14)
Recalling the proof of Theorem 2.3, the operator 1−D2B(0) : W → W is a
linear isomorphism. Therefore, given b ∈ Rn the solution h of the equation
(14) is uniquely determined. On the other hand, linearizing Pf(a, δ(a)) = 0
at the point a = 0 leads to PDf(0)(b, δ′(0)b) = 0 for all b ∈ Rn. Hence,
by uniqueness h = δ′(0)b, so that the linear map DG(0) in (13) is indeed
surjective. 
Continuing with the proof of Proposition 4.7, we denote the kernel of
DG(0) by C and take its orthogonal complement C⊥ in Rn, so that
C ⊕ C⊥ = Rn.
Then G : C ⊕ C⊥ → RN becomes a function of two variables, G(c1, c2) =
G(c1 + c2) for which D1G(0) = 0 while D2G(0) ∈ L(C
⊥,RN) is an iso-
morphism. By the implicit function theorem there exists a unique map
c : C 7→ C⊥ solving
G(r + c(r)) = 0 (15)
for r near 0 and satisfying
c(0) = 0, Dc(0) = 0.
Moreover, given any j ≥ 1, there is an open neighborhood U of the origin in
C such that c ∈ Cj(U,C⊥). Summarizing we have demonstrated so far, that
all solutions (v, w) ∈ Rn ⊕W of f(v, w) = 0 near the origin are represented
by
f(r + c(r), δ(r + c(r))) = 0
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for r in an open neighborhood of 0 in C = kerDG(0) ⊂ Rn. We introduce
the function β : C → Rn ⊕W defined near 0 by
β(r) = (r + c(r), δ(r + c(r))).
Then f(β(r)) = 0 for r near 0 in C. The function β satisfies β(0) = 0 and,
of course, for every level m and every integer j ≥ 1, there exists an open
neighborhood U of 0 ∈ C such that if r ∈ U , then β(r) ∈ Rn ⊕Wm and
β ∈ Cj(U,Rn ⊕Wm). Moreover, by the regularizing property of the section
f , we know that all points β(r) are smooth. In order to represent the solution
set as a graph over the kernel of the linearized equation at 0 we introduce
N : = ker(Df(0)). (16)
We have an sc-splitting
N ⊕N⊥ = Rn ⊕W.
By construction, the image of the linearization Dβ(0) ∈ L(C,Rn ⊕ W ) is
equal to the kernel of Df(0) and Dβ(0) : C → N is a linear isomorphism.
We define the map α : N → Rn ⊕W near 0 ∈ N by
α(n) = β(Dβ(0)−1 · n).
The solution set is now parametrized by α so that f(α(n)) = 0 for n near
0 ∈ N . Let P : N ⊕ N⊥ → N be the projection along N⊥ and consider
the map P ◦ α : N → N near 0. Since D(P ◦ α)(0) = 1, it is a local
diffeomorphism leaving the origin fixed. We denote by γ the inverse of this
local diffeomorphism satisfying P ◦ α(γ(n)) = n for all small n. So,
α(γ(n)) = P ◦ α(γ(n)) + (1− P )α(γ(n))
= n + (1− P )α(γ(n)).
Define the map
A : N → N⊥
near the origin in N by A(n) = (1−P )α(γ(n)). Then A(0) = 0 and DA(0) =
0 since the image of α′(0) is equal to the kernel N . Moreover, α(γ(n)) =
n+ A(n) and
f(n+ A(n)) = 0.
In addition, given any level m and any integer j there exists an open neigh-
borhood U of 0 in N such that if n ∈ U , then A(n) ∈ N⊥ ∩ (Rn ⊕ Wm)
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and A ∈ Cj(U,Rn ⊕Wm). We have demonstrated that the solution set of
f(v, w) = 0 near the transversal point 0 is represented as a graph over the
kernel of the linearized map Df(0) of a function which is sc-smooth at the
point 0. In order to complete the proof of Proposition 4.7 it remains to verify
property (4) of the proposition for a suitable Q. This is the next lemma.
Lemma 4.9. If n0 is small enough and q0 = Γ(n0), then the linearization
Df(q0) : R
n ⊕W → RN ⊕W is surjective. Moreover,
dim [ker Df(q0)] = dim [ker Df(0)] = dim N.
Setting N ′ = ker Df(q0), the natural projection P : N ⊕N
⊥ = Rn⊕W → N
induces an isomorphism P |N ′ : N ′ → N .
Proof. Consider the linearized operator
Df(q0) : R
n ⊕W → RN ⊕W (17)
at the solution point
q0 = (a, δ(a)) = Γ(n0).
In order to prove surjectivity we consider the equation Df(q0)(b, h) = (r, w).
In matrix notation we interpret this equation as a system[
A A1
A2 A3
]
·
[
h
b
]
=
[
w
r
]
(18)
with the linear operators
Ah = (1−D2B(q0)) · h
A1b = D1B(q0) · b
A2h = (1− P )D2f(q0) · h
A3b = (1− P )D1f(q0) · b
where (b, h) ∈ Rn ⊕W and (r, w) ∈ RN ⊕W . Since the point q0 is smooth,
the linear operator A : W →W is an sc-isomorphism in view of the proof of
Theorem 2.3. Hence the equation (18) for (h, b) becomes
h = A−1w − A−1A1b
(A2A
−1A1 −A3)b = A2A
−1w − r.
(19)
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We abbreviate the continuous family of matrices
M(a) := [A2A
−1A1 − A3] ∈ L(R
n,RN).
By assumption, Df(0) is surjective. Therefore, if a = 0, then the matrix
M(0) is surjective. Consequently, for small a the matrix M(a) is also surjec-
tive and so is the linear operator Df(a, δ(a)). Choosing w = 0 and r = 0 in
(19), the kernel of Df(q0) is determined by the two equations
h = A−1A1b
[A2A
−1A1 −A3]b = 0.
Consequently, the kernel is determined by the kernel of the matrix M(a).
Recalling that N ′ = kerDf(q0) and N = kerDf(0) we conclude from the
surjectivity ofM(a) for small a that dimN ′ = dimN . In addition, the natural
projection P : N⊕N⊥ = Rn⊕W → N induces the isomorphism P |N ′ : N ′ →
N and the lemma follows and therefore also Proposition 4.7 is proved. 
q0 +M
q U(q0)
N
N⊥
q0
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Proof of Theorem 4.6. After all these preparations we are ready to prove
Theorem 4.6 about the Fredholm section f of the fillable local M-polyfold
bundle b : K → O. By assumption, the distinguished smooth point q ∈ O
solves the equation f(q) = 0 and the linearized map f ′(q) is surjective. In
view of the Fredholm property of the section f as defined in Definition 3.6
and the surjectivity of f ′(0), there exist coordinates in which q corresponds
to 0 in Rn ⊕W and in which the the filled version f¯ : Rn ⊕W → RN ⊕W
of the section f , which is defined in an open neighborhood of 0, meets the
assumptions of Proposition 4.7. We have used here the fact proved in section
3.2 that the linearization Df¯(0) of every filled version is surjective if and
only if f ′(q) is surjective. From section 3.2 we know that the zero set of f¯ is
equal to the zero set of the local representation of f in our coordinates. In
view of the discussion in section 3.2 and the invariance of good parametriza-
tions (Proposition 4.4) under coordinate transformations, it is sufficient to
establish a good parametrization for the filled section f¯ near 0.
From Proposition 4.7 we deduce, using the notation of the proposition
(but replacing f by f¯), that there exist an open neighborhood Q of 0 in the
kernel N of f¯ , an open neighborhood U(0) in Rn ⊕W and a mapping
Γ : Q→ U(0), n 7→ n+ A(n)
of class C1 satisfying A(0) = 0, DA(0) = 0 and A(n) ∈ N⊥ and having the
following additional properties.
• f¯(Γ(n)) = 0 for all n ∈ Q, and every solution p ∈ U(0) of f¯(p) = 0 lies
in the image of the map Γ.
• For every given pair j,m ∈ N, there exists an open neighborhood
Qj,m ⊂ Q of 0 in N so that
Γ : Qm,j → Rn ⊕Wm
is of class Cj.
• At every point q = Γ(n) with n ∈ Q, the linearization Df¯(q) is sur-
jective, and if N ′ = ker Df(q), then the projection P : N ⊕ N⊥ → N
induces an isomorphism P |N ′ : N ′ → N between the kernels.
We conclude, in particular, that the map Γ : Q → U(0) is sc-smooth at the
distinguished point 0 ∈ Q and we have to prove that Γ is sc-smooth at every
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other point of Q, since all the other properties of a good parametrization near
0 already hold true. So, we choose n0 ∈ Q and prove that the map Γ is sc-
smooth at this point. We already know that q0 = Γ(n0) solves f¯(q0) = 0 and
that the linearization Df¯(q0) is surjective. Consequently, the linearization
f ′(q0) is surjective and therefore also the linearization of every other filled
version at the point q0 is surjective. Now we observe that the section f¯ is a
filled version with respect to the distinguished point q = 0 and not necessarily
with respect to the point q0. Therefore, we cannot conclude that f¯ possesses
all the above nice properties near q. However, by the definition of a Fredholm
section, after some coordinate change perhaps using some other filler and an
additional change of coordinates, there exists a contraction normal form near
q0. In view of the surjectivity of the linearization at the point q0, we can
apply Proposition 4.7 to this new situation. Then going back with all these
coordinate transformations we obtain a map
Θ : Q′ → U(q0) ⊂ U(0)
Θ(m) = q0 +m+B(m),
where Q′ is an open neighborhood of 0 in the kernel M of Df¯(q0). Moreover,
B(m) lies in some sc-complement M⊥. Near m = 0, the map B has the same
properties as the map A, in particular, B is sc-smooth at m = 0 in M . We
know that Θ(0) = q0 = Γ(n0) and that for every m near 0, there exists a
unique n close to n0 solving the equation Θ(m) = Γ(n). More explicitly,
q0 +m+B(m) = n + A(n). (20)
If P : Rn ⊕W = N ⊕ N⊥ → N is the projection along N⊥, we define the
map α :M → N near m = 0 by
α(m) = P (q0 +m+B(m)).
It satisfies
α(0) = P (q0) = P (n0 + A(n0)) = n0.
The linearization Dα(0) is equal to the projection P : M → N which is
an isomorphism since M is a graph of a linear map N → N⊥. Moreover,
the map α has arbitrarily high differentiability near m = 0. From (20) we
conclude
n = α(m)
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and taking the inverse near m = 0, we have m = α−1(n). Using (20) again,
we obtain n+A(n) = q0 + α
−1(n) +B(α−1(n)), and applying 1− P to both
sides we arrive at
A(n) = (1− P )(q0 + α
−1(n) +B(α−1(n))).
The inverse map α−1 possesses for n near n0 arbitrary high differentiability
and we conclude that the map A is sc-smooth at the point n0. The argument
applies to every n0 ∈ Q and we conclude that the map Γ : Q → N
⊥ is
sc-smooth, hence a good parametrization of the filled version f¯ of f near 0.
The proof of Theorem 4.6 is complete. 
4.3 Good Parameterizations in the Boundary Case
We consider the fillable local strong M-polyfold bundle
b : K → O
where O is an open subset in the splicing core KS . This time the splicing
S = (π, E, V ) has the property that the parameter set V is a relatively open
subset of a partial quadrant C ⊂ G. We may assume that C is of the form
C = [0,∞)k ⊕W
for some sc-Banach space W and 0 ∈ V . We study a section
f : O → K
of the bundle b and assume that the boundary point 0 ∈ ∂O is a solution of
f(q) = 0 and that the linearization
f ′(0) : T0O → K0
is surjective. The aim is to describe the solution set {f = 0} near 0 ∈ ∂O
under the assumption that f is a Fredholm section. Since 0 is a boundary
point we are confronted with some subtleties. If, for example, the kernel N
of f ′(0) is in a bad position to the boundary, there might be no solutions of
f = 0 apart from 0, even if the Fredholm index is large and the linearization
f ′(0) is surjective.
Definition 4.10. Let C be a partial quadrant in the sc-Banach space E.
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• The closed linear subspace N of E is in good position to the partial
quadrant C of E, if N ∩C has a nonempty interior in N and if there
exist an sc-complement N⊥ of N in E and a positive constant c, so
that for a point (n,m) ∈ N ⊕sc N
⊥ satisfying
‖m‖E ≤ c · ‖n‖E
the statements n + m ∈ C and n ∈ C are equivalent. We call N⊥ a
good complement.
• A finite-dimensional subspace N of E is called neat with respect to
the partial quadrant C if there exists an sc-complement N⊥ of N
in E satisfying N⊥ ⊂ C.
0
C N
N⊥
The choice of the complement N⊥ is important, i.e. if the defining con-
dition holds for one choice it does not need to hold for another choice (at
least in higher dimensions). This definition is very practical for the local
theory. Observe that if N ⊂ Rn ⊕W is a neat subspace with respect to the
partial quadrant C = [0,∞)n ⊕W , then necessarily dimN ≥ n. Moreover,
the following holds.
Proposition 4.11. A neat subspace is in good position to the partial quad-
rant.
The proof of Proposition 4.11 is carried out in Appendix 6 (Proposition
6.2).
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Now assume that q is a smooth point in the boundary of the open subset
O of the splicing core KS . Then q = (v, e) ∈ V ⊕ E satisfies πv(e) = e.
Recall that
V ⊂ C ⊂ Rk ⊕W = G.
The tangent space TqO is the space
TqO = {(δv, δe) ∈ G⊕E| δe = πvδe +Dv(πve) · δv}.
With every tangent vector (δv, δe) ∈ TqO we can associate the continuous
path
t→ (v + tδv, πv+tδv(e+ tδe))
in G ⊕ E. The path starts at q = (v, e) at time t = 0 and belongs to O
as long as v + tδv is close to v and belongs to V . Denote by Cv ⊂ G the
collection of all tangent vectors δv so that v+tδv belongs to V for t > 0 small
enough. The set Cv constitutes a partial quadrant in the space G. Hence
Cv ⊕ ker(1− πv) is a partial quadrant in the space G⊕ ker(1− πv).
Taking the derivative of the identity π2v(e) = πv(e) in the variable v one
obtains Dvπv(πv(e)) · δv+πv(Dvπv(e) · δv) = Dvπv(e) · δv and one concludes,
in view of πv(e) = e, that πv(Dvπv(e) · δv) = 0. Assuming, in addition, that
πv(δe) = δe one finds that δe+Dvπv(e)·δv = πv(δe+Dvπv(e)·δv)+Dvπv(e)·δv.
Thus,
(δv, δe+Dvπv(e) · δv) ∈ TqO
for all δv ∈ G and δe ∈ ker(1− πv), where q = (v, e) satisfies πv(e) = e. The
map A : G⊕ E → G⊕ E, defined by
A : (δv, δe) 7→ (δv, δe+Dvπv(e) · δv
)
,
maps the space G ⊕ ker(1 − πv) sc-isomorphically onto the tangent space
TqO and consequently the partial quadrant Cv ⊕ ker(1− πv) onto the partial
quadrant Cq := A(Cv ⊕ ker(1− πv)) in the tangent space TqO.
Definition 4.12. The partial quadrant Cq ⊂ TqO is called the partial tan-
gent quadrant at the smooth point q ∈ O.
The following result is readily verified.
Lemma 4.13. If an sc-diffeomorphism ϕ : O → O′ maps the smooth point
q ∈ O to the smooth point q′ ∈ O′, then its tangent map Tϕ(q) at q maps Cq
to C ′q′. If N ⊂ TqO is a finite-dimensional smooth subspace which is in good
position to Cq or which is neat with respect to Cq, then its image Tϕ(q)N
has the same property with respect to C ′q′.
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The previous lemma allows to introduce the following intrinsic notions.
Definition 4.14. Let x be a smooth point in a M-polyfold X and let ϕ :
(U(x), x)→ (O, q) be a local chart around x.
• The partial tangent quadrant Qx in TxX is the subset which is
mapped under Tϕ(x) onto the partial tangent quadrant Cq of TqO.
• A smooth finite-dimensional subspace N of TxX is in good position
to the corner structure of X at x (or in good position to the par-
tial tangent quadrant Qx) if this is true for the subspace Tϕ(x)N with
respect to Cq in TqO.
• A smooth finite-dimensional subspace N of TxX is neat with respect
to the corner structure of X at x (or neat with respect to the partial
tangent quadrant Qx), if the same holds for Tϕ(x)N with respect to Cq
in TqO.
Remark 4.15. Since an sc-isomorphism A : G ⊕ E → G ⊕ E introduced
above leaves the linear spaces {0} ⊕ ker πv invariant, the tangent spaces TqO
at the smooth point q = (v, e) ∈ O has ker πv as natural sc-complement in
Tq(V ⊕E) so that
G⊕ E = Tq(V ⊕ E) = TqO ⊕ ker πv.
If N ⊂ T(v,e)O is in good position to the corner structure and N
⊥ ⊂ TqO is
a good complement of N in TqO, then N
⊥ ⊕ ker πv is a good complement of
N in G ⊕ E. In particular, N ⊂ G ⊕ E is in good position to the partial
quadrant C ⊕E in G⊕E.
Next we define what it means that a Fredholm section is in a good position
at a solution q of f(q) = 0.
Definition 4.16. Consider a Fredholm section f of the fillable strong M-
polyfold bundle p : Y → X and assume that f(q) = 0. Then f is said to be
in good position to the corner structure at the point x provided
• The linearization f ′(x) is surjective.
• The kernel N of f ′(x) is in good position to the corner structure of X
at x.
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The previous concept of a good parametrization, adapted to the situation
with boundary, is useful to describe the solution set near the boundary.
Definition 4.17. Consider a local strong bundle b : K → O where O has
no boundary. Assume that the section f of the bundle b is regularizing and
at every solution p ∈ O of f(p) = 0 the section f is linearized Fredholm and
its linearization f ′(p) : TpO → Kp is surjective. Let q ∈ ∂O be a solution of
f(q) = 0 at the boundary of O and assume that the kernel N of the lineariza-
tion f ′(q) : TqO → Kq is in good position to the partial tangent quadrant
Cq ⊂ TqO. Then the section f is said to have a good parametrization of
the solution set {f = 0} near q, if there exist an open neighborhood Q of
0 in N ∩ Cq (which in view of Proposition 6.1 is a partial quadrant in N),
an open neighborhood U(q) of q in O, and an sc-smooth map
A : Q→ N⊥
into some good complement N⊥ of N in G⊕E such that the following prop-
erties are satisfied.
(1) A(0) = 0 and DA(0) = 0.
(2) The map
Γ : Q→ G⊕E, n 7→ q + n+ A(n)
has its image in U(q) and parameterizes all solutions p ∈ U(q) of the
equation f(p) = 0.
(3) At every solution p ∈ U(q) of f(p) = 0, the map
ker f ′(q)→ ker f ′(p)
δn 7→ δn +DA(n0) · δn
is a linear isomorphism, where p = q + n0 + A(n0).
The map Γ is called a good parametrization of the zero set {f = 0}
near the zero q ∈ ∂O.
The calculus of good parameterizations in the boundary case is similar to
the previously discussed interior case. Let us observe that, in view of Proposi-
tion 6.1, the set Cq∩N is a partial quadrant in N . Hence a good parametriza-
tion is automatically parameterizing locally a manifold with boundary with
corners.
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4.4 Local Solutions Sets in the Boundary Case
The following main result of this section guarantees the existence of good
parameterizations of solution sets near boundary points.
Theorem 4.18. Let b : K → O be a fillable local strong M-polyfold bundle
and f : O → K a Fredholm section of the bundle b. Assume that q is a
smooth point in ∂O solving the equation f(q) = 0. If the section f is in good
position to the corner structure at the point q (in the sense of Definition
4.16), then there exists a good parametrization of the solution set {f = 0}
near q.
Proof. The proof goes along the same lines as the proof of Theorem 4.7 in
the case without boundaries with some minor modifications we describe next.
Recall that the Fredholm property tells us that, after a possible change of
coordinates, there is a filler so that after another change of coordinates we
have a contraction germ. Hence, without loss of generality we assume that
q = 0 ∈ ∂O and that f is already filled and
f : O ⊂ ([0,∞)k ⊕ Rn−k)⊕W → RN ⊕W.
Since we started with a section which at the point q is in good position to the
corner structure of O, the filled section is, by Remark 4.15, in good position
to the corner structure at 0. Moreover, if P : RN ⊕W →W is the canonical
projection, we have the representation
Pf(v, w) = w − B(v, w),
where v is near 0 in the partial quadrant [0,∞)k⊕Rn−k of the space Rn, and
where w ∈ W . The contraction property holds near (0, 0) where the notion
of near depends on the level m in W . Thus, in view of Theorem 2.6, there
exists a unique map
v → δ(v)
from a neighborhood of 0 in [0,∞)k ⊕ Rn−k into W solving the equation
Pf(v, δ(v)) = 0
and satisfying δ(0) = 0. The map δ has the same properties as in the case
without boundary. Introduce the mapping g : [0,∞)k ⊕ Rn−k → RN defined
near 0 by
g(v) := (1− P )f(v, δ(v)).
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The map g has, as in in the case without boundary, a surjective linearization
at 0 and the kernel N ′ of g′(0) : Rn → RN is mapped by
h 7→ (h, δ′(0)h)
isomorphically onto the kernel N of the linearization f ′(0). Abbreviate the
partial quadrants
C := [0,∞)k ⊕ Rn−k ⊕W in Rn ⊕W
C ′ := [0,∞)k ⊕ Rn−k in Rn.
Since N is in good position to the partial quadrant [0,∞)k ⊕ Rn−k ⊕W
we can take a good complement N⊥ of N in Rn ⊕W . Consider the linear
sc-isomorphism
R
n ⊕W → Rn ⊕W, (h, k) 7→ (h, k + δ′(0)h).
It maps C onto C. Identifying the kernel N ′ ⊂ Rn with N ′⊕{0} in Rn⊕W ,
we see that he image of N ′ under the above map is the kernel N . Hence the
preimage (N ′)⊥ of the good complement N⊥ of N is a good complement of
N ′ in Rn ⊕W . In particular, M = (N ′)⊥ ∩ Rn ⊕ {0} is a good complement
of N ′ in Rn.
Since the kernel N ′ is in good position to C ′ in Rn, we see that N ′ ∩ C ′
is a partial quadrant in view of Proposition 6.1 in Appendix. By the finite-
dimensional implicit function theorem (one might first extend the map g
to a C1-map on an open neighborhood of 0 in Rn by Whitney’s extension
theorem), we obtain a solution germ of g(r + c(r)) = 0 where
r 7→ r + c(r). (21)
is a function from N ′∩C ′ into N ′⊕M = Rn defined near r = 0. In particular,
c(r) ∈ M , moreover, c(0) = 0 and Dc(0) = 0. As a side remark we observe
that the function (21) is a good parametrization for our finite-dimensional
problem in the sense of the above definition. Define the map
Θ : N ′ ∩ C ′ → N ′ ⊕M ⊕W
Θ(r) = r + c(r) + δ(r + c(r)).
Take the bijective map σ : N ′ ∩ C ′ → N ∩ C defined by σ(r) = r + δ′(0)r ∈
R
n ⊕W and introduce the map
Γ : N ∩ C → Rn ⊕W
Γ(n) = Θ ◦ σ−1(n).
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Then (recall that q = 0) we can write
Γ(n) = q + n+ A(n)
with A(n) ∈ N⊥ and A(0) = 0 and DA(0) = 0. Moreover, f(Γ(n)) = 0, so
that Γ parameterizes the solution set {f = 0} near q = 0. Arguing as in the
proof of Theorem 4.7 one sees that the map Γ is sc-smooth. Therefore, Γ is
a good parametrization and the proof of Theorem 4.18 is complete. 
The above existence proofs of good parametrizations of solution sets of
Fredholm sections prompts the following concept of a finite dimensional sub-
manifold of an M-polyfold. Such submanifolds have the structure of a man-
ifold induced in a natural way.
Definition 4.19. Let X be an M-polyfold and M ⊂ X a subset equipped
with the induced topology. The subset M is called a finite dimensional
submanifold of X provided the following holds.
• The subset M lies in X∞.
• At every point m ∈M there exists an M-polyfold chart
(U, ϕ, (π, E, V ))
where m ∈ U ⊂ X and where ϕ : U → O is a homeomorphism sat-
isfying ϕ(m) = 0, onto the open neighborhood O of 0 in the splicing
core K associated with the sc-smooth splicing (π, E, V ). Here V is an
open neighborhood of 0 in a partial quadrant C of the sc-Banach space
W . Moreover, there exists a finite-dimensional smooth linear subspace
N ⊂W ⊕E in good position to C and a corresponding sc-complement
N⊥, an open neighborhood Q of 0 ∈ C ∩ N and an sc-smooth map
A : Q→ N⊥ satisfying A(0) = 0, DA(0) = 0 so that the map
Γ : Q→W ⊕ E : q → q + A(q)
has its image in O and the image of the composition Φ := ϕ−1 ◦ Γ :
Q→ U is equal to M ∩ U .
• The map Φ : Q→M ∩ U is a homeomorphism.
We recall that N ⊂ W ⊕ E is a smooth subspace if N ⊂ (W ⊕ E)∞ =
W∞ ⊕ E∞. The map Φ : Q → U is called a good parametrization of a
neighborhood of m ∈ M in M .
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In other words a subset M ⊂ X of an M-polyfold X consisting of smooth
points is a submanifold if for every m ∈ M there is a good parametrization
of an open neighborhood of m in M . The following proposition shows that
the transition maps Φ◦Ψ−1 defined by two good parameterizations Φ and Ψ
are smooth, so the inverses of the good parametrizations define an atlas of
smoothly compatible charts. Consequently, a finite dimensional submanifold
is in a natural way a manifold with boundary with corners.
Proposition 4.20. Any two parametrizations of a finite dimensional sub-
manifold M of the M-polyfold X are smoothly compatible.
Proof. Assume that m0 := ϕ
−1(q0 + A(q0)) = ψ
−1(p0 +B(p0)) for two good
parameterizations. Since both good parameterizations are local homeomor-
phisms onto an open neighborhood of m0 in M , we obtain a local homeo-
morpism O(p0) → O(q0), p 7→ q(p), where the domain and codomain are
relatively open neighborhoods in partial quadrants. We have
q(p) + A(q(p)) = ϕ ◦ ψ−1(p+B(p)).
Recall that q(p) ∈ N and A(q(p) ∈ N⊥, where N ⊕ N⊥ = W ⊕ E is an
sc-splitting. If P : W ⊕E → N is an sc-projection along N⊥, then
q(p) = P (ϕ ◦ ψ−1(p+B(p)).
The map p 7→ q(p) is sc-smooth as a composition of sc-smooth maps. How-
ever, since the domain and codomain lie in finite dimensional smooth linear
spaces, the map is of class C∞. 
Examples of finite dimensional submanifolds of M-polyfolds are the so-
lution sets of Fredholm sections in the case of transversality. We would like
to mention that also the strong finite dimensional submanifolds introduced
in Definition 3.19 of [12] are finite dimensional submanifolds in the sense of
Definition 4.19. The induced manifold structures are the same.
5 Global Fredholm Theory
This section is devoted to the Fredholm theory inM-polyfold bundles. Putting
together the local studies of the previous section it will be proved, in partic-
ular, that the solution set f−1(0) of a proper Fredholm section f of a fillable
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strong M-polyfold bundle p : Y → X carries in a natural way the structure of
a smooth compact manifold with boundary with corners, provided at every
point q ∈ f−1(0) the section f is in good position to the corner structure of
X .
For the deeper study of Fredholm operators it is useful to introduce first
some auxiliary concepts.
5.1 Mixed Convergence and Auxiliary Norms
We begin with a notion of convergence in the strong M-polyfold bundle
p : Y → X called mixed convergence, referring to a mixture of strong con-
vergence in the base space X and weak convergence in the level 1 fibers Y0,1,
assuming the fibers are reflexive sc-Banach spaces. These spaces are char-
acterized by the property that bounded sequences have weakly convergent
subsequences, a fact useful in compactness proofs. We first give the local
definition in a strong M-polyfold bundle chart.
To do this we consider the local M-polyfold bundle
K → O
where K = KR is the splicing core
K = {(v, e, u) ∈ O ⊕ F | ρ(v,e)(u) = u}
of the strong bundle splicingR = (ρ, F, (O,S)). Here F is an sc-Banach space
and O is an open subset of the splicing coreKS = {(v, e) ∈ V ⊕E| πv(e) = e}
associated with the splicing S = (π, E, V ) in which V is an open subset in
the partial quadrant C of the sc-Banach space G.
Abbreviating the elements in O by x = (v, e) we consider a sequence
(xk, yk) ∈ K0,1 = {(x, y) ∈ O ⊕ F1| ρx(y) = 0}.
Definition 5.1 (Mixed convergence). The sequence (xk, yk) ∈ K0,1 is
called m-convergent to (x, y) ∈ (G⊕ E)0 ⊕ F1 if
(1) xk → x in O
(2) yk ⇀ y in F1.
Symbolically,
(xk, yk)
m
−→ (x, y).
The half arrow ⇀ denotes the weak convergence.
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Lemma 5.2. If (xk, yk) ∈ K0,1 ⊂ (G⊕E)0 ⊕ F1 and (xk, yk)
m
−→ (x, y), then
(x, y) ∈ K0,1.
Proof. By assumption, xk = (vk, ek) and πvk(ek) = ek. Moreover, ρxk(yk)
= yk. Since the inclusion map ı : F1 → F0 is a compact operator, one
concludes from the weak convergence of yk ⇀ y in F1 that yk → y in F0.
Since xk → x = (v, e), it follows from the sc
0-continuity of the projections
(x, y) 7→ ρx(y) from O ⊕ F into F that ρx(y) = y in F0. Since y ∈ F1, one
concludes ρx(y) = y in F1 so that (x, y) ∈ K0,1 as claimed in the lemma.

We shall demonstrate next that the concept of m-convergence is compat-
ible withM-polybundle maps provided the fibers are reflexive spaces accord-
ing to the following definition.
Definition 5.3. An sc-Banach space F is called reflexive if all the spaces
Fm, m ≥ 0, of its filtration are reflexive Banach spaces.
In order to verify that the notion of mixed convergence is invariant under
M-polyfold chart transformations we take a strong M-polyfold bundle map
Φ : KR → KR
′
between the splicing cores associated with the strong bundle splicings R and
R′. We assume that the underlying sc-Banach spaces F and F ′ are reflexive.
Abbreviating x = (v, e) ∈ O, the map Φ is of the form
Φ(x, y) = (σ(x), ϕ(x, y))
where σ : O → O′ is an sc-diffeomorphism and ϕ linear in the fibers. More-
over, Φ induces two sc-diffeomorphisms KR(i)→ KR
′
(i) for i = 0 and i = 1.
In the following we shall drop the indication of the strong splicings and simply
write K = KR and K ′ = KR
′
.
We consider a sequence (xk, yk) ∈ K0,1. If (xk, yk)
m
−→ (x, y), then (x, y) ∈
K0,1 in view of Lemma 5.2, and σ(xk) → σ(x). From (xk, yk) → (x, y) in
K0,0 it follows that ϕ(xk, yk)→ ϕ(x, y) in F
′
0, so that
Φ(xk, yk)→ Φ(x, y) in K
′
0,0.
By definition of a strong bundle map, the map Φ : K0,1 → K
′
0,1 is continuous.
From the continuity we conclude limk→∞ ϕ(xk, ρxky) = ϕ(x, ρxy) in (F
′)1
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for all y ∈ F1. By means of the uniform boundedness principle of linear
functional analysis we deduce that the sequence of bounded linear operators
Tk(h) := ϕ(xk, ρxk(h))
belonging to L(F1, F
′
1), have uniformly bounded operator norms so that
‖Tk‖ ≤ C for all k. Consequently, ‖ϕ(xk, yk)‖1 ≤ C · ‖yk‖1. From the
weak convergence yk ⇀ y in F1 we know that ‖yk‖1 is also a bounded se-
quence. Hence ‖ϕ(xk, yk)‖1 is a bounded sequence. Because F
′
1 is a reflexive
Banach space, every subsequence of the bounded sequence ϕ(xk, yk) in F
′
1
possesses a subsequence having a weak limit in F ′1. The limit is necessarily
equal to ϕ(x, y). Summarizing we have proved that
σ(xk)→ σ(x) in O
′
and
pr2 ◦ Φ(xk, yk)⇀ pr2 ◦ Φ(x, y) in (F
′)1
i.e., on level 1.
The discussion shows that themixed convergence is invariant under
M-polyfold chart transformations and hence an intrinsic concept forM-
polyfold bundles having reflexive fibers so that we can introduce the following
definition.
Definition 5.4. If p : Y → X is a strong M-polyfold bundle having reflexive
fibers, then a sequence yk ∈ Y0,1 is said to converge in the m-sense to
y ∈ Y0,1, symbolically
yk
m
−→ y in Y0,1,
if the underlying sequence xk = p(yk) ∈ X converges in X to an element
x and if there exists a strong M-polyfold bundle chart Φ around the point
x ∈ X satisfying
pr2 ◦ Φ(xk, yk)⇀ pr2 ◦ Φ(x, y)
weakly in (F ′)1, i.e., on level 1.
As shown above, the definition does not depend on the choice of the local
M-polyfold bundle chart.
For the general perturbation theory we introduce another concept in order
to estimate the size of perturbations.
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Definition 5.5. An auxiliary norm N for the strong M-polyfold bundle
p : Y → X consists of a continuous map N : Y0,1 → [0,∞) having the
following properties.
• For every x ∈ X, the induced map N |(Y0,1)x → [0,∞) on the fiber
(Y0,1)x is a complete norm.
• If yk
m
−→ y, then
N(y) ≤ lim inf
k→∞
N(yk).
• If N(yk) is a bounded sequence and the underlying sequence xk con-
verges to x ∈ X, then yk has an m-convergent subsequence.
Using the paracompactness ofX , one can easily construct auxiliary norms
as follows.
Proposition 5.6. Let p : Y → X be a fillable strong M-polyfold bundle
having reflexive fibers. Then there exists an auxiliary norm.
Proof. Construct for every x ∈ X via local coordinates a norm NU(x) for
Y0,1|U(x) where U(x) is a small open neighborhood of x ∈ X . This is defined
by NU(x)(y) =‖ pr2 ◦ Ψ(y) ‖1, where Ψ is a strong M-polybundle chart and
pr2 is the projection onto the fiber part. Observe that m-convergence of
yk to some y in Y0,1|U(x) implies weak convergence of pr2 ◦ Ψ(yk). Using
the convexity of the norm and standard properties of weak convergence we
conclude
NU(x)(y) ≤ lim inf
k→∞
NU(x)(yk).
At this point we have local expressions for auxiliary norms which cover X .
Using the paracompactness of X we can find a subordinate partition of unity
(χλ)λ∈Λ and define
N =
∑
χλNU(xλ).
Since the family (χλ) is locally finite, the above sum is well-defined. If N(yk)
is bounded and the underlying sequence xk converges to some x ∈ X it
follows in local coordinates that the representative of yk is bounded on level
1. In view of the reflexivity, the sequence yk possesses an m-convergent
subsequence. Hence N is an auxiliary norm and the proof of Proposition 5.6
is complete. 
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The following remarks will be important in the proof of the compactness
Theorem 5.9. Consider a local strong M-polyfold bundle KR → O in which
O is an open subset of the splicing core KS associated with the splicing
S = (π, E, V ). The splicing core KR = {((v, e), u) ∈ O ⊕ F | ρ(v,e)(u) = u}
is associated with the strong bundle splicing R = (ρ, F, (O,S)). Let N :
(KR)0,1 → [0,∞) be an auxiliary norm of the bundle K
R → O. Associated
with the complementary splicingRc = (1−ρ, F, (O,S)), is the local strong M-
poylofd bundle KR
c
→ O. In view of Proposition 5.6, the bundle KR
c
→ O
can be equipped with an auxiliary norm N c : (KR
c
)0,1 → [0,∞).
Recalling that O ⊳ F is the sc-Banach space O ⊕ F equipped with the
bi-filtration Om ⊕ Fk where m ≥ 0 and 0 ≤ k ≤ m + 1, and that O ⊳ F =
KR ⊕O K
Rc , we define the function N : O0 ⊕ F1 → [0,∞) by
N(x, h) = N(x, ρx(h)) +N
c(x, (1− ρx)(h)) (22)
where x ∈ O0 and h ∈ F1.
Lemma 5.7. The function N : O0 ⊕ F1 → [0,∞) is an auxiliary norm.
Proof. Clearly, N is continuous and for fixed x ∈ O0, the restriction N(x, ·) :
F1 → [0,∞) defines a complete norm. Assume that (xn, hn)
m
−→ (x, h).
Then xn → x and hn ⇀ h in F1. Since F1 is compactly embedded in
F0, we have hn → h in F0 and since ρ : O0 ⊕ F0 → F0 is continuous, it
follows that ρxn(hn) → ρx(h) in F0. By assumption, R = (ρ, F, (O,S)) is
a strong bundle splicing. Hence R1 = (ρ, F 1, (O,S)) is a general splicing.
This implies implies that ρ : O0 ⊕ F1 → F1 is continuous and ρxn : F1 → F1
is a bounded linear projection for every xn. Since the sequence (hn) being
weakly convergent is bounded in F1, it follows from the uniform boundedness
principle that the sequence (ρxn(hn)) is bounded in F1. After possibly taking
a subsequence we may assume that there is h′ ∈ F1 such that ρxn(hn) ⇀ h
′
in F1. Therefore, ρxn(hn) → h
′ in F0 and hence h
′ = ρx(h) and ρx(h) ∈ F1.
We conclude that ρxn(hn) ⇀ ρx(h) and (1 − ρxn)(hn)ρ ⇀ (1 − ρx(h)) in F1.
Consequently,
N(x, h) ≤ N(x, ρx(h)) +N(x, (1− ρx)(h))
= N(x, ρx(h)) +N
c(x, (1− ρx)(h))
≤ lim inf N(xn, ρxn(hn)) + lim inf N
c(xn, (1− ρxn)(hn))
≤ lim inf[N(xn, ρxn(hn)) +N
c(xn, (1− ρxn)(hn))]
= lim inf N(xn, hn)
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as claimed. Finally, assume that N(xn, hn) is bounded and xn → x. Then
N(xn, ρxn(hn)) andN
c(xn, (1−ρxn)(hn)) are bounded and since N andN
c are
auxiliary norms, it follows that after possibly taking subsequences ρxn(hn)⇀
h′ and (1− ρxn)(hn)⇀ h
′′ in F1. Hence hn = ρxn(hn) + (1− ρxn)(hn)⇀ h =
h′ + h′′ in F1. This completes the proof of the lemma. 
The function N : O0 ⊕ F1 → [0,∞) is continuous and for fixed x ∈ O0,
the restriction N(x, ·) to the space F1 is a complete norm on F1. It follows
that there exists a positive constant Cx such that
N(x, h) ≤ Cx · ‖h‖1
for all h ∈ F1. Therefore, by the bounded inverse theorem of linear functional
analysis applied to the identity map from the Banach space (F1, ‖·‖1) to the
Banach space (F1, N(x, ·)), the two norms ‖·‖1 and N(x, ·) are equivalent,
i.e., there exist two positive constants cx < Cx such that
cx · ‖h‖1 ≤ N(x, h) ≤ Cx · ‖h‖1 (23)
for all h ∈ F1. The next lemma claims a local uniform estimates in x ∈ O.
Lemma 5.8. Let N : O0 ⊕ F1 → [0,∞) be an auxiliary norm as defined
(22). Fix a point x0 = (v0, e0) ∈ O0. Then there exist two positive constants
c < C and an open neighborhood U ⊂ O of x0 such that
c‖h‖1 ≤ N(x, h) ≤ C‖h‖1
for all x ∈ U and all h ∈ F1.
Proof. By the continuity of N we find an open neighborhood V1 ⊂ O of x0
and a constant C > 0 such that N(x, h) ≤ C‖h‖1 for all x ∈ V1 and h ∈ F1.
We claim that there exist a positive constant c0 and an open neighborhood
V2 ⊂ O of x0 such that
c0 ·N(x0, h) ≤ N(x, h) (24)
for all x ∈ V2 and h ∈ F1, so that the lemma follows from (23). In order to
prove the estimate (24) we argue by contradiction and assume that there are
two sequences (xn) ⊂ O and (hn) ⊂ F1 satisfying xn → x0, ‖hn‖1 = 1, and
1
n
N(x0, hn) ≥ N(xn, hn) for n ≥ 0.
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Set h′n = hn/N(xn, hn). Since N(xn, h
′
n) = 1 and xn → x0, it follows from
the property (3) of the auxiliary norm that, after possibly passing to a sub-
sequence, the sequence (h′n) converges weakly in F1. Hence the sequence
‖hn‖1 is bounded and since the norms ‖·‖1 and N(x0, ·) are equivalent on F1,
it follows that the sequence N(x0, h
′
n) is bounded. Hence
1
n
N(x0, h
′
n) → 0
contradicting our assumption 1
n
N(x0, h
′
n) ≥ 1. The proof of the lemma is
complete. 
We recall that the open set Ô ⊂ V ⊕ E is defined by Ô = {(v, e) ∈
V ⊕ E| (v, πve) ∈ O}. The auxiliary norm N : O ⊕ F1 → [0,∞) can be
extended to Ô ⊕ F1 by defining
N̂((v, e), h) := N((v, πv(e)), h) for all (v, e) ∈ Ô and h ∈ F1. (25)
The following result will be useful in compactness investigations.
Theorem 5.9 (Local Compactness). Consider the fillable strongM-polyfold
bundle p : Y → X having reflexive fibers and let f be a Fredholm section of
p. Assume that an auxiliary norm N : Y0,1 → [0,∞) is given. Then, for
every smooth point q ∈ X, there exists an open neighborhood U(q) in X so
that the following holds.
• The subset Z ⊂ X defined by
Z = {x ∈ U(q)| f(x) ∈ Y0,1 and N(f(x)) ≤ 1}
is a compact subset of X.
• Every sequence (xk) in U(q) satisfying f(xk) ∈ Y0,1 and
lim inf
k→∞
N(f(xk)) ≤ 1
possesses a convergent subsequence.
Proof. The theorem is of local nature. Hence we shall study in a strong M-
polyfold chart the Fredholm section f of the fillable strong local M-polyfold
bundle p : KR → O where as above O is an open subset of the splicing
core KS and R = (ρ, F, (O,S)) a strong bundle splicing in which (O,S)
is the local model of the M-polyfold X . Let x0 ∈ O be the smooth point
representing q ∈ X in the local chart. In view of Definition 3.6 of a Fredholm
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section, there exists a filled version f : Ô → Ô ⊳ F of the section f of the
form
f(x) = f(x) + f c(x)
for x contained in the open set Ô ⊂ V ⊕ E defined by Ô = {(v, e) ∈
V ⊕ E| (v, πve) ∈ O} where f
c is the filler. In the local chart we have the
auxiliary norms N : (KR)0,1 → [0,∞) and N
c : (KR
c
)0,1 → [0,∞). We de-
fine by the formula (22) the auxiliary norm N : O ⊕ F1 → [0,∞) and finally
obtain the auxiliary norm N̂((v, e), h) := N((v, πv(e)), h) on Ô ⊕ F1. We
claim that in order to prove Theorem 5.9 for the section f , it is sufficient to
prove the following statement for the filled section f of the bundle Ô⊳F → Ô.
(∗) There exists an open neighborhood Û(x0) ⊂ Ô of x0 having the
property that every sequence (x̂n) ⊂ Û(x0) satisfying f(x̂n) ∈ Ô ⊕ F1 and
lim inf N̂(f(xn)) ≤ 1 possesses a convergent subsequence.
Indeed, assume that (∗) holds true and define the open neighborhood
U(x0) = Û(x0) ∩ O. Take a sequence xn ∈ U(x0) satisfying f(xn) ∈ O ⊕ F1
and lim inf N(f(xn)) ≤ 1. Since xn ∈ O, it follows from the definition that
the filler term vanishes, f c(xn) = 0, and hence N̂(f(xn)) = N(f(xn)) +
N c(f c(xn)) = N(f(xn)). Therefore, lim inf N̂(f(xn)) ≤ 1 so that by (∗) the
sequence (xn) has indeed a converging subsequence as claimed.
It remains to prove the statement (∗) for the filled section. By Definition
3.6, after a further change of coordinates, the filled section if of the form
f : V ⊕W → RN ⊕W
where V ⊂ Rn is a partial quadrant and f is defined in a sufficiently small
closed neighborhood U 0 of the origin in (V ⊕W )0. Moreover, if P : R
N⊕W →
W is the canonical projection, then
P [f(a, w)− f(0)] = w − B(a, w).
is an sc0-contraction germ in the sense of Definition 2.1. In addition, we have
the transported auxiliary norm N̂ defined on U 0 ⊕ (R
N ⊕W )1. In view of
Lemma 5.8, possibly choosing a smaller neighborhood, we may assume that
N̂(x, h) = ‖h‖1 on (R
N ⊕W )1.
We now consider the set of (a, w) ∈ U0 satisfying f(a, w) ∈ (R
N ⊕W )1
and
‖f(a, w)‖1 ≤ 1.
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The section f splits according to the splitting of the target space into
f(a, w) =
[
(1− P )f(a, w)
Pf(a, w)
]
=
[
(1− P )f(a, w)
w − B(a, w) + Pf(0)
]
.
Using the contraction property one finds for given u ∈ W close to Pf(0)
and given a ∈ V close to 0 a unique w(a, u) ∈ W solving the equation
Pf(a, w(a, u)) = u. Moreover, the map (a, u) 7→ w(a, u) is continuous on the
0-level. Now, given a sequence (ak, wk) ∈ U 0 such that
f(ak, wk) =: (bk, uk)
belongs to (RN ⊕W )1 and satisfies
lim inf
k→∞
‖f(ak, wk)‖1 ≤ 1,
we have the equations
Pf(ak, wk) = uk
(1− P )f(ak, wk) = bk
wk = w(ak, uk).
We shall show that (ak, wk) possesses a convergent subsequence in U 0. By
assumption, (RN ⊕W )1 is a reflexive Banach space so that going over to a
subsequence and using the compact embedding W1 ⊂ W0,
(bk, uk)⇀ (b
′, u′) in (RN ⊕W )1
(bk, uk)→ (b
′, u′) in (RN ⊕W )0,
and ‖(b′, u′)‖1 ≤ 1. In R
N we may assume ak → a
′ ∈ V . Consequently, wk =
w(ak, uk) → w
′ := w(a′, u′). Hence f(a′, w′) = (b′, u′) and ‖f(a′, w′)‖1 ≤ 1.
The proof of Theorem 5.9 is complete. 
5.2 Proper Fredholm Sections
In this section we introduce the important class of proper Fredholm sections.
Definition 5.10. A Fredholm section f of the fillable strong M-polyfold bun-
dle p : Y → X is called proper provided f−1(0) is compact in X.
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The first observation is the following.
Theorem 5.11 (∞-Properness). Assume that f is a proper Fredholm section
of the fillable strong M-polyfold bundle p : Y → X. Then f−1(0) is compact
in X∞.
Proof. Properness implies by definition that f−1(0) is compact on level 0. Of
course, f−1(0) is a subset of X∞ since f is regularizing. Assume that (xk)
is a sequence of solutions of f(x) = 0. We have to show that it possesses
a subsequence converging to some solution x0 in X∞. After taking a subse-
quence we may assume that xk → x0 on level 0. We choose a contraction
germ representation for [f, x0]. After a suitable change of coordinates the
sequence ((ak, wk)) corresponds to (xk), the point (0, 0) to x0, and
wk = B(ak, wk),
with (ak, wk)→ (0, 0) on level 0. Consequently,
wk = δ(ak)
for the map a→ δ(a) constructed using Banach’s fixed point theorem on level
0. We know that for every level m there is an open neighborhood Om of 0
so that δm : Om →Wm is continuous given by Banach’s fixed point theorem
on the m-level. We may assume that Om+1 ⊂ Om. Fix a level m. For k
large enough, we have ak ∈ Om. Then δm(ak) is the same as δ(ak) = wk.
Hence ak → 0 implies wk → 0 on level m. Consequently, (ak, wk) → (0, 0)
on every level, implying convergence on the ∞-level. Hence xk → x0 in X∞
as claimed. 
As a consequence of the local Theorem 5.9 we obtain the following global
result for proper Fredholm sections.
Theorem 5.12. Let p : Y → X be a fillable strong M-polyfold bundle with
reflexive fibers and assume that f is a proper Fredholm section. Assume that
N is a given auxiliary norm. Then there exists an open neighborhood U of
the compact set S = f−1(0) so that the following holds true.
• For every section s ∈ Γ+(p) having its support in U and satisfying
N(s(x)) ≤ 1, the section f + s is a proper Fredholm section of the
fillable strong M-polyfold bundle p1 : Y 1 → X1 and (f + s)−1(0) ⊂ U.
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• Every sequence (xk) in U satisfying f(xk) ∈ Y0,1 and
lim inf
k→∞
N(f(xk)) ≤ 1
possesses a convergent subsequence.
Proof. We know from the local Fredholm theory (Theorem 3.9) that f + s is
a Fredholm section of the fillable bundle p1 : Y 1 → X1 if s is an sc+-section.
For every q ∈ S = f−1(0) there exists an open neighborhood U(q) having
the properties as described in Theorem 5.9. Since S is a compact set we
find finitely many qi so that the open sets U(qi) cover S. We denote their
union by U . Next assume that the support of s ∈ Γ+(p) is contained in U . If
(f + s)(x) = 0, then necessarily x ∈ U because otherwise s(x) = 0 implying
f(x) = 0 and hence x ∈ S ⊂ U , a contradiction. Consequently, the set of
solutions of (f + s)(x) = 0 belongs to {x ∈ U | f(x) ∈ Y0,1 and N(f(x)) ≤ 1}
which by construction and Theorem 5.9 is contained in a finite union of
compact sets. The proof of Theorem 5.12 is complete. 
5.3 Transversality and Solution Set
From our local considerations in the previous chapter we shall deduce the
main results about the solution set of Fredholm sections.
Definition 5.13. A Fredholm section f of the fillable strong M-polyfold bun-
dle p : Y → X is said to be transversal to the zero section if at every
solution x of f(x) = 0 the linearization f ′(x) : TxX → Yx is surjective.
The first result is concerned with a proper Fredholm section of a fillable
strong M-polyfold bundle p : Y → X where X has no boundary.
Theorem 5.14. Let f be a proper and transversal Fredholm section of the
fillable strong M-polyfold bundle p : Y → X where X has no boundary.
Then the solution set M = f−1(0) is a smooth compact manifold (without
boundary).
Proof. Near a solution x of f(x) = 0 we take suitable strong local bundle
coordinates Φ : Y |U(x) → K covering an sc-diffeomorphism ϕ : U(x) → O
satisfying ϕ(x) = 0. Here K → O is the fillable local strong M-polyfold
bundle. The local expression fΦ of the Fredholm section f is also a Fredholm
section, has 0 as a solution, and its linearization f ′Φ(0) is, by assumption, a
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surjective sc-Fredholm operator. Hence, by Theorem 4.6, there exists a good
parametrization of the solution set near 0,
ΓΦ(n) = n+ A(n)
defined on an open neighborhood of 0 in the kernel of f ′Φ(0). Then we define
on a small open neighborhood of 0 ∈ ker f ′(0) the map Γx = ϕ
−1◦ΓΦ◦Tϕ(x).
We can carry out this construction near every solution x of f(x) = 0. By
the calculus of good parameterizations in section 4.1, the transition maps
Γ−1x ◦Γy are sc-smooth and since they are defined and take values in smooth
finite dimensional vector spaces they are of class C∞. Consequently, the
inverses of the maps Γx define a smooth atlas for M.

In the case where the ambient M-polyfold has a boundary, the solution
set of a proper and transversal Fredholm section f of the bundle p : Y →
X is in general not a smooth compact manifold with boundary due to a
possible bad position of the solution set to the boundary. In order to draw
conclusions about the nature of the solution set we need some knowledge
about the position of the kernels of the linearized operators at solutions
on the boundary. Some of these positions are in some sense generic and
genericity questions are being investigated in the next section. We continue
with a definition.
Definition 5.15. Let f be a Fredholm section of the fillable strong M-polyfold
bundle p : Y → X, where X possibly has a boundary. The section f is called
in good position if at every point x ∈ f−1(0) the Fredholm section f is
in good position to the corner structure of X as defined in Definition 4.16.
Recall that this requires, in particular, that the linearisation f ′(x) is surjective
at every solution x of f(x) = 0.
The next result gives a generalization of the previous theorem. We con-
sider the situation of a proper Fredholm section on a M-polyfold with possible
boundary.
Theorem 5.16. Consider a proper Fredholm section f of the fillable strong
M-polyfold bundle p : Y → X which is in good position to the corner struc-
ture. Then the solution set f−1(0) carries in a natural way the structure
of a smooth compact manifold with boundary ∂f−1(0) with corners where
∂f−1(0) = f−1(0) ∩ ∂X.
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The proof of the theorem is almost identical to the proof of Theorem 5.14
with the exception that, in addition, the local expression fΦ is in good posi-
tion to the corner structure of O at 0 and we use Theorem 4.18 to guarantee
the existence of the parametrization ΓΦ in this case.
Proof. Near a solution x of f(x) = 0 we take suitable strong local bundle
coordinates,
Φ : Y |U(x)→ K
covering an sc-diffeomorphism ϕ : U(x) → O satisfying ϕ(x) = 0, where
K → O is the local strong M-polyfold bundle. The local expression fΦ of the
section f has 0 as a solution and fΦ, by assumption, is in good position to
the corner structure of O at the point 0. Hence, by Theorem 4.18, there is a
good parametrization of the solution set near 0,
ΓΦ(n) = n+ A(n).
This parametrization is defined on a relatively open neighborhood of 0 in
a partial quadrant P := ker f ′Φ(0) ∩ C of the kernel ker f
′
Φ(0). We define
the map Γx = ϕ
−1 ◦ ΓΦ ◦ Tϕ(x) on a small relatively open neighborhood of
0 in a partial quadrant contained in ker(f ′(x)) ⊂ TxX . We can carry out
this construction near every solution x ∈ X of f(x) = 0. By our discussion
of the calculus of good parameterizations the transition maps are smooth (
i.e., of class C∞). Hence the inverses of the maps Γx define a smooth atlas
equipping the solution set f−1(0) with the structure of a smooth compact
manifold with boundary with corners. 
If we have a proper Fredholm section of a fillable strong M-polyfold bundle
we can introduce the notion of being in general position. Intuitively this
means two things. First of all it requires that at a solution the linearisation
is surjective. Secondly the solution set should avoid finite intersections of
(local) faces if the dimension of this intersection has too large codimension.
For example, a one-dimensional solution set would only hit good boundary
points (d(x) = 1) and would not hit corners (d(x) > 1) and similarly a two-
dimensional solution set would not hit boundary points x with d(x) ≥ 3. The
importance of the notion of being in general position comes from the fact that
it can be achieved by an arbitrarily small perturbation as shown in section
5.4. We would, however, like to point out that in SFT sometimes certain
symmetry requirements do not allow to bring a solution set into general
position by a perturbation compatible with the symmetries. Nevertheless
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one can still achieve a good position. This will be studied in [16] and in an
entirely abstract framework in [17].
Consider a proper Fredholm section f of a fillable strong M-polyfold bun-
dle p : Y → X where the M-polyfold X possibly has a boundary. If x is a
point in X it belongs to d(x)-many local faces. Fixing a smooth point x, we
consider the d(x) local faces numbered as F1, . . . ,Fd where d = d(x). Each
local face F j has the tangent space TxF
j at the point x ∈ X . We denote by
T ∂xX the intersection
T ∂xX =
⋂
1≤j≤d
TxF
j.
If d(x) = 0, i.e., if x is an interior point, we define T ∂xX = TxX .
Definition 5.17. The Fredholm section f is in general position to the
boundary ∂X provided the following holds for every solution x of f(x) = 0.
(i) The linearization f ′(x) is surjective.
(ii) The kernel of f ′(x) is transversal to T ∂xX in the tangent space TxX.
Theorem 5.18. Assume that the proper Fredholm section f of the fillable
strong M-polyfold bundle p : Y → X is in general position to the bound-
ary ∂X. Then the solution set f−1(0) is a smooth compact manifold with
boundary with corners.
This theorem is an immediate consequence of Theorem 5.16 and the fol-
lowing observation.
Lemma 5.19. If the Fredholm section f of the fillable strong M-polyfold
bundle p : Y → X is in general position, then it is in good position as well.
Proof. Take a solution x of f(x) = 0. The linearization f ′(x) is surjective
since f is in general position. Now we assume that d(x) ≥ 1. By assumption,
the kernel of f ′(x) is transversal to T ∂xX implying dim ker f
′(x) ≥ codim T∂xX
and hence,
dim ker f ′(x) ≥ d(x).
Going into local coordinates, we may assume that the section f is already
filled, that x = 0 and that 0 ∈ C = [0,∞)d⊕Rn−d⊕W where d = d(x). The
linearisation
f ′(0) : Rn ⊕W → RN ⊕W
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is surjective and its index satisfies i(f, 0) = dimker f ′(0) = n−N in view of
Proposition 3.8. Further, ker f ′(0) is transversal to {0}d ⊕ Rn−d ⊕W . This
implies that ker f ′(0) has an sc-complement N⊥ contained in C. Therefore,
ker f ′(0) is neat with respect to C and hence, by Proposition 4.11, in good
position to the partial quadrant C. 
5.4 Perturbations
Using the results from the previous section we shall prove some useful per-
turbation results. In order to have an sc-smooth partition of unity on the
M-polyfold X guaranteed, we shall assume for simplicity throughout this sec-
tion 5.4 that the local models of X are splicing cores built on separable
sc-Hilbert spaces. For the sc-smooth partitions of unity on M-polyfolds
we refer to section 4.3 in [14].
We begin with a useful lemma.
Lemma 5.20. Consider the strong M-polyfold bundle p : Y → X equipped
with an auxiliary norm N : Y0,1 → [0,∞). Assume that the local models of
X are built on separable sc-Hilbert spaces. Let x0 be a smooth point of X, h0
a smooth point belonging to the fiber Yx0, and U ⊂ X an open neighborhood
of x0. Then there exists an sc
+-section s of the strong bundle p satisfying
s(x0) = h0
and having its support in U . Moreover, if N(h0) < ε we can choose the
section s in such a way that
N(s(y)) < ε.
for all y ∈ X.
Proof. The result is local. Hence we take a strong M-polyfold bundle chart
Φ : p−1(U) → KR covering the sc-diffeomorphism ϕ : U → O as defined in
Definition 4.8 of [12]. The set O is an open subset of of the splicing core
KS = {(v, e) ∈ V ⊕ E|πv(e) = e} associated with the splicing S = (π, E, V )
and KR = {((v, e), u) ∈ O ⊕ F | ρ(v,e)(u) = u} is the splicing core associated
with the strong bundle splicing R = (ρ, F, (O,S)). In these coordinates the
smooth point (v0, e0) = ϕ(x0) ∈ O corresponds to x0. Moreover, Φ(x0, h0) =
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((v0, e0), h
′
0) ∈ K
R where h′0 is a smooth point in F , that is, h
′
0 ∈ F∞. For
points (v, e) ∈ O close to (v0, e0) we define the local section s : K
R → O by
s(v, e) = ((v, e), ρ(v,e)(h
′
0)) ∈ K
R.
At the point (v0, e0) we then have ρ(v0,e0)(h
′
0) = h
′
0 and hence s(v0, e0) =
((v0, e0), h
′
0) as desired. In view of the definition of a strong bundle splicing,
ρ(v,e)(u) ∈ Fm+1 if (v, e) ∈ Om ⊕ Fm and u ∈ Fm+1. Moreover, by Definition
4.2 in [12], the triple R1 = (ρ, F 1, (O,S)) is also a general sc-splicing which
together with the fact that h′0 is a smooth point in F implies that the section
s of the bundle KR
1
→ O is sc-smooth. Consequently, s is an sc+-section of
the local strong M-polyfold bundle KR → O. We transport this section by
means of the map Φ to obtain a local sc+ -section s of the bundle p : Y → X .
It satisfies s(x0) = h0. Using Lemma 5.7 from [14] we find an sc-smooth
bump-function β having its support in U and equal to 1 near x0 so that the
section β · s has the desired properties. 
In the following we shall use the notation
Mf = {x ∈ X| f(x) = 0}
for the solution set of the section f of the strong M-polyfold bundle p : Y →
X .
Theorem 5.21. Assume that f is a Fredholm section of the fillable strong
M-polyfold bundle p : Y → X and assume ∂X = ∅. We assume that the
sc-structure on X is is built on separable sc-Hilbert spaces. Let N be an
auxiliary norm. Assume that U is the open neighborhood of f−1(0) guaranteed
by Theorem 5.12 having the property that for every section s ∈ Γ+(p) whose
support lies in U and which satisfies N(s(x)) ≤ 1, the section f + s is a
proper Fredholm section of the fillable strong M-polyfold bundle p1 : Y 1 → X1.
Denote the space of all such sections in Γ+(p) as just described by O. Then
given t ∈ 1
2
O and ε ∈ (0, 1
2
), there exists a section s ∈ O satisfying s−t ∈ εO
so that f + s has at every solution x of (f + s)(x) = 0 a linearization which
is surjective. In particular, the solution set
Mf+s = {x ∈ X1| (f + s)(x) = 0}
is a smooth compact manifold without boundary in view of Theorem 5.14.
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Proof. If t ∈ 1
2
O, then, in view of Theorem 5.12, f + t is a proper Fredholm
section of the bundle p1 : Y 1 → X1. The solution set S = (f + t)−1(0) is
compact in X∞ in view of Theorem 5.11 and at every solution x ∈ S the
linearization (f + t)′(x) is sc-Fredholm by Proposition 3.8. Fixing x0 ∈ S,
there is an sc-splitting of the image space of the linearization (f + t)′(x0)
into the range and a smooth finite dimensional cokernel in which we choose
the basis e1, . . . , em. It consists of smooth vectors. By Lemma 5.20, there
exist finitely many sections s˜1, . . . , s˜m ∈ Γ
+(p) having their supports in U
and satisfying s˜1(x0) = e1, . . . , s˜m(x0) = em. Therefore, the linear map
(λ1, . . . , λm, h) 7→ (f + t)
′(x0)h +
m∑
j=1
λjej
is surjective. Now, we view Y as a fillable strong M-polyfold bundle over
R
m ⊕X . Then the mapping F˜ : Rm ⊕X1 → Y 1, defined by
F˜ (λ, x) = (f + t)(x) +
m∑
j=1
λj s˜j,
is a Fredholm section of the fillable bundle Y 1 → Rm⊕X1 in view of Theorem
3.9. It has the property that F˜ (0, x0) = 0 and that the linearization F˜
′(0, x0)
is surjective. Using the good parametrizations guaranteed by Theorem 4.6,
we find an open neighborhood V ((0, x0)) of the point (0, x0) ∈ {0} ⊕ S on
which the linearization F˜ ′(λ, x) is surjective at points (λ, x) in the solution
set {F˜ (λ, x) = 0}. Since {0} ⊕ S is compact, we can cover {0} ⊕ S with
finitely many such open neighborhoods V ((0, xi)) for i = 1, . . . , N . Adding
up all the sections constructed in these open sets, we obtain the finitely
many sections s1, . . . , sk ∈ Γ
+(p) all having their supports in U so that the
Fredholm section F : Rk ⊕X1 → Y 1 defined by
F (λ, x) = (f + t)(x) +
k∑
j=1
λjsj(x)
has the following property. The linearization F ′(λ, x) is surjective at points
(λ, x) contained in an open neighborhood of {0}⊕S and solving the equation
F (λ, x) = 0. For δ > 0 sufficiently small we take the open ball Bδ(0) ⊂ R
k
centered at the origin and of radius δ. Then the solution set
Sδ := {(λ, x) ∈ Bδ(0)⊕X
1|F (λ, x) = 0}
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is a smooth finite dimensional manifold using the good parametrizations
guaranteed by Theorem 4.6 and arguing as in the proof of Theorem 5.14.
We define the smooth map β : Sδ → R
k as the composition β = π ◦ j,
Sδ
j
−→ Rk ⊕X
π
−→ Rk
where j is the injection map and π is the projection π(λ, x) = λ. By Sard’s
theorem, we find a regular value λ∗ ∈ Rk of the map β arbitrary close to 0. In
view of the surjectivity of F ′(λ, x), the map x 7→ F (λ∗, x) has therefore the
property that the linearization D2F (λ
∗, x) is surjective at all solutions x ∈ X
of the equation F (λ∗, x) = 0. Moreover, the map F (λ∗, ·) is a proper Fred-
holm section of the bundle p1 : Y 1 → X1 in view of Theorem 5.12. Hence, by
Theorem 5.14, the solution set {x ∈ X1|F (λ∗, x) = 0} is a smooth compact
manifold without boundary and the proof of Theorem 5.21 is complete. 
Our main perturbation result concerning Fredholm problems on M-polyfolds
possessing boundaries is as follows.
Theorem 5.22. Let p : Y → X be a fillable strong M-polyfold bundle having
nonempty boundary ∂X and assume that f : X → Y is a proper Fredholm
section. We assume that the sc-structure of X is built on separable sc-Hilbert
spaces. Fix an auxiliary norm N and assume that U ⊂ X is an open neigh-
borhood of the compact solution setMf guaranteed by Theorem 5.12. Denote
by O the set of sections
O = {s ∈ Γ+(p) | supp(s) ⊂ U and N(s(x)) ≤ 1 for all x ∈ U}.
Then, given t ∈ 1
2
O and ε ∈ (0, 1
2
), there exists a section s ∈ O satisfying
s− t ∈ εO so that the solution set
Mf+s = {x ∈ X1| (f + s)(x) = 0}
is in general position to the boundary ∂X. In particular, Mf+s is a smooth
compact manifold with boundary with corners in view of Theorem 5.18.
Proof. Take t ∈ 1
2
O. Then the solution set Mf+t is compact in X as well
as in X∞ by Theorem 5.11. If x is a smooth point in X , we denote by
F1, . . . ,Fd the local faces of X at the point x. Here d = d(x). Each local
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face F j has the tangent space TxF
j at the point x ∈ X . Recall that T ∂xX
is the intersection T ∂xX =
⋂
1≤j≤d TxF
j. If d(x) = 0, i.e., if x is an interior
point, we set T ∂xX = TxX . We shall proceed in several steps starting with
the following lemma.
Lemma 5.23. There exist finitely many sc+-sections sj ∈ Γ
+(p) for 1 ≤ j ≤
l, supported in U so that the map F : Rl ⊕X1 → Y 1 defined by
F (λ, x) := (f + t)(x) +
l∑
j=1
λjsj(x)
has the following properties. There exists a small ε > 0 so that the solution
set
Sε = {(λ, x) ∈ R
l ⊕X1|F (x, λ) = 0 and |λ| ≤ ε}
is compact in Rl⊕X∞ and contained in Bε⊕U . Moreover, at every solution
(λ, x) ∈ Sε, the section F has the following properties.
(i) the linearization F ′(λ, x) is surjective,
(ii) the kernel of F ′(λ, x) is transversal to the subspace T ∂(λ,x)(R
l ⊕ X) of
the tangent space T(λ,x)(R
l ⊕X),
(iii) for every subset σ ⊂ {1, . . . , d(x)}, where d(x) is the order of the degen-
eracy of the point x, the lineraization F ′(λ, x) restricted to the tangent
space T(λ,x)(R
l ⊕
⋂
j∈σ F
j
) is surjective and the kernel of this restric-
tion is transversal to the subspace T ∂(λ,x)(R
l ⊕
⋂
j∈σ F
j) in the tangent
space T(λ,x)(R
l ⊕
⋂
j∈σ F
j).
Note that T ∂(λ,x)(R
l ⊕ X) = Rl ⊕ T ∂xX and T(λ,x)(R
l ⊕
⋂
j∈σ F
j) = Rl ⊕
Tx
⋂
j∈σ F
j where σ ⊂ {1, . . . , d(x)}. The codimension of T ∂(λ,x)(R
l ⊕ X) in
the tangent space T(λ,x)(R
l ⊕X) is independent of l and is equal to d(x).
Proof of Lemma 5.23. Choose a solution x0 of (f + t)(x0) = 0. The lin-
earization (f + t)′(x0) is sc-Fredholm by Proposition 3.8. Hence, in view
of Lemma 5.20, we find finitely many sections s1, . . . , sk ∈ Γ
+(p) satisfying
N(sj(x)) < 1 for all x ∈ X and having their supports in U so that the vec-
tors s1(x0), . . . , sk(x0) span the smooth sc-complement of the range of the
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linearization (f + t)′(x0). Taking additional sections sk+1, . . . , sm in Γ
+(p)
having their supports in U , we arrange that also the kernel of the linear map
(λ, h) 7→ (f + t)′(x0) · h+
m∑
j=1
λjsj(x0)
is transversal to Rm⊕T ∂x0X in the tangent space R
m⊕Tx0X . This is done as
follows. We first observe that the kernel of the above linear map is equal to
{0}⊕ker(f+t)′(x0) together with the set of points (λ, h) solving the equation
(f + t)′(x0)h = −
∑m
j=k+1 λjsj(x0). Since T
∂
x0
X has finite codimension in the
tangent space Tx0X , there are finitely many smooth vectors hk+1, . . . , hm
such that span{hk+1, . . . , hm} ⊕ T
∂
x0
X = Tx0X , using Lemma 2.12 in [12].
Consequently, choosing the additional sections sj for k+1 ≤ j ≤ m such that
sj(x0) = −(f + t)
′(x0)hj , the transversality of the kernel follows. Moreover,
multiplying the vectors hj by suitable small constants we may achieve, in
view of Lemma 5.20, that N(sj(x)) < 1 for all x ∈ X and k + 1 ≤ j ≤ m.
Viewing Y as a fillable strong M-polyfold bundle over Rm ⊕X , the map
F : Rm ⊕X1 → Y 1, defined by
F (λ, x) = (f + t)(x) +
m∑
k=1
λjsj(x) (26)
is a Fredholm section of the bundle Y 1 → Rm⊕X1 having the property that
F (0, x0) = 0, that the linearization F
′(0, x0) is surjective, and that the kernel
of F ′(0, x0) is transversal to R
m ⊕ T ∂x0X in T(0,x0)(R
m ⊕X). Note that after
adding r more sections the kernel of the new linearized operator is automati-
cally transversal to T ∂(0,x0)(R
m+r⊕X) in the tangent space T(0,x0)(R
m+r⊕X),
moreover, the linearized operator is still surjective.
Claim (a) There is an open neighborhood U(0, x0) of the point (0, x0)
in Rm ⊕ X such that at every solution (λ, x) of F (λ, x) = 0 contained in
U(0, x0) , the linearization F
′(λ, x) is surjective and the kernel of F ′(λ, x) is
transversal to T ∂(λ,x)(R
m ⊕X) in T(λ,x)(R
m ⊕X).
In order to prove this claim we work in our familiar local coordinates and
assume that the section F is already filled and has the normal form
F : Rm ⊕ [0,∞)d ⊕ Rn−d ⊕W → RN ⊕W.
The integer d is equal to the order d = d(x0) of x0. In these coordinates the
point x0 corresponds to the point 0 ∈ [0,∞)
d ⊕ Rn−d ⊕W so that (0, x0)
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corresponds to (0, 0) ∈ Rm ⊕ [0,∞)d ⊕ Rn−d ⊕W . In order to simplify the
notation we abbreviate, in abuse of the notation, X = [0,∞)d ⊕ Rn−d ⊕W .
Then
T ∂(0,0)(R
m ⊕X) = Rm ⊕ T ∂0X = R
m ⊕ {0}d ⊕ Rn−d ⊕W
and
T(0,0)(R
m ⊕X) = Rm ⊕ Rd ⊕ Rn−d ⊕W.
By construction, the kernel N of the linearization F ′(0, 0) is transversal to
the tangent space T ∂(0,0)(R
m ⊕X). Therefore, there is an sc-complement N⊥
of N satisfying N⊥ ⊂ Rm⊕ {0}d⊕Rn−d⊕W . In particular, the kernel N is
neat with respect to the partial cone C = Rm⊕ [0,∞)d⊕Rn−d⊕W according
to Definition 4.10. In view of Theorem 4.18, there is a good parametrization
of the solution set {F = 0} near the solution (0, 0). Accordingly there exist
an open neighborhood Q of (0, 0) in N ∩ C and an sc-smooth map
A : Q→ N⊥ (27)
satisfying A(0, 0) = 0 and DA(0, 0) = 0 so that mapping Γ(n) = n + A(n)
parametrizes all the solutions of F = 0 near (0, 0). Moreover, the lineariza-
tion F ′(Γ(n)) is surjective for all n ∈ Q. If Γ(n) = (λ, x) is such a solution,
we write x = (x1, . . . , xd, x
′) ∈ [0,∞)d ⊕ (Rn−d ⊕ W ). Denote by Σ the
subset of indices i ∈ {0, . . . , d} for which xi = 0 and introduce the subspace
R
Σ ⊂ Rd consisting of points z ∈ Rd for which zi = 0 if i ∈ Σ. Then
T ∂(λ,x)(R
m⊕X) = Rm⊕RΣ⊕Rn−d⊕W and we have to show that the kernel
N ′ of the linearization F ′(λ, x) is transversal to Rm⊕RΣ⊕Rn−d⊕W . By the
properties of the good parametrization Γ in Definition 4.17, the kernel N ′ has
the representation N ′ = {δn+DA(n)δn| δn ∈ N}. If v ∈ Rm⊕Rd⊕Rn−d⊕W ,
then v = u+u′ for some u ∈ N and some u′ ∈ Rm⊕{0}d⊕Rn−d⊕W because
the kernel N and the subspace Rm ⊕ {0}d ⊕ Rq ⊕W are transversal. Now
observe that
v = (u+DA(n)u) + (u′ −DA(n)u)
where u + DA(n)u ∈ N ′. Denoting by p : Rm ⊕ Rd ⊕ Rq ⊕W → Rd the
natural projection, we have p(u′ − DA(n)u) = 0 because p(u′) = 0 and
DA(n)u ∈ N⊥ ⊂ Rm⊕{0}d⊕Rq⊕W so that p(DA(n)u) = 0. In particular,
the kernel N ′ is transversal to T ∂(λ,x)(R
m ⊕X) as claimed in (a).
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Claim (b) For every solution (λ, x) ∈ U(0, x0) and every subset σ of
{1, . . . , d(x)}, the linearization F ′(λ, x) restricted to T(λ,x)(R
m ⊕
⋂
j∈σ F
j) is
surjective and the kernel of of this map is transversal to T ∂(λ,x)(R
m⊕
⋂
j∈σ F
j)
in T(λ,x)(R
m ⊕
⋂
j∈σ F
j).
In order to prove the claim (b) we observe that the point (λ, x) belongs
to d(x)- many faces Rm ⊕ F j. The faces Rm ⊕ F j are in the coordinates
represented as follows. The set Σ = {i ∈ {1, . . . , d}| xi = 0} has exactly d(x)
elements. For j ∈ Σ, the face F j is the set
F j = [0,∞)(j) ⊕ Rn−d ⊕W
where [0,∞)(j) = {(z = (z1, . . . , zd) ∈ [0,∞)
d | zj = 0}. The tangent space
to Rm ⊕F j at the solution (λ, x) is equal to
T(λ,x)(R
m ⊕ F j) = Rm ⊕ R(j) ⊕ Rn−d ⊕W
where the subspace R(j) consists of those points z ∈ Rd whose jth coordinate
is equal to 0. Moreover, T ∂(λ,x)(R
m ⊕ F j) is equal to the subspace
T ∂(λ,x)(R
m ⊕ F j) = Rm ⊕ RΣ ⊕ Rn−d ⊕W.
We shall prove that the linearization of the map F |Rm ⊕F j : Rm ⊕ F j →
R
N ⊕ W is surjective at the solution (λ, x) of F (λ, x) = 0. In order to
do so, we choose y ∈ RN ⊕ W . We already know that the linearization
F ′(λ, x) : Rm ⊕ Rd ⊕ Rn−d ⊕W → RN ⊕W is surjective and so there exists
(δλ, δu) ∈ Rm ⊕ (Rd ⊕ Rn−d ⊕W ) → RN ⊕W solving F ′(λ, x)(δλ, δu) = y.
We also know that the kernel N ′ of F ′(λ, x) is transversal to Rm ⊕ {0}d ⊕
R
n−d ⊕W in Rm ⊕ Rd ⊕ Rn−d ⊕W . Therefore, we have the representation
(δλ, δu) = (δλ1, δu1) + (δλ2, δu2) where (δλ1, δu1) ∈ N
′ and (δλ2, δu2) ∈
R
m⊕{0}d⊕Rn−d⊕W . Consequently, (δλ2, δu2) belongs to T(λ,x)(R
m⊕F j)
and satisfies F ′(λ, x)(δλ2, δx2) = y as we wanted to prove.
Next we shall show that the kernel of the linearization F ′(λ, x)|T(λ,x)(R
m⊕
F j) is transversal to the subspace T ∂(λ,x)(R
m⊕F j) in T(λ,x)(R
m⊕F j). To do
so we choose (δλ, δu) ∈ T(λ,x)(R
m⊕F j) = Rm⊕R(j)⊕Rn−d⊕W and have the
representation (δλ, δu) = (δλ1, δu1) + (δλ2, δu2) where (δλ1, δu1) ∈ N
′ and
(δλ2, δu2) ∈ R
m ⊕ {0}d ⊕ Rn−d ⊕W ⊂ T ∂(λ,x)(R
m ⊕ F j). Moreover, denoting
by
p : Rm ⊕ Rd ⊕ Rn−d ⊕W → Rd
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the projection, we conclude that p(δλ1, δu1) = p(δλ, δu) = a ∈ R
d where the
jth coordinate of a is equal to 0. Hence (δλ1, δu1) ∈ T(λ,x)(R
m ⊕ F j) as we
wanted to show. The same way one verifies the more general claim in (b).
(c) To finish the proof of Lemma 5.23 we carry out the above construction
near every point (0, x) for x ∈Mf+t. Since the solution setMf+t is compact,
we can select finitely many neighborhoods U(0, xj), 1 ≤ j ≤ m, covering
{0} ⊕Mf+t. Now taking as a perturbation the sum of all the finitely many
sections constructed in these neighborhoods, we obtain the section
F (λ, x) = (f + t)(x) +
l∑
j=1
λjsj(x)
of the bundle Y 1 → Rl⊕X1 which is a Fredholm section in view of Theorem
3.9. We claim that there exists a sufficiently small ε > 0 such that
Sε = {(λ, x) ∈ R
l ⊕X1|F (λ, x) = 0 and |λ| ≤ ε} ⊂
n⋃
j=1
U(0, xj).
Indeed, otherwise there exists a sequence (λk, xk) ∈ Rl ⊕ X1 satisfying
F (λk, xk) = 0 and |λk| ≤ 1
k
but (λk, xk) 6∈
⋃n
j=1U(0, x). Since the supports of
t and sj are contained in U , we conclude that x
k ∈ U for all k. From f(xk) =
−t(xk) −
∑l
j=1 λ
n
j sj(x
k) we find N(f(xk)) ≤ 1 for k large and since the set
U has the property (ii) of Theorem 5.12, we may assume that the sequence
(xk) converges to the point x ∈ U . Because (f + t)(x) = 0, we have (0, x) ∈
{0} ⊕ Mf+t ⊂
⋃m
j=1U(0, xj). This contradicts our assumption (λ
k, xk) 6∈⋃m
j=1U(0, xj) for all k. Consequently, the section F has the properties (i)
and (ii) of Lemma 5.23 if ε > 0 is sufficiently small.
It remains to show that the solution set Sε is compact in R
l ⊕ U if ε > 0
is sufficiently small. To see this we take the solution (λ, x) ∈ Sε, then
f(x) = −t(x)−
∑l
j=1 λjsj(x). Since t ∈
1
2
O and N(sj(x)) ≤ 1 for 1 ≤ j ≤ l
and all x ∈ X , we conclude from |λ| ≤ ε that N(f(x)) ≤ 1 if ε is sufficiently
small. In addition, since Mf ⊂ U and since the supports of t and sj are
contained in U , it follows that x ∈ U . Hence if (λk, xk) ∈ Sε, then x
k ∈ U so
that by Theorem 5.12, the sequence (xk) possesses a convergent subsequence.
Since |λk| ≤ ε, we conclude that the sequence (λk, xk) has a subsequence
converging to a solution (λ, x) of F (λ, x) = 0. The solution belongs to Bε⊕U .
Indeed, if x ∈ X \ U , then t(x) +
∑l
j=1 λjsj(x) = 0 since the supports of t
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and sj are contained in U . Hence f(x) = 0 which implies x ∈ f
−1(0) ⊂ U ,
contradicting the assumption x ∈ X \ U . Consequently, the solution set Sε
is compact in Rl⊕X and Sε ⊂ Bε⊕U . The compactness in R
l⊕X∞ follows
arguing as in Theorem 5.11. The proof of Lemma 5.23 is complete. 
Abbreviate by Sε the set consisting of those points (λ, x) in Sε for which
|λ| < ε.
Lemma 5.24. The Fredholm section F of the fillable strong bundle Y 1 →
Bε⊕X
1 introduced in Lemma 5.23 is in good position to the corner structure
of Bε ⊕ X. Consequently, F
−1(0) is a smooth manifold with boundary with
corners.
Proof. By Lemma 5.23, the linearization F ′(λ, x) is surjective and its kernel
is transversal to T ∂λ,x(R
l ⊕ X) in T(λ,x)(R
l ⊕ X) at every point (λ, x) ∈ Sε.
Arguing as in the proof of Lemma 5.23, the kernel of F ′(λ, x) is neat in
T(λ,x)(R
l ⊕ X) at every point (λ, x) ∈ Sε. This implies that the kernel of
F ′(λ, x) is in good position with respect to the corner structure of Rl⊕X at
(λ, x). Consequently, arguing as in the proof Theorem 5.16, the solution set
Sε = F
−1(0) carries a structure of a smooth manifold with boundary with
corners. 
Continuing with the proof of Theorem 5.22 we know from the proof of
Lemma 5.23 that the solution set Sε satisfies
Sε = {(λ, x) ∈ R
l ⊕X1|F (x, λ) = 0 and |λ| < ε} ⊂
n⋃
j=1
U(0, xj)
where F is the Fredholm section introduced in Lemma 5.23.
Every point (0, xj), belongs to d(xj)-many faces R
l ⊕ Fkxj for 1 ≤ k ≤
d(xj). If 1 ≤ j ≤ n and if σ ⊂ {1, . . . , d(xj)}, we define
Sj,σε := Sε ∩ U(0, xj) ∩
(
R
l ⊕
⋂
k∈σ
Fkxj
)
.
In view of Lemma 5.23 and arguing as in Theorem 5.16, the set, Sj,σε is
a manifold having a boundary with corners. We introduce the projections
β : Sε → R
l and βj,σ : S
j,σ
ε → R
l as the compositions
β : Sε
j
−→ Rl ⊕X
π
−→ Rl
βj,σ : S
j,σ
ε
j
−→ Rl ⊕X
π
−→ Rl
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where j is the injection mapping and π is the projection π(λ, x) = λ.
In view of Sard’s theorem, the set of regular values of projections β and
βj,σ has full measure in Bε. Denote by λ
∗ a common regular value of all these
projections and introduce the sc+-section
s∗ = t+
l∑
j=1
λ∗jsj
so that
(f + s∗)(x) = F (λ∗, x).
We claim that at every solution x of (f + s∗)(x) = 0, the linearization (f +
s∗)′(x) is surjective and that the kernel of (f + s∗)′(x) is transversal to T ∂xX
in TxX .
In order to prove the claim we take a solution x of (f+s∗)(x) = 0 and first
prove that (f+s∗)′(x) is surjective. We have F (λ∗, x) = 0 so that (λ∗, x) ∈ Sε.
By Lemma 5.23, the linearization F ′(λ∗, x) is surjective. Hence given y ∈ Y 1,
there exists (δλ, δx) ∈ T(λ,x)(R
l⊕X) solving F ′(λ∗, x)(δλ, δx) = y. The point
λ∗ is a regular value of the projection β : Sε → R
l and the tangent space
to Sε at (λ
∗, x) coincides with the kernel N of F ′(λ∗, x). Hence there exists
(δλ1, δx1) ∈ N solving the equation dβ(λ
∗, x)(δλ1, δx1) = δλ and satisfying
F ′(λ∗, x)(δλ1, δx1) = 0.
From dβ(λ∗, x)(δλ1, δx1) = δλ1 we conclude δλ1 = δλ so that
F ′(λ∗, x)(δλ, δx1) = 0.
Consequently,
y = F ′(λ∗, x)(0, δx− δx1)
= D2F (λ
∗, x)(δx− δx1)
= (f + s∗)′(δx− δx1)
showing that the linearization (f + s∗)′(x) is indeed surjective.
Next we show that the kernel of the linearization (f + s∗)′(x) is transver-
sal to T ∂xX at every solution x of (f + s
∗)(x) = 0. Since F (λ∗, x) = 0 and
F−1(0) ⊂
⋃
1≤j≤n U(0, xj), the point (λ
∗, x) belongs to some open neighbor-
hood U(0, xj). To prove the transversality we work in local coordinates as in
the proof of Lemma 5.23. We assume that F is already filled and is the form
F : Rl ⊕ [0,∞)d ⊕ Rn−d ⊕W → RN ⊕W.
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The integer d is equal to the order d = d(xj) of xj . In these coordinates the
point xj corresponds to the point 0 ∈ [0,∞)
d ⊕ Rn−d ⊕W so that (λ∗, xj)
corresponds to (λ∗, 0) ∈ Rl ⊕ [0,∞)d ⊕ Rn−d ⊕W . The point corresponding
to (λ∗, x) we shall denote again by (λ∗, x). Its degree d(x) satisfies d(x) ≤ d.
We use the notationX = [0,∞)d⊕Rn−d⊕W . If Σ = {i ∈ {1, . . . , d}| xi = 0},
the tangent space T(λ∗,x)(R
l ⊕
⋂
j∈ΣF
j)) is equal to
T(λ∗,x)(R
l ⊕
⋂
j∈Σ
F j) = Rl ⊕ RΣ ⊕ Rn−d ⊕W.
Here F j for j ∈ Σ are the faces containing the point x. By Lemma 5.23,
the kernel N of the linearization F ′(λ∗, x) is transversal to T ∂(λ∗,x)(R
l ⊕ X).
Hence, given δx ∈ TxX , there exists (δλ1, δx1) belonging to the kernel N of
F ′(λ∗, x) and (δλ2, δx2) in T
∂
(λ∗,x)(R
l ⊕X) such that
(δλ1, δx1) + (δλ2, δx2) = (0, δx).
The point λ∗ is a regular value of the projection βj,Σ : S
j,Σ
ε → R
l. Since
dβj,Σ(λ
∗, x) is defined on N ∩T(λ∗,x)(R
l⊕
⋂
j∈ΣF
j) = N ∩ (Rl⊕RΣ⊕Rn−d⊕
W ) we find (δλ′, δx′) belonging to N ∩ (Rl ⊕ RΣ ⊕ Rn−d ⊕ W ) such that
dβj,Σ(λ
∗, x)(δλ′, δx′) = δλ1. Using dβj,Σ(λ
∗, x)(δλ′, δx′) = δλ1, we obtain
F ′(λ∗, x)(0, δx1 − δx
′) = D2F (λ
∗, x)(δx1 − δx
′) = 0
and
(δx1 − δx
′) + (δx2 + δx
′) = δx.
Since δx2+δx
′ belongs to Rl⊕RΣ⊕Rn−d⊕W , the kernel of the linearization
(f + s∗)′(x) is indeed transversal to T ∂xX in TxX as we wanted to show.
In order to finish the proof of Theorem 5.22 we observe that so far we have
proved that the Fredholm section f+s∗ is in general position to the boundary
∂X according to Definition 5.17. Consequently, in view of Theorem 5.18, the
solution set Mf+s
∗
is a compact manifold with boundary with corners. This
completes the proof of Theorem 5.22. 
The following result is proved along the lines of the previous result. In
contrast to Theorem 5.22 we impose conditions on the Fredholm sections at
those solutions which are located at the boundary ∂X , while the perturbation
has its support away from the boundary.
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Theorem 5.25. Let p : Y → X be a fillable strong M-polyfold bundle having
a nonempty boundary ∂X and let f be a proper Fredholm section of p. We
assume that the sc-structure on X is built on separable sc-Hilbert spaces and
assume that U is an open neighborhood of the solution set Mf = f−1(0).
Moreover, let N be an auxiliary norm guaranteed by Theorem 5.12. If at
every point x ∈ ∂X solving f(x) = 0 the linearization of f is surjective and
the kernel of the linearization is in good position to the corner structure of
∂X, then there exists an arbitrarily small sc+-section s which has its support
in U and which vanishes near ∂X so that the Fredholm section f + s is
in good position as defined in Definition 5.15. In particular, the solution
set Mf+s = (f + s)−1(0) is a smooth compact manifold with boundary with
corners.
The proof goes as follows. By the assumption on the solutions of f(x) = 0
at the boundary ∂X , the solution set of f = 0 admits a good parametrization
near the boundary points. Then one finds enough sc+-sections which vanish
near the boundary and have their supports in U so that the Fredholm section
F (λ, x) = f(x)+
∑k
i=1 λisi(x) has, at every solution (0, x) of F (0, x) = 0 with
x ∈ U \ ∂X , a linearization which is surjective. From the assumption of the
theorem it follows that the linearization F ′(0, x) is automatically surjective
also at the boundary points x ∈ ∂X satisfying f(x) = 0 and hence F (0, x) =
0, in addition, its kernel is again, by assumption, in good position to the
corner structure of Rk ⊕X . Therefore, as in the proof of Theorem 5.22, one
finds a suitable ε so that the solutions space Sε = {(λ, x)|F (λ, x) = 0, |λ| <
ε} is a smooth manifold with boundary with corners. A small regular value
λ∗ of the projection
(λ, x) 7→ λ
defines the section s∗ =
∑k
i=1 λ
∗
i si for which f+s
∗ has the desired properties.
This completes the proof of Theorem 5.25.
5.5 Some Invariants for Fredholm Sections
The following discussion extends some standard material from the classical
nonlinear Fredholm theory to the M-polyfold context. We introduce the no-
tion of an sc-differential k-form starting with comments about our notation.
For us the tangent bundle of X is TX → X1, that is, it is only defined for
the base points in X1. An sc-vector field on X is an sc-smooth section A
of the tangent bundle TX → X1 and hence it is defined on X1. Similarly, an
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sc-differential form on X which we will define next, is only defined over the
base points in X1. The definition of a vector field and the following definition
of an sc-differential form are justified since the construction of TX , though
only defined over X1, requires the knowledge of X . If X is a M-polyfold,
then ⊕kTX∞ denotes the k-fold Whitney sum of k copies of the tangent
space TX .
Definition 5.26. An sc-differential k-form on the M-polyfold X is an
sc-smooth map ω : ⊕kTX → R which is linear in each argument separately,
and skew symmetric.
If ω is an sc-differential form on X , we may also view it as an sc-
differential form on X i. Denote by Ω∗(X i) the graded commutative algebra
of sc-differential forms on X i. Then we have the inclusion map
Ω∗(X i)→ Ω∗(X i+1).
which is injective since Xi+1 is dense in Xi and the forms are sc-smooth.
Hence we have a directed system whose direct limit is denoted by Ω∗∞(X).
An element ω of degree k in Ω∗∞(X) is a skew-symmetric map ⊕k(TX)∞ → R
such that it has an sc-smooth extension to an sc-smooth k-form ⊕kTX
i → R
for some i. We shall refer to an element of Ωk∞(X) as an sc-smooth differential
form on X∞. We note, however, that it is part of the structure that the k-
form is defined and sc-smooth on some X i.
Next we associate with an sc-differential k-form ω its exterior differential
dω which is a (k + 1)-form on the M-polyfold X . Let A0, . . . , Ak be k + 1
many sc-smooth vector fields on X . We define dω on X1, using the familiar
formula, by
dω(A0, . . . , Ak) =
k∑
i=0
(−1)iD(ω(A0, . . . , Âi, . . . , Ak)) · Ai
+
∑
i<j
(−1)(i+j)ω([Ai, Aj ], A0, . . . , Âi, . . . , Âj , . . . , Ak).
The right-hand side of the formula above only makes sense at the base
points x ∈ X2. This explains why dω is a (k+1)-form onX
1. By the previous
discussion the differential d defines a map
d : Ωk(X i)→ Ωk+1(X i+1)
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and consequently induces a map
d : Ω∗∞(X)→ Ω
∗+1
∞ (X)
having the usual property d2 = 0. Then (Ω∗∞(X), d) is a graded differential
algebra which we shall call the de Rham complex.
If ϕ : M → X is an sc-smooth map from a finite-dimensional manifold
M into an M-polyfold X , then it induces an algebra homomorphism
ϕ∗ : Ω∗∞(X)→ Ω
∗(M)∞
satisfying
d(ϕ∗ω) = ϕ∗dω.
Since d2 = 0, we can define as usual the deRham cohomology groups
H∗dR(X,R) = ⊕
∞
i=0H
i(X,R).
A differential form ω is in the following a finite formal sum of forms of possibly
different degrees ω = ω0 + . . .+ ωn.
Next we consider a fillable strong M-polyfold bundle p : Y → X in which
the local models of X are built on separable sc-Hilbert spaces. We assume
that ∂X = ∅. Let f : X → Y be a proper Fredholm section of the bundle p.
Let U be the open neighborhood of the solution set f−1(0) and O ⊂ Γ+(p)
the space of sections as in Theorem 5.21. In view of this theorem, there exist
small sections s ∈ O having their supports in U and having the property that
f + s are proper Fredholm sections of the bundle p1 : Y 1 → X1. In addition,
the linearizations of f+s at the solution setMf+s = {x ∈ X| (f+s)(x) = 0}
are surjective.
Definition 5.27. A perturbation s ∈ O is called generic, if the Fredholm
section f + s is in general position, i.e. the linearization is surjective at
every zero of f + s and, in addition, the kernel of the lineraization is in good
position to the corner structure at the zeros belonging to the boundary.
Finally, we assume that the given section f is orientable and let o be an
orientation of f as defined in Appendix 6.4. Then a map
Φ(f,o) : H
∗
dR(X,R)→ R
can be defined as follows. We take a generic s ∈ O. Then the associated
solution set Mf+s is contained in X∞ and, in view of Theorem 5.14, is a
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compact smooth manifold without boundary which, in addition, is oriented
since (f, o) is an oriented Fredholm section. Hence we can integrate a dif-
ferential form ω = ω0 + ω1 + · · ·+ ωn over M
f+s where we put the integral
equal to zero on each component of Mf+s if the degrees don’t match the
local dimensions. This way one obtains the real number∫
Mf+s
ω :=
n∑
i=1
∫
Mf+s
j∗ωi
with the sc-smooth inclusion mapping j :Mf+s → X∞.
If s′ ∈ O is a second generic perturbations of f , we find a generic sc-
smooth homotopy st ∈ Γ
+(p) connecting s0 = s with s1 = s
′ so that F (t, x) =
f(x) + st(x) is a proper Fredholm section of the bundle Y
1 → [0, 1] × X1
transversal to the zero section MF = {(t, x) ∈ [0, 1]×X1|F (t, x) = 0}.
This can be seen as follows. The two sc+-sections si for i = 0 and i = 1
have their supports comtained in U and f + si are proper Fredholm sections
of the bundle p1 : Y 1 → X1. In addition, N(si) < 1 and the linearizations
(f + si)
′(x) are surjective at every x belonging to the solution set Mf+si.
For every t ∈ [0, 1], the section (1 − t)s0 + ts1 is of class sc
+ having its
support in U and satisfying N((1 − t)s0 + ts1) < 1. Consider the Fredholm
section f¯(t, x) = f(x) + (1− t)s0(x) + ts1(x) of the bundle Y
1 → [0, 1]×X1.
Clearly, the section f¯ is proper since f is proper and [0, 1] is compact. It
vanishes at the points (t, x) ∈ {i} ×Mf+si for i = 0 and i = 1. At these
points linearization of f¯ is surjective because the linearizations of (f + si)
are surjective at points x belonging toMf+si for i = 0 and i = 1. Moreover,
at every such point the kernel of the linearization is good position to the
corner structure of ∂([0, 1] × X). Then one finds a finite number of sc+-
sections s¯1, . . . s¯k which vanish near the boundary ∂([0, 1] × X) and have
their supports in [0, 1]× Uso that the Fredholm section
F (λ, t, x) = f¯(t, x) +
k∑
i=1
λis¯i(t, x)
has at every zero (0, t, x) of F (0, t, x) = 0 with t ∈ (0, 1) a surjective lin-
earization. At every zero of the form (0, 0, x) or (0, 1, x) of F (0, t, x) = 0, the
linearization is also surjective since the linearization (f + si)
′(x) is surjective
for i = 0 and i = 1. In addition, at every solution (0, 0, x) or (0, 1, x), the
kernel of the linearization of F is in good position the corner structure of
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R
k ⊕ [0, 1] ⊕ X . Therefore, we find a suitable ε so that the solution space
Sε = {(λ, t, x)|F (λ, t, x) = 0, |λ| < ε} is a smooth manifold with boundary
with corners. A small regular value λ∗ of the projection
(λ, t, x) 7→ λ
defines the section s(t, x) = (1− t)s0(x)+ ts1(x)+
∑k
i=1 λ
∗
i s¯i(t, x) having the
desired properties.
The manifoldMF is a compact smooth manifold whose boundary is given
by ∂MF = Mf+s
′
∪ (−Mf+s). With the projection π : [0, 1]× X → X we
obtain for the closed form ω by Stokes’ theorem
0 =
∫
MF
d(π∗ω) =
∫
Mf+s′
ω −
∫
Mf+s
ω.
One concludes that the number
∫
Mf+s
ω does not depend on the choice of a
generic s. Therefore, we can define Φ(f,o) by
Φ(f,o)([ω]) =
∫
Mf+s
ω,
where s is any generic small perturbation of the proper Fredholm section f .
Consider two oriented proper Fredholm sections (f0, o0) and (f1, o1) of the
above M-polyfold bundle p : Y → X , and a proper homotopy ft of Fredholm
sections connecting f0 with f1 such that the map (x, t) 7→ f(t, x) = ft(x) is
a proper Fredholm section of the bundle Y → [0, 1] × X . The homotopy is
called oriented if there exists an orientation o inducing the given orientations
(−o0) ∪ o1 at the ends. Then an argument as above shows that
Φ(f0,o0) = Φ(f1,o1).
In order to relate this to the usual mapping degree of f we assume that (f, o)
is an oriented proper Fredholm section whose Fredholm index is equal to 0. If
s ∈ O is a generic perturbation, then f + s is also a proper Fredholm section
whose Fredholm index is equal to 0 (by Theorem 3.9) and which, in addition,
is transversal to the zero section. Hence, if x ∈ Mf+s then the linearization
(f + s)′(x) is surjective and injective and the local analysis of the zero set of
a Fredholm map (Theorem 4.18 and Theorem 4.6) shows that the solution
x is isolated. In view of the compactness, the zero set Mf+s = {x1, . . . , xk}
consists of finitely many points. Hence we can define the degree of f by
deg(f, o) = Φ(f,o)([1]).
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where [1] is the cohomology of the constant function equal to 1 and where
the integration of [1] over Mf+s is the signed sum over the finitely many
points in Mf+s. A point xi ∈ M
f+s counts as +1 if its orientation o agrees
with the natural orientation of the isomorphism (f + s)′(xi) as defined in
Appendix 6.4, and −1 otherwise.
The degree is an invariant of oriented proper Fredholm sections under
oriented proper homotopies as the above discussion shows.
6 Appendix
We shall first study subspaces which are in good position to a partial quadrant
according to Definition 4.10.
6.1 Two Results on Subspaces in Good Position
We consider the sc-Banach space E = Rn⊕W containing the partial quadrant
C = [0,∞)n ⊕W . Our aim is to prove the following proposition.
Proposition 6.1. If the finite dimensional linear subspace N of the sc-
Banach space E is in good position to the partial quadrant C in E, then
C ∩N is a partial quadrant in N .
In higher dimensions one easily can construct a subspace N for which
C ∩N has a nonempty interior, but C ∩N is not a partial quadrant.
Next we prove Proposition 4.11 restated as Proposition 6.2.
Proposition 6.2. If N ⊂ E is neat with respect to the partial quadrant C,
then N is in good position to C and C ∩N is a partial quadrant in N .
Proof. By assumption, the subspace N possesses an sc-complement N⊥ in E
which is contained in C. This implies thatN⊥ = {0}⊕Q for some sc-subspace
Q in W . Since E = N ⊕N⊥, we find a point of the form (1, 1, 1, .., 1, e) ∈ N ,
which implies that N ∩ C has a nonempty interior. Next we take c = 1
and assume that (n,m) ∈ N ⊕ N⊥ satisfies the estimate ‖m‖ ≤ ‖n‖. Then
n + m ∈ C if and only if n = 2[n+m
2
+ −m
2
] ∈ C, because C is convex,
R
+ · C = C, and −m ∈ C. Hence N is in good position to the partial
quadrant C and, by Proposition 6.1, the subset C ∩N is a partial quadrant
in N . The proof of Proposition 6.2 is complete. 
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6.2 Quadrants and Cones
A closed convex cone P in a finite-dimensional vector space N is a closed
convex subset so that P ∩ (−P ) = {0} and R+ · P = P . An extreme ray
in a closed convex cone P is a subset R of the form
R = R+x
where x ∈ P \ {0} so that if y ∈ P and x − y ∈ P , then y ∈ R. If the cone
P has a nonempty interior it generates the vector space N , i.e., N = P −P .
The following version of the Krein-Milman theorem is well-known. See
Exercise 30 on page 72 in citeSchaefer.
Lemma 6.3. A closed convex cone P in a finite-dimensional vector space N
is the closed convex hull of its extreme rays.
Proof. Take a hyperplane A in N such that A ∩ P = {0}. Choose a point
a ∈ P \ {0} and define the affine subspace A′ = a + A. Note that for every
x ∈ P \{0}, there is t > 0 such that tx ∈ P ∩A′. Indeed, if x ∈ P \{0}, then
x = sa + y for some s ∈ R and y ∈ A. If s = 0, then x = y ∈ P ∩ A = {0}
contradicting x 6= 0. . Hence s 6= 0. If s < 0, then x + (−s)a = y and
since x and (−s)a ∈ P , we conclude that y ∈ P ∩ A = {0}. So, x = sa with
s < 0 contradicting that x ∈ P \ {0}. The set P ∩ A′ is convex and closed.
It is also bounded since if xn ∈ P ∩ A
′ and ‖xn‖ → ∞, then xn = a + yn
with xn ∈ A satisfying ‖yn‖ → ∞. We may assume that yn/‖yn‖ → y ∈ A.
Then xn/‖yn‖ ∈ P and xn/‖yn‖ → y. Hence y ∈ P ∩ A = {0} contradicting
‖y‖ = 1. By the Krein-Milman theorem applied to the set K = P ∩ A′, the
set K is equal to the closure of the convex hull of the extreme points of K.
Hence to prove the lemma it suffices to show that an extreme point x of K
generates an extreme ray R = R+ · x of P . To see this take y ∈ P \ {0} such
that x−y ∈ P . We have to show that y = t ·x for some t > 0. If x = y, then
we are done. Otherwise, y = ta+y′ with t > 0 and y ∈ A, and x−y = sa+y′′
with s > 0 and y′′ ∈ A. Then x = y + (x − y) = (t + s)a + (y′ + y′′) ∈ K
and therefore s + t = 1. By assumption the point x is an extreme point of
K. Consequently, since x can be written as
x = t
(
1
t
y
)
+ s
(
1
s
(x− y)
)
with the points 1
t
y = a + 1
t
y′ and 1
s
(x − y) = a + 1
s
y′′ belonging to K, it
follows that x = 1
t
y = 1
s
(x− y). Hence y = t · x as claimed. 
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We observe that a quadrant in N has precisely dim(N) many extreme
rays. A closed convex cone P is called finitely generated provided P has
finitely many extreme rays. In that case P is the convex hull of its finitely
many extreme rays. For example, if C is a partial quadrant in E and N ⊂ E
is a finite-dimensional subspace of E so that C ∩N is a closed convex cone,
then C ∩N is finitely generated.
Lemma 6.4. Let N be a finite-dimensional vector space and P ⊂ N a closed
convex cone with nonempty interior. Then P is a quadrant if and only if it
has dim(N)-many extreme rays.
Proof. Assume that P has dim(N)-many extreme rays, R1 = R
+·xj , . . . , Rd =
R
+ ·xd where d = dim N. In view of Lemma 6.3, the cone P is the closed con-
vex hull of R1, . . . , Rd. Since P has nonempty interior, the vectors x1, . . . , xd
are linearly independent. Take the linear isomorphism F : N → Rd mapping
xj to the standard vector ej . Then F (P ) is the standard quadrant in R
d.
The converse is proved similarly. 
If a ∈ C = [0,∞)n ⊕ W ⊂ Rn ⊕ W , we have the representation a =
(a1, . . . , an, a∞) where (a1, . . . , an) ∈ R
n and a∞ ∈ W . By σa we shall denote
the collection of all indices i ∈ {1, . . . , n} for which ai = 0 and denote
the complementary set of indices in {1, . . . , n} by σca. Correspondingly, we
introduce the following subspaces in Rn,
R
σa = {x ∈ Rn | xj = 0 for all j 6∈ σa}
R
σca = {x ∈ Rn | xj = 0 for all j 6∈ σ
c
a}.
Lemma 6.5. Let N ⊂ E∞ be a finite-dimensional smooth linear subspace of
E = Rn⊕W so that C ∩N is a closed convex cone. If a ∈ C ∩N is nonzero
and generates an extreme ray R in C ∩N , then
dim(N)− 1 ≤ ♯σa.
If, in addition, N is in good position to C, then
dim(N)− 1 = ♯σa.
Proof. Assume R = R+ · a is an extreme ray in C ∩ N . Abbreviate σ = σa
and let σc be a complement of σ in {1, . . . , n}. Then R ⊂ C∩N ∩(Rσ
c
⊕W ).
Let y ∈ C ∩N ∩ (Rσ
c
⊕W ) be a nonzero element. Since ai > 0 for all i ∈ σ
c,
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there exists λ > 0 so that λa−y ∈ C∩N ∩(Rσ
c
⊕W ) ⊂ C∩N . We conclude
y ∈ R because R is an extreme ray. Given any element z ∈ N ∩ (Rσ
c
⊕W )
we find λ > 0 so that λa+ z ∈ C ∩N ∩ (Rσ
c
⊕W ) and infer, by the previous
argument, that λa+ z ∈ R. This implies that z ∈ Ra. Hence
dim(N ∩ (Rσ
c
⊕W )) = 1. (28)
The projection p : Rn ⊕W = Rσ ⊕ (Rσ
c
⊕W )→ Rσ induces a linear map
p : N → Rσ (29)
which by (28) has an one-dimensional kernel. Therefore,
♯σ = dim(Rσ) ≥ dim(N)− 1.
Next assume N is in good position to C. Hence there exist a constant
c > 0 and an sc-complement N⊥ such that N ⊕ N⊥ = Rn ⊕ W and if
(n,m) ∈ N ⊕ N⊥ satisfies ‖m‖ ≤ c‖n‖, then n + m ∈ C if and only if
n ∈ C. We claim that N⊥ ⊂ Rσ
c
⊕W . Indeed, let m be any element of
N⊥. Multiplying m by a real number we may assume ‖m‖ ≤ c‖a‖ . Then
a + m ∈ C since a ∈ C. This implies that mi ≥ 0 for all indices i ∈ σa.
Replacing m by −m, we conclude mi = 0 for all i ∈ σa. So N
⊥ ⊂ Rσ
c
⊕W
as claimed. Take k ∈ Rσa and write (k, 0) = n + m ∈ N ⊕ N⊥. From
N⊥ ⊂ Rσ
c
⊕W , we conclude k = p(n). Hence the map p in (29) is surjective
and the desired result follows. 
6.3 Proof of Propositions 6.1
Assume that N is a smooth finite-dimensional subspace of E = Rn ⊕W in
good position to the partial quadrant C = [0,∞)n⊕W . Thus, by definition,
there is an sc-complement N⊥ of N in E and a constant c > 0 so that if
(n,m) ∈ N ⊕ N⊥ satisfies ‖m‖ ≤ c‖n‖, then the statements n ∈ C and
n+m ∈ C are equivalent.
We introduce the subset
Σ =
⋃
a∈C∩N,a6=0
σa ⊂ {1, . . . , n}.
and denote by Σc the complement {1, . . . , n} \ Σ. The associated subspaces
of Rn are defined by RΣ = {x ∈ Rn | xj = 0 for j 6∈ Σ} and R
Σc = {x ∈
R
n | xj = 0 for j 6∈ Σ
c}.
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Lemma 6.6. N⊥ ⊂ RΣ
c
⊕W .
Proof. Take m ∈ N⊥. We have to show that mi = 0 for all i ∈ Σ. So fix
an index i ∈ Σ and let a be a nonzero element of C ∩ N such that i ∈ σa.
Multiplying a by a suitable positive number we may assume ‖m‖ ≤ c‖a‖.
Since a ∈ C, we infer that a +m ∈ C. This implies that ai +mi ≥ 0. By
definition of σa, we have ai = 0 implying mi ≥ 0. Replacing m by −m we
find mi = 0. Hence N
⊥ ⊂ RΣ
c
⊕W as claimed. 
IdentifyingW with {0}⊕W we take an algebraic complement N˜ of N∩W
in N so that
N = N˜ ⊕ (N ∩W ) and E = N˜ ⊕ (N ∩W )⊕N⊥. (30)
Lemma 6.7. If the subspace N of E is in good position to the quadrant C,
then N˜ is also in good position to C and the subspace N˜⊥ = (N ∩W )⊕N⊥
is a good complement of N˜ in E.
Proof. Since N is in good position to the quadrant C in E, there exist a
constant c > 0 and an sc-complement N⊥ of N in E such that if (n,m) ∈
N⊕N⊥ satisfies ‖m‖ ≤ c‖n‖, then the statements n ∈ C and n+m ∈ C are
equivalent. Since E is a Banach space and N is a finite dimensional subspace
of E, there is a constant c1 > 0 such that ‖n +m‖ ≥ c1[‖n‖ + ‖m‖] for all
(n,m) ∈ N ⊕N⊥. To prove that N˜ is in good position to C, we shall show
that N˜⊥ := (N ∩W )⊕N⊥ is a good complement of N˜ in E in the sense of
Definition 4.10. Let (n˜, m˜) ∈ N˜ ⊕ N˜⊥ = E and assume that ‖m˜‖ ≤ c1c‖n˜‖.
Write m˜ = n1 + n2 ∈ (N ∩W )⊕ N
⊥. Since c1[‖n1‖ + ‖n2‖] ≤ ‖n1 + n2‖ =
‖m˜‖ ≤ c1c‖n˜‖, we get ‖n2‖ ≤ c‖n˜‖. Note that n˜ + m˜ = n˜ + n1 + n2 ∈ C
if and only if n˜ + n2 ∈ C since n1 ∈ {0} ⊕ W . Since ‖n2‖ ≤ c‖n˜‖, this
is equivalent to n˜ ∈ C. It remains to show that N˜ ∩ C has a nonempty
interior. By assumption N ∩C has nonempty interior. Hence there is a point
n ∈ N ∩ C and r > 0 such that the ball BNr (n) in N is contained in N ∩ C.
Write n = n˜ + w where n˜ ∈ N˜ and w ∈ N ∩W . Since n ∈ C and w ∈ W ,
we conclude that n˜ ∈ C. Hence n˜ ∈ N˜ ∩ C. Take ν ∈ B
eN
r (n˜), the open ball
in N˜ centered at n˜ and of radius r > 0. We want to prove that ν ∈ C. Since
C = [0,∞)n ⊕W ⊂ Rn ⊕W , we have to prove for ν = (ν ′, ν ′′) ∈ Rn ⊕W
that ν ′ ∈ [0,∞)n. We estimate ‖(ν + w) − n‖ = ‖(ν + w) − (n˜ + w)‖ =
‖ν − n˜‖ < r so that ν + w ∈ BNr (n) and hence ν + w ∈ N ∩ C . Having
identified W with {0} ⊕W , we have w = (0, w′′) ∈ Rn ⊕W . Consequently,
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ν + w = (ν ′, ν ′′ + w′′) ∈ N ∩ C implies ν ′ ∈ [0,∞)n. Since also ν ∈ N˜ , one
concludes that ν ∈ N˜ ∩C and that n˜ belongs to the interior of N˜ ∩C in N˜ .
The proof of Lemma 6.7 is complete. 
Since by Lemma 6.6, N⊥ ⊂ RΣ
c
⊕W , the good complement N˜⊥ satisfies
N˜⊥ ⊂ RΣ
c
⊕W.
In particular, dim N˜ = codim N˜⊥ ≥ ♯Σ.
Moreover, since C is a closed convex cone in E and N˜ a subspace of E,
we have proved the following lemma.
Lemma 6.8. The intersection C ∩ N˜ is a closed convex cone in N˜ .
Using the above lemma and Lemma 6.7, we conclude from Lemma 6.5
dim N˜ − 1 = ♯σa (31)
for every generator a of an extreme ray in C ∩ N˜ .
The position of N˜ with respect to RΣ
c
⊕W is as follows.
Lemma 6.9. Either N˜ ∩ (RΣ
c
⊕W ) = {0} or N˜ ⊂ RΣ
c
⊕W . In the second
case dim N˜ = 1 and Σ = ∅.
Proof. Assume that N˜ ∩ (RΣ
c
⊕ W ) 6= {0}. Take a nonzero point x ∈
N˜ ∩ (RΣ
c
⊕W ). We know that N˜ ∩ C has a nonempty interior in N˜ and is
therefore generated as the convex hull of its extreme rays by Lemma 6.3. Let
a ∈ C ∩ N˜ be a generator of an extreme ray R. Then ai > 0 for all i ∈ Σ
c
and hence λa + x ∈ C ∩ N˜ for large λ > 0. Taking another large number
µ > 0, we get µa− (λa+x) ∈ C ∩ N˜ . Since R = R+ · a is an extreme ray, we
conclude λa + x ∈ R+ · a so that x ∈ R · a. Consequently, there is only one
extreme ray in N˜ ∩C, namely R = R+ ·a with a ∈ RΣ
c
⊕W . Since N˜ ∩C has
a nonempty interior in N˜ , we conclude that dim N˜ = 1 . Hence N˜ = R · a
and N˜ ⊂ RΣ
c
⊕W . From equation (31) we also conclude that ai > 0 for all
1 ≤ i ≤ n. This in turn implies that Γ = ∅ since a ∈ RΣ
c
⊕W . The proof of
Lemma 6.9 is complete. 
In order to complete the proof of Proposition 6.1, we have to consider,
according to Lemma 6.9, two cases. Starting with the first case we assume
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that N˜ ∩ (RΣ
c
⊕W ) = {0}. The projection p : N˜⊕ N˜⊥ = RΣ⊕ (RΣ
c
⊕W )→
R
Σ induces the linear map
p : N˜ → RΣ. (32)
Take k ∈ RΣ and write (k, 0) = n+m ∈ N˜ ⊕ N˜⊥. Since N˜⊥ ⊂ RΣ
c
⊕W , we
conclude that
p(n+m) = p(n) = k
so that p is surjective. If n ∈ N˜ and p(n) = 0, then n ∈ N˜∩(RΣ
c
⊕W ) = {0}
by assumption. Hence the map in (32) is a bijection. By Lemma 6.4, C ∩ N˜
is a quadrant in N˜ . We shall show that p maps the quadrant C ∩ N˜ onto
the standard quadrant QΣ = [0,∞)Σ in RΣ. Let a be a nonzero element in
C ∩ N˜ generating an extreme ray R = R+ · a. Then, by Lemma 6.5,
dim N˜ − 1 = ♯σa
and since ♯Σ = dim N˜ there is exactly one index i ∈ Σ for which ai > 0.
Further, ai > 0 for all i ∈ Σ
c by definition of Σ. This implies that there can
be at most dim(N˜)-many extreme rays. Indeed, if a and a′ generate extreme
rays and ai, a
′
i > 0 for some i ∈ Σ, then ak = a
′
k = 0 for all k ∈ Σ \ {i}.
Hence, from aj > 0 for all j ∈ Σ
c, we conclude λa− a′ ∈ C for large λ > 0.
Therefore, a′ ∈ R+a implying that a and a′ generate the same extreme ray.
As a consequence, N˜ ∩ C has precisely dim N˜ -many extreme rays because
N˜ ∩ C has a nonempty interior in view of Lemma 6.7. Hence the map p in
(32) induces an isomorphism
(N˜, C ∩ N˜)→ (RΣ, QΣ).
This implies that (N,C∩N) is isomorphic to
(
R
dim(N), [0,∞)♯Σ⊕Rdim(N)−♯Σ
)
.
In the second case we assume that N˜ ⊂ RΣ
c
⊕ W . From Lemma 6.9,
Σ = ∅ and N˜ = R · a for an element a ∈ C ∩ N˜ satisfying ai > 0 for
all 1 ≤ i ∈≤ n. Hence (N˜ , N˜ ∩ C) is isomorphic to (R,R+) and therefore
(N,C ∩N) is isomorphic to (R,R+) since in this case N = N˜ . The proof of
Proposition 6.1 is complete. 
6.4 Determinants and Orientation.
We shall outline the definition of determinant bundles associated to fami-
lies of linearized polyfold Fredholm operators. While such constructions are
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well-known in the classical case there are some subtleties in our case. The
essential problem is that the linearisations do not depend as operators contin-
uously on the points where they were linearized. Nevertheless what makes
the construction possible is the fact that a Fredholm section has the con-
traction germ property. We shall discuss the construction in more detail in
[18] and just give some outline in the following. We recall some facts about
determinants of linear Fredholm operators. For more details we refer to [3]
and [7]. If A is a finite-dimensional real vector space we denote by ∧maxA its
maximal (nontrivial) wedge. In case A = {0} we put ∧maxA = R. We begin
with the linear algebra fact that given an exact sequence
0→ A0 → A1 → A2 → · · · → An → 0
between vector spaces, there is a natural isomorphism (constructed from
the maps in the exact sequence by formulae depending smoothly on the
ingredients)
⊗i even(∧
maxAi)→ ⊗i odd(∧
maxAi).
There exist also natural isomorphisms A⊗B → B⊗A, (∧maxE)⊗(∧maxE)∗ →
R and ∧max(E∗) → (∧maxE)∗ where ∗ refers to the dual space. Of course,
there are natural isomorphisms A⊗ R→ A.
Assume that T : E → F is a linear Fredholm operator between Banach
spaces. Then we define its determinant det(T ) as the one-dimensional real
vector space
det(T ) = (∧max ker(T ))⊗ (∧maxcoker(T ))∗.
An orientation of the Fredholm operator T is by definition an orientation
of the vector space det(T ). An orientation of det(T ) can be given by a
pair of orientations for ∧max ker(T ) and ∧maxcoker(T ). Of course, reversing
both orientations defines the same orientation for T . If T is an isomor-
phism, then det(T ) = R ⊗ R∗ which is naturally isomorphic to R by the
map e ⊗ e∗ 7→ e∗(e). In this case 1 orients T . We call it the natural ori-
entation of an isomorphism. If T : E → F is a surjective Fredholm
operator, then det(T ) = (∧max ker(T )) ⊗ R∗. In this case an orientation o
of det(T ) determines an orientation of ker(T ) by requiring that, paired with
the canonical orientation of R∗ by 1∗, it gives the orientation of T . Hence
an orientation for a surjective Fredholm operator can be viewed as being
equivalent to an orientation of ker(T ). Since T : E → F is Fredholm, we can
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take a projection P : F → F so that the range R(P ) has finite codimension
and PT : E → P (F ) is surjective. From the exact sequence of maps
0→ ker(T )→ ker(PT )
T
−→ (I − P )F → F/R(T )→ 0
we derive the natural isomorphism
(∧max ker(T ))⊗ (∧max(I − P )F )→ (∧max ker(PT ))⊗ (∧maxcoker(T )).
Tensoring with (∧max(I − P )F )∗ from the right we obtain the natural iso-
morphism
∧max ker(T )→ (∧max ker(PT ))⊗ (∧maxcoker(T ))⊗ (∧max(I − P )F )∗
→ (∧max ker(PT ))⊗ (∧max(I − P )F )∗ ⊗ (∧maxcoker(T )).
By tensoring from the right with (∧maxcoker(T ))∗ we finally end up with the
natural isomorphism
det(T )→ det(PT ).
Next we consider a continuous (in the operator topology) arc of Fredholm
operators t 7→ Tt for t ∈ [0, 1]. We claim that there is a projection P so that
the operator PTt : E → PF is surjective for every 0 ≤ t ≤ 1.
To prove the claim, take 0 ≤ t∗ ≤ 1. The Banach spaces E and F split as
follows E = E ′⊕ ker(Tt∗) and F = Ct∗ ⊕R(Tt∗) where Ct∗ = coker Tt∗ is the
cokernel of Tt∗ . Denoting by Q the projection Q : Ct∗⊕R(Tt∗)→ R(Tt∗), the
map QTt∗ |E
′ : E ′ → R(Tt∗) is an isomorphism and we find an open interval
I(t∗) around t∗ in [0, 1] such that QTt|E
′ : E ′ → R(Tt∗) is an isomorphism
for t ∈ I(t∗). Hence QTt : E → R(Tt∗) is a surjection for t ∈ I(t
∗). Now we
cover [0, 1] by a finite number of such intervals I(t1), . . . , I(tn) and denote by
Qi : Ci ⊕ Ri → Ri the corresponding projections onto Ri = R(Qi) = R(Tti)
so that operators QiTt : E → Ri are surjective for every t ∈ I(ti). With
C = span{C1, . . . , Cn}, there exists a topological complement R of C so that
F = C ⊕ R. Denoting by P : C ⊕ R → R the projection onto E along C,
we claim that PTt : E → R is a surjection for every t ∈ [0, 1]. Indeed, fix
t ∈ [0, 1] and choose y ∈ R. Then t ∈ I(ti) for some i and y = a + b where
a ∈ Ci and b ∈ Ri. Hence there exists a point x ∈ E solving QiTt(x) = b.
This implies that Tt(x) = a
′ + b with a′ ∈ Ci. Hence Tt(x) = (a
′ − a) + y
and since (a′ − a) ∈ Ci ⊂ C, it follows that PTt(x) = y. Consequently,
PTt : E → P (F ) is surjective for every 0 ≤ t ≤ 1 as claimed.
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Proceeding as before we obtain a natural family of isomorphisms
ϕt : det(Tt)→ det(PTt).
Now we observe that the family t 7→ PTt is a continuous arc of surjective
Fredholm operators so that dim kerPTt is constant. Consequently, the family
defines in a natural way a topological line bundle over [0, 1] by
L =
⋃
t∈[0,1]
{t} × (∧max ker(PTt))⊗ (∧
max(I − P )F )∗.
We have a natural bijection of the line bundle L to the line bundle
K =
⋃
t∈[0,1]
{t} × (∧max ker(Tt))⊗ (∧
maxcoker(Tt))
∗.
It is linear in the fibers. The punch-line is that taking another projection
Q so that still QTt : E → R(Q) is surjective we obtain another topologi-
cal line bundle L′ and the transition map L → L′ is a topological bundle
isomorphism. This implies that K carries in a natural way the structure of
a topological line bundle. This fact is a priori not obvious since the kernel
and cokernel dimensions vary. It is our aim to carry these ideas over to the
polyfold framework. One has to be somewhat careful since our notion of
differentiability is so weak. For example, we might have a section f whose
linearisations f ′(x(t)) along a path x(t) are all Fredholm, but these operators
need not be continuously depending on x(t) as linear operators. As we will
see it will nevertheless be possible to carry out the above ideas.
Assume we are given a fillable M-polyfold bundle p : E → X and a
Fredholm section f . From now on we assume everything is built on separable
sc-Hilbert spaces. We want to introduce the notion of an orientation o for
f . Assume that x ∈ X is a smooth point, i.e., x ∈ X∞. Then we can look
at the set of all linearisations of f at x. Any two such linearisation differ
by an sc+-operator. Every loop of linearisations is contractible. Hence if we
have oriented one linearisation, then there is a natural orientation for all the
other linearisations. Therefore, we can talk at the point x of an orientation
for the linearisation.
Next we study the question of continuation. Assume that γ : [0, 1]→ X∞
is an sc∞-path connecting x = γ(0) with y = γ(1). We find an sc-smooth
sc+-map s : [0, 1]×X → E so that f(γ(t)) + s(t, γ(t)) = 0 for all 0 ≤ t ≤ 1.
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Fix t0 ∈ (0, 1) (the cases t0 = 0 or t0 = 1 are done in a similar way) and
consider the linearisations at γ(t0),
(f + st0)
′(γ(t0)) : Tγ(t0)X → Eγ(t0).
We consider f as a section of the bundle Y → [0, 1] × X . Locally around
the point (t0, γ(t0)) ∈ [0, 1]×X , the section f has a filler and so the section
f + s also has a filler. It can be chosen in such a way that in suitable strong
bundle coordinates we have a contraction germ. The linearisation of a filled
section is a stabilization of the linearized unfilled section by an isomorphism
of the complements of the fibers. Hence the determinant det((f + st)
′(γ(t)))
for t close to t0 can be identified using the local coordinates with that of the
filled object. Therefore, we may assume that the section f + s is already
filled and has the contraction normal form. More precisely we assume that
the section f + s is of the form
f + s : O ⊂ (R× [0,∞)k ⊕ Rn−k)⊕W → RN ⊕W
where O is a relatively open neighborhood of (t0, 0, 0) which corresponds to
(t0, γ(t0)). With the projection P : R
N ⊕W →W , the map
P (f + s)(t, a, b) = b−B(t, a, b),
in which a ∈ [0,∞)k ⊕ Rn−k and b ∈ W , has the contraction germ property
near (t0, 0, 0).
Denote by (a(t), b(t)) ∈ [0,∞)k⊕Rn−k)⊕W a point which corresponds in
our local coordinates to γ(t) for t close to t0. Keeping t fixed and linearizing
the above map at the point (t, a(t), b(t)) with respect to the variable (a, b)
we find that
P (f + st)
′(a(t), b(t)) = 1−D2(t, a(t), b(t))−D3B(t, a(t), b(t))
where 1 stands for the identity mapW →W . In view of the proof of Theorem
2.3, the linear map 1 − D3B(t, a(t), b(t)) : W → W is an isomorphism so
that the linearization P (f + st)
′(a(t), b(t)) : Rn ⊕W → W is a surjection.
Consequently, we obtain a family of surjective sc-Fredholm operators
P (f + st)
′(a(t), b(t)) : Rn ⊕W → W,
for t close to t0. Moreover, the kernel is changing smoothly with t near t0.
This implies that the associated locally defined determinant bundle is locally
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a topological line bundle which, by the discussion above and rolling back the
coordinate changes, implies that the original family t 7→ det(f + st)
′(γ(t))
defines a topological line bundle
L(f)γ :=
⋃
t∈[0,1]
{t} × det(f + st)
′(γ(t))
in a natural way.
Two orientations ox and oy for the linearisation of f at the points x and y,
respectively, are called related by continuation along an sc-smooth path
connecting x and y if the associated topological line bundle L(f)γ can be
oriented in such a way that it induces the given orientations at the ends.
Definition 6.10. Let f be a Fredholm section of the fillable strong M-polyfold
bundle p : E → X whose local models are built on separable sc-Hilbert spaces.
Then f is called orientable if at every smooth point the linearizations can be
oriented in such a way that they are related by continuation along arbitrary
pathes. If f is orientable a coherent choice of orientations x → ox of the
linearisations of f at x is called an orientation for f . We write (f, o) for
an oriented Fredholm section.
7 Glossary
In this section we recall some of the basic notions from [12].
• sc-structure. An sc-structure on the Banach space E is a nested
sequence
E = E0 ⊃ E1 ⊃ E2 · · · ⊃ E∞ =
⋂
k≥0
Ek
of Banach spaces Em, m ∈ N0 = N ∪ {0}, having the following proper-
ties.
(1) If m < n , the inclusion En → Em is a compact operator.
(2) The vector space E∞ is dense in Em for every m ≥ 0.
A Banach space E equipped with an sc-structure (Em) is called sc-
smooth. Each of the spaces Em is an sc-Banach space and denoted by
Em. The sc-structure on Em is given by (Em+k)k≥0. Points and sets
contained in E∞ are called smooth points and smooth sets.
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• direct sum and ⊳-sum If (En)n≥0 and (Fn)n≥0 are sc-smooth struc-
tures of E and F , then E ⊕ F carries the sc-structure defined by
(E ⊕ F )n = En ⊕ Fn. By E ⊳ F we denote the Banach space E ⊕ F
equipped with the bi-filtration (E ⊳ F )m,k = Em ⊕ Fk for pairs (m, k)
satisfying m ≥ 0 and 0 ≤ k ≤ m+ 1.
• sc0-map. A map ϕ : U → V between open subsets of sc-Banach
spaces is said to be class sc0 or sc0, if ϕ(Um) ⊂ Vm and the induced
maps ϕ : Um → Vm are continuous for all m ≥ 0.
• sc-operator. A bounded linear operator T : E → F between sc-
Banach spaces is called an sc-operator if T is of class sc0. If, in
addition, T is bijective and T−1 : F → E is sc0, then T is called an
sc-isomorphism.
• partial quadrant. Given an sc-Banach space W , a subset C ⊂ W
is a partial quadrant of W if there is an sc-Banach space Q and an
sc-isomorphism T :W → Rn ⊕Q such that T (C) = [0,∞)n ⊕Q.
• induced sc-structure If U is a relatively open subset of a partial
quadrant C in the sc-Banach space E, then the nested sequence of
sets Um = U ∩ Em is called the induced sc-structure on U . The
set Um inherits sc-smooth structure defined by (Um+k)k≥0. The set Um
equipped with this induced sc-structure is denoted by Um.
• tangent bundle TU. Given a relatively open subset U of the partial
quadrant C in the sc-Banach space E, the tangent bundle TU of U is
defined as TU = U1 ⊕ E. That is, the sc-smooth structure of TU ,
is given by the nested sequence (TU)m := Um+1 ⊕ Em for all m ≥ 0.
The canonical projection p : TU → U1 is of class sc0. The higher
order tangent bundles T kU are defined iteratively as T 1U = TU and
T kU = T (T k−1U) for k ≥ 2.
• sc-subspace. If E is an sc-Banach space, then a closed subspace F
of E is called sc-subspace of E if the nested sequence Fm = F ∩ Em is
an sc-structure for F . An sc-subspace F ⊂ E splits E if there exists
another sc-subspace G of E so that Em = Fm ⊕Gm for all m ≥ 0.
• Fredholm operator. An sc-operator T : E → Y is called Fredholm
provided that there are sc-splittings E = K⊕X and F = Y ⊕C having
the following properties.
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(1) K = kernel(T ) is finite dimensional.
(2) C is finite dimensional.
(3) Y = T (X) and T : X → Y is an sc-isomorphism.
The finite dimensional vector spaces K ⊂ E and C ⊂ F are smooth.
• sc+-operator. An sc-operator T : E → F is called an sc+-operator
if T (Em) ⊂ Em+1 for every m ≥ 0 and T : E → E
1 is of class sc0.
• sc1-map Let E, F be sc-Banach spaces and let U be a relatively open
subset of a partial quadrant C contained in the sc-Banach space E. An
sc0-map f : U → F is said to be sc1 or of class sc1 if the following
holds.
(1) For every x ∈ U1, there exists a bounded linear map Df(x) ∈
L(E0, F0) satisfying (with x+ h ∈ U1)
1
‖h‖1
‖f(x+ h)− f(x)−Df(x)h‖0 → 0 as ‖h‖1 → 0.
(2) The tangent map Tf : TU → TF , defined by
Tf(x, h) = (f(x), Df(x)h)
is an sc0-map.
• sck-map. Let U be a relatively open subset of a partial quadrant C
contained in the sc-Banach space E and let F be another sc-Banach
space. A map f : U ⊂ E → F is an sck-map or of class sck if the
sc0-map T k−1f : T k−1U → T k−1F is of class sc1. In this case the
tangent map T (T k−1f) : T (T k−1U) → T (T k−1F ) is denoted by T kf .
If f : U ⊂ E → F is of class sck for every k ≥ 0, then it is called
sc-smooth or of class sc∞.
• sc-diffeomorphism. A homeomorohism f : U → V between rela-
tively open subsets of partial quadrants in sc-Banach spaces is called
sc-diffeomorphism if f and f−1 are sc-smooth.
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• sc-smooth splicing. Let V be an open subset of a partial quadrant
C ⊂W , let E be an sc-Banach space and let πv : E → E be a bounded
linear projection for every v ∈ V such that the map
π : V ⊕E → E, (v, e) 7→ πv(e)
is sc-smooth. Then the triple S = (π, E, V ) is called an sc-smooth
splicing.
• splicing core. Let S = (π, E, V ) be an sc-smooth splicing. The
associated splicing core is the subset of V ⊕ E defined by
KS = {(v, e) ∈ V ⊕E| πv(e) = e}.
• tangent splicing of S. Given a splicing S = (π, E, V ), the tangent
splicing of S is the triple defined by
TS = (Tπ, TE, TV ).
• The splicing core of the tangent splicing TS is the set
KTS = {(v, δv, e, δe) ∈ TV ⊕ TE| (Tπ)(v,δv)(e, δe) = (e, δe)}.
• A local M-polyfold model consists of a pair (O,S) in which O is
an open subset of the splicing core KS associated with the sc-smooth
splicing S = (π, E, V ). The tangent of the local M-polyfold model
(O,S) is the object defined by
T (O,S) = (KTS |O1, TS)
where KTS |O1 denotes the collection of all points in KTS which project
under the canonical projection KTS → (KS)1 onto the points in O1.
• smooth maps between splicing cores. Given open subsets O,O′
of splicing cores KS ⊂ V ⊕ E and KS
′
⊂ V ′ ⊕ E ′ where V and V ′ are
open subsets of partial quadrants in the sc-Banach spaces W and W ′,
define the open set Ô ⊂ V ⊕E by Ô = {(v, e) ∈ V ⊕E|(v, πv(e)) ∈ O}.
An sc0-map f : O → O′ is of class sc1 provided the map
f̂ : Ô ⊂ V ⊕E →W ′ ⊕ E ′, f̂(v, e) = f(v, πv(e))
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is of class sc1. The tangent map T f̂ associated with the sc1-map f̂
satisfies T f̂(KTS |O1) ⊂ KTS
′
|O′ and induces a map TO → TO′ which
is denoted by Tf and called the tangent map of f . The tangents TO
and TO′ are open subsets of the splicing cores KTS and KTS
′
, and the
notion of f to be of class sck is defined iteratively.
• M-poyfold. Let X be a second countable Hausdorff space. An M-
polyfold chart for X is a triple (U, ϕ,S) in which U is an open sub-
set of X , S = (π, E, V ) is an sc-smooth splicing and ϕ : U → KS
is a homeomorphism onto an open subset of the splicing core KS =
{(v, e) ∈ V ⊕ E| πv(e) = 0}. Two such charts are compatible if the
transition maps between open subsets of splicing cores are sc-smooth.
A maximal atlas of sc-smoothly compatible M-poyfold charts is called
an M-polyfold structure on X , and X equipped with such a struc-
ture is called M-polyfold of type 0. By definition, an M-polyfold
looks locally like an open subset of a splicing core.
• sc-smooth map between M-polyfolds. A map f : X → X ′ is called
of class sc0, resp. sck or sc-smooth if for every point x ∈ X there exist
a chart (U, ϕ,S) around x and a chart (U ′, ϕ′,S ′) around f(x) so that
f(U) ⊂ U ′ and
ϕ′ ◦ f ◦ ϕ(U)→ ϕ′(U ′)
is of class sc0, resp. sck or sc-smooth.
• A general sc-smooth splicing is a triple R = (ρ, F, (O,S)) in
which (O,S) is a local M-polyfold model associated with the sc-smooth
splicing S = (π, E, V ) and O is an open subset of the splicing core
KS = {(v, e) ∈ V ⊕ E| πv(e) = e}. The space F is an sc-Banach space
and the map
ρ : O ⊕ F → F, ((v, e), u) 7→ ρ(v, e, u)
is sc-smooth. Moreover, for every (v, e) ∈ O, the map ρ(v,e) = ρ(v, e, ·) :
F → F is a bounded linear projection. A second countable Hausdorff
space equipped with a maximal atlas where the local models are open
subsets of general splicings are called M-polyfolds of type 1.
• The tangent of a general splicing R = (ρ, F, (O,S)) is the triple
TR = (Tρ, TF, (TO, TS)).
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• A strong bundle splicing is a general sc-smooth splicing
R = (ρ, F, (O,S))
having the following additional property. If (v, e) ∈ Om and u ∈
Fm+1, then ρ((v, e), u) ∈ Fm+1, and the triple R
1 = (ρ, F 1, (O,S))
is also a general sc-smooth splicing. The complementary strong
bundle splicing Rc is defined by Rc = (1− ρ, F, (O,S)).
• splicing core of the strong bundle splicing. Given a strong bundle
splicing R = (ρ, F, (O,S), the set
KR = {(w, u) ∈ O ⊕ F | ρ(w, u) = u}
is called the splicing core of the strong bundle splicing R. The splicing
core KR has the bi-filtration
KRm,k = {(w, u) ∈ K
R|w ∈ Om, u ∈ Fk}
where m ≥ 0 and 0 ≤ k ≤ m + 1. The splicing core KR can be
viewed as a subset of O⊳F and its bi-filtration is the induced one. The
bundle KR → O is called a local strong bundle. With the strong
bundle splicing R there are associated two splicing cores KR
0
and KR
1
,
denoted by KR(0) and KR(1), and equipped with the filtrations
KR(0)m = K
R
m,m and K
R(1)m = K
R
m,m+1
for m ≥ 0. A special local strong bundle is associated with the
special strong bundle splicing R = (id, F, (O,S)), where O ⊂ KS is an
open set in the splicing core associated with the splicing S = (id, E, V ).
The special local strong bundle is then given by
KR = O ⊳ F → O
with the filtrations KR(0)m = Om ⊕ Fm and K
R(1)m = Om ⊕ Fm+1.
We can view O as a local model of an sc-manifold and O⊳F as a model
of a local sc-bundle having the base O.
• sc1⊳-maps. Let R = (ρ, F, (O,S)) and R
′ = (ρ′, F ′, (O′,S ′)) be
general sc-smooth splicings with associated splicing cores KR ⊂ O⊕F
and KR
′
⊂ O′⊕F ′. Let the bundle map f : KR → KR
′
be of the form
f(w, u) = (ϕ(w),Φ(w, u))
where ϕ : O → O′ and Φ : O ⊕ F → F ′. Then
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(1) f is of class sc0⊳ if it induces sc
0-maps KR(i)→ KR
′
(i) for i = 0
and i = 1.
(2) f is of class sc1⊳ it it is sc
0
⊳ and induces sc
1-maps KR(i)→ KR
′
(i)
for i = 0 and i = 1.
If f : KR → KR
′
is a map of class sc1⊳, then tangent map Tf : TK
R →
TKR
′
is of class sc0⊳. If the tangent map Tf is of class sc
1
⊳, then f is
said to be of class sc2⊳. The sc
k
⊳-classes are defined inductively. The
map f : KR → KR
′
is of class sc∞⊳ or sc⊳-smooth if it is of class sc
k
⊳
for every k.
The map f : KR → KR
′
as above is called a strong bundle map of
class sc0⊳ if it induces sc
0-maps KR(i) → KR
′
(i) for i = 0 and i = 1.
It is called a strong bundle map of class sc1⊳ if it is of class sc
0
⊳ and
induces sc1-maps KR(i) → KR
′
(i) between the splicing cores of the
splicings R and R′, for i = 0 and i = 1. Proceeding inductively one
defines strong bundle maps of class sc∞⊳ .
• sc-smooth section of a local strong bundle p : KR → O. Given a
a local strong bundle p : KR → O, a section f of p is called sc-smooth,
if f is an sc-smooth section of the bundle KR(0) → O. The section f
is called an sc+-smooth section, if it defines an sc-smooth section of
the bundle KR(1)→ O.
• strong M-polyfold bundle. Let Y be an M-polyfold of type 1, let
X an M-polyfold of type 0, and let p : Y → X be a surjective sc-smooth
map. It is assumed that each fiber p−1(x) = Yx is a Banach space. A
strong M-polyfold bundle chart for the p : Y → X is a triple
(U,Φ, (KR,R)) in which U ⊂ X is an open set and R = (ρ, F, (O,S))
a strong bundle splicing with the local model (O,S) of the M-polyfold
X . The map Φ is an sc-diffeomorphism p−1(U) → KR which is linear
on the fibers and which covers the sc-diffeomorphism ϕ : U → O so
that the following diagram commutes,
p−1(U)
Φ
−−−→ KRyp ypr1
U ′
ϕ
−−−→ O.
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Moreover, Φ resp. ϕ are smoothly compatible with the M-polyfold
structures on Y and X , respectively.
Two M-polyfold bundle charts (U,Φ, (KR,R)) and (U ′,Ψ, (KR
′
,R′))
with Φ covering the sc-diffeomorphism ϕ : U → O and Ψ covering the
sc-diffeomorphism ψ : U ′ → O′ are sc⊳-compatible if the the transition
map
Ψ ◦ Φ−1 : KR|ϕ(U ∩ U ′)→ KR
′
|ψ(U ∩ U ′)
between their splicing cores KR and KR
′
are sc⊳-smooth.
An M-polyfold bundle atlas consists of a family of M-polyfold bun-
dle charts (U,Φ, (KR,R)) so that the underlying open sets cover X
and so that any two charts are sc⊳-compatible. A maximal atlas of
M-polyfold bundle charts is called an M-polyfold bundle structure and
the map
p : Y → X
is called a strong M-polyfold bundle.
• sc-smooth section. Given a strong M-polyfold bundle p : Y → X ,
a section f : X → Y is called sc-smooth, if its local representations in
the strong M-polyfold bundle charts are sc-smooth. It is called an sc+-
smooth section if its local representations in the strong M-polyfold
bundle charts are sc+-smooth sections.
• linearization of an sc-smooth section. Given a strong M-polyfold
bundle p : Y → X and an sc-smooth section f : X → Y . If q ∈ X is a
smooth point at which the section f vanishes, the linearization of f at
q is defined by
f ′(q) : TqX → Yq, h 7→ Pq ◦ Tf(q)h
where Pq is the projection TqX ⊕ Yq → Yq. If at the smooth point
q ∈ X the section does not vanish, then the linearization of f at q
is defined as follows. Take any sc+-section defined near q satisfying
s(q) = f(q). Then the section f − s vanishes at the smooth point q
and the linearization of f with respect to s is defined by
f ′[s](q) : TqX → Yq, h 7→ Pq ◦ T (f − s)(q)h.
If s and t are two sc+-sections such that s(q) = t(q) = f(q), then the
linearizations f ′[s](q) and f
′
[t](q) differ by an sc
+-operator. In particular,
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if one linearization is an sc-Fredholm operator, then also the other lin-
earization is an sc-Fredholm operator having the same Fredholm index
in view of Proposition 2.11 in [12].
• linearized Fredholm section. An sc-smooth section f of the strong
M-polyfold bundle p : Y → X is called linearized Fredholm at the
smooth point q ∈ X if the linearization of f at q is an sc-Fredholm
operator. The section is called linearized Fredholm, if this holds true
at all smooth points q.
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